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Gentlemen: i
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D0DJf1VE SIMERY

'Ibe purpose of this report is to provide a brief description of changes,
tests and experinents perfomed at Wolf Creek Generating Station pursuant to
10CFR50.59(a)(1). Siis report includes sumaries of the associated safety
evaluations that were reviewed and found to be acceptable by the Plant |

Safety Review Otranittee for the period beginning on January 1,1989, and
ending on M-der 31, 1989. Stis report is subnitted in accordance with

,

the requirements of 10CFR50.59(b)(2). |
1

Miree najor categories of safety evaluations are included in this report.
Section I contains the Plant Modification Requests which are the primary

i

vehicle used for pemanent plant madifications and design drawing 1

revisions. Section II contains the Safety Evaluations which are used
primarily for tPry plant modifications, procedure revisions and
tvrnry inoc dures. Section III contains tJe sumaries of tle runnining
safety evaluations perfnmai at Wolf Creek Generating Station utilizing
various programs including hcdve Work Request Dispositions and Updated
Safety Analysis Report (USAR) Omnge Requests. Section IV contains the
sumaries of safety evaluations that were reviewed and found acceptable by
the Plant Safety Review Otsunittee during 1988 but were inadvertently omitted !

frun the 1988 Annual Safety Evaluation Report.
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PUNP M]DIFICATKM REQUEST: 00354 Revision: 4

Title: Ners Service Drive 'Ib Reactor Building Bquipent Hatch

wFimt: 'Ihis nodification revision allowed for the installation of a second
concrete crane pad east of the Reactor Building.

Safety Evaluation: 'Ihe installation of a second crane pad is a passive type of
modification which will not interact with safety related systems or conpanents. '

'Jherefore, the probability of an accident previocaly evaluated in the USAR will not be -

increased and the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the USAR will not
be increased.

;

Engineering has evaluated, through omiculations, the effects of surcharge loads on
Category I foundation and underground utilities and concluded that as long as the cmne
is operated within design limits, the original design envelopes the effect due to
installation of a second crane pad. 'Iherefore, the possibility that an accident of a
different type frun any evaluated previously in the USAR is not created.

Engineering calculations have conf 4==4 that surcharge load ccaning frun a second crane
pad are enveloped by original design and this surcharge load does not affect the safety
of underground utilities. 'Iherefore, the prnMbility of occurrence of m1 functions of

i

equipent impartant to safety previously evaluated in the USAR will not be increased.

Engineering has evaluated the effects of this extra surcharge loads frun a second crane
3

pad on Category I foundations, bedrock and underground utilities and concluded that the
original design envelopes these conditions. 'Iherefore, the consequences of mlfunction
of equipnent important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR will not be increased.

;

'Jhe passibility of mlfunction of equipent important to safety will not be created
because the installation of this modificaticn is a passive type of plant nodification.

Since the design change is passive in nature, mrgin of safety as defined in the basis
of Technical Specification will not be reduced.

!

i
i
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PIANT MEIFICATICM REQUBST: 00947 Revision: 0

Title: Access Control Door For Borut 'Ibental Regeneration Systm Valve Rom

Description: 'Ihis nodificatim prwides for a lockable door to the Boron 'Lhennal
Regeneration System valve rom, Rom 1105 in the Anv414ay Building. Although this rom
has noc yet reached radiation levels which would require a locked door by the No1f Creek
Gmerating Station (NOGS) Technical Specifications, Rom 1105 has the potential to
boome exceedingly radioactive. '1he only prW_ USAR changes are to show the addition
of this door on Figures 1.2-9, 9.5.1-2, 12.3-2 and 18.2-2.

Safety Evaluati m Section 6.12.2 of the NO3S Technical Specifications states in part,
... areas accessible to piel with radiatim levels greater than 1000 millirems par"

hour at 45 centimeters (18 inches) from the radiation source or from any surface which
the radiation penetrates shall be prwided with locked doors to prevent unauthorized
stry ...." As a result of this nodification, the prr+=hi14ty of occurrence or the
consequences of an accident or malfunction of equipnant important to safety ptwiously
evaluated is not increased; the possibility for an accident or nalfur.ction of a
different type than any evaluated previously is not created; and the nargin of safety as
definsi in the bases for any NOGS Technical Specification is not ra+w=4_

l
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PIMP NJDIFICATION REQURST: 01189 Revision: 0 and 1 j
i

Title: Diesel Generators Starting Air Ccmpressors Ocodensate Drainage l

I
M ntion: 'Jhe subject ncxiification provides for ir.deg= Ment condensate drains for i

'the Diesel Generator starting air uaipssors (CKJ01A, B, C and D) autcnatic condensate
dtmp valves to preclude water back-up to the uavressors frcu the ocnnon drain header to
which these drains are presently connected. '1his nodification is in the non-safety
related portion of the Diesel Generator starting air systan since the starting air
canpressors (reference USAR 9.5.6.2.2) and associated drains are non-safety related. - '

'the nrxiification reviolon was issued to upgrade the safety classification of the
nodification frtu non-safety related to safety related. . Jhis safety classificatico'

upgrade is due an installation requirement which calls for driving ocncrete expansion
anchor bolts in the safety related base slab of the Diesel Generator NildLng.

Safety Evaluation: 'Jhis modification provides for nore rollable drainage of the
starting air wip essors. 'this nodification does not affect the ability of the Diesel
Generator s*W air system to perform its design and safety functions nor does it
impact any other safety related systan. '1he modification does not impact any Wolf Creek
Generating Station Technical Specification or associated bases. '1he only revision to

,

'

the UShR is to Figure 9.5.6-1 to reflect the revised drain lines for the starting air
uaip seors.

'the drain tubing support anchors nust be installed in the floor slab of a Category I
,

structure. 'Ihe drain line supports thus require this modification to be classified as '

] safety related. '1he loads induced due to the unistrut supports are very small in ,

negnitude cxmpared with the designed capacity of the floor slab. '1he floor slab is
designed as a 91-ic Category 1 structure. Rebar cutting (if namesary) for anchor
bolts and documentation of such will be per the a n.vgiate specificatica. 'Iherefore,a
no safety conoarn is created by the installation of these anchor bolts.

t

,
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PLANP KDIFICATICM REQUEST: 01377 Revision: 4

11tle: Service Water Punp Inpeller Replacement

rr - Fir =: 'Ihis nodificatlan xoplaces the Servloe Water System pung impeller with a
larger diameter impeller to increase the net flw capacity of the Service Water Systan.
'this zwision to the nodification package adds USAR Figure 9.2-1, Sheet 3, as an
cffected devm= ant. |

Safety Evaluation: Increasing the Service Water System punp inpeller dimeter increases I
the not flow capacity of the Service Water System thus reducing the per*=hility of
failure of safety related canpanents due to microbiologically irrhv=1 corrosion. i
Increasing the capacity of the Service Water System punps will pewide additional flow i

to standby mignints to control the growth of microbiol=irmily induced corrosion and
shorten startup time for starxiby canpanents (frun time delay in es+=hlishing flow to
standby ww.ents) thus reducing the per*whility of occurrence of malfunctions of
equipnent important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR. 'Jhe consequences of a
nalfunction of equipnent important to safety previously evaluated in the USAR are not
increased by the additional flow capacity of the Service Water System. 'Jhe new
inpollars should increase the reliability of the Service Water System by meeting the
flow requirunents of the station with two Service Water System puups where three were
required before.

,

'Jhe scope of this nodificaticn will in no way adversely affect the safe shut-down of
'

Wolf Creek Generating Station (RIES). 'ne Service Water System serves no safety design
basis. '1herefore, there is no possibility that an accident of a diffemnt type from any
e cluated previously 1" the USAR will be created. h new inpeller provides more '

flexibility to the operator for the day to day operaticn of the plant; failure of the
Sarvice Water System will not increase the ocnsequences of an accident previously ,

evalunted in the USAR. The subject nodification will not create a nalfunction of
| equipnant important to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the
| USAR. '!he subject modification will not result in a reduction in the margin of safety

as defined in the basis for any WOGS Technical Specification.
'

t
,

l

!
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PIANT KDIFICATKM REQUEST: 01391 Revision: 0

' title: Sanple Hood Drain Header Itxiificatim

Description: 2e scope of the nailfication'is to replace the existing galvanized drain
line to Clean Radwaste (CIOf) in the Amiling Building sanple statico SJ 143 with
stainless steel piping. % e existing union-ended lxonze swing check valve will be
replaced by a flanged stainless steel wafer check valve. %e subject noiification will
cinimize corrosion and the formation of radioactive hot spots.

Safety Evaluatim: %e portics of the Nuclear Ranpling System in which the subject
modification is being made serves no safety function and has no safety design bases.
Se only affect is to USAR Figure 9.3.2 which will be zwised to reflect the new piping
arrangement. Based on the above, the prr4=hi14ty of occurrence or the consequences of
an accident or malfunctica of equipnant important to safety previously evaluated is not
increased; the possibility for an accident or nalfunction of a different type than any
evaluatai previously is not created; and the margin of safety as defined in the basis
for any Wolf Creek Generating Station (NOGS) Technical Specification is not reduced.
Bere is no inpact on any WO:3S Technical Specification or associated bases.

D-
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PIANP M]DIFICATICM REQUEST: 01582 Revision: 0 |

j

Title: Fuel Bdiding Filtration Fan Modification
his modification installa 10-inch by 12-inch access doors in the scroll%e access doorW tion:

housings of Fuel Pd1 ding emergency exhaust fans CEG02A ard CGG02B. installation is necessary in order to provide access to fan internals for balance weight
I

maintenance and ucu.Mdons and for the perfonnance of visual inspections.
,

Be design form, fit, function and performance of the energency
exhaust fans are not affected by this design change, nor is the seismic or environmentalSafety Evalmtim:

qualification of the fans and associated %ents and interfacing ductwork impactai. -

We new access doors are to be designed ard installed to the same specifications as
those access doors which had been originally installed on all miscellaneous safety

Furthernere, the new doors are to be supplied by the
,

related ductwork and fans.
original fan manufacturer due to the safety related nature of the ==.w

icy exhausts

fans.

%e retrofit which installa such fan housing access doors will not increase the
probability of occurrenoa or consequences of an accident previously evaluated in theNor is there a possibility of creating an accident or malfunction of equipnent
inportant to safety of different types than those previously evaluated in the USAR.ehilities of occurIence or consequences thereof of malfunctions of
USAR.

*

equipnant inportant to safety previously evaluatai in the USAR are not increased by this
Further, the pr

Ultimately, the design change will not result in a reduction in thenodification.
margin of safety as defined in the bases for the pertinent Technical Specifications.,

H'

| ;
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1

PGWF MODIFICATION REQUEST: 01655 Revision: 0

Title: Stem Generator Drain Pmp Pressure Indication

W W rwt: 'Jhe subject nodification adds pressure gauges to Steam Generator drain
punps, PINO3A and P203B. One gauge is to be located at the suction of each punp and
one at the cambined discharge of both paps. 'Ihe new gauges are whi to provide local
punp pressure indication to allow the operator to monitor perfomance during punp
operation. 'the non-safety related Steam Generator drain punps are utilized only during
shutdown when the Steam Generator is depressurized.

Safety Evaluations h addition of the subject pressure indicators will have no affect
on the ability of the Steam Generator Blowdown Systan from fulfillily its design bases
as described in USAR Section 10.4.8.1. h nodification has no impact en any ibif Creek
Generating Statics Todinical Specification or associated bases.

Based on the above, the pWh414ty of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipment inportant to safety previously evaluated is not increased; the
possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously is not created; and the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Wolf
Creek Generating Station Specification is not reduced.

.

<
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PU9tr M]DIFICNTION REQUEST: 01665 Revision: 0

Title: Pemanent Access 'Ib Bia:irgssicy Diesel Generators

Description: This mxilfication ptwides for the installation of two small platfoms in
the Diesel Generator MMhg to allow access to the maintenance platfom en the east
cide of the Bnergency Diesel Generators. %e addition of these platfoms provide a
pamanent seismically designed structure that will eliminate the need for persuiel to
utilize the conduit and piping as steps in order to access the existing walkways.

Safety Evaluations % e added platforms have been seismically designed II/I, thereby
ensuring the integrity of any safety related equipnent in the vicinity of tJe
platfoms. %e addition of the platforms wi.ll not have an inpact on any flooding or
fire evaluations, but will inprove accessibility to the Brau.v sicy Diesel Generators.e

3
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PIMP KEIFICATICM REQUEST: 01719 Revision: 0

Title: Drain Valves On Service Water Systen Strainers

Descriptim: 'Litis modification allowed for the installation of three-inch gate valves
for pennanent use as drain valves on the Service Water Systan strainers 1WS01FA and
IWS01FB in place of the W rarily installed drain valves.

Safety Evaluation: N design change provides a drain assernbly with a valve in place of
o drain cap originally provided by the vendor en 1WS01FA and IWS01FB. h original
drain cap was tarporarily replaced by a drain connection with a valve to obtain a source
of Servloe Water for cleaning the floor in the Circulating Water Screen Ibuse.

'1he conpanents that were nodified serve no safety related function or inpact other
systems or conpanents necessary for safe shutdown of the plant. '1herefore, the
possibility or consequence of a previously evaluated accident is not increased, the
possibility of a new or different type of accident is not created and the probability or
undesirable consequences of nalfunctions of any equipnant will not result.

)
|

|

_ _. _ _ __ __
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PIJeff NDDIFICATICM REQUEST: 01772 Revisicn: 1

Title: Replacement Of Stem Gmerator Blowdown Flaah Tank Drain Valve

W rtion: 'Ihis modification replaces the existing seal-welded packless Steam
Generator Blowdown flash tank drain valve IN V-058 with a 600 pounds pressure rated,
bolted bonnett, back-seated one inch globe valve to inprove maintainability. '1his valve
suffers frequent seat damage due to debris from the blowdown flash tank settling in the
drain line. Valve rework has bem frequent and difficult due to seal-welded globe valve
design. Revision 1 to this acxilfication corrected a word canission in the safety
evaluation.

Safety Evaluation: Ms utxiification is expected to reduce the preamhility of
occurrence of valve failure. An accident of a different type frun any already
evaluated is not created. 'Ibe consequences of an amiriant caused by failure of the
valve are not changed. '1he prr**hility of occurrence of malfunctions of equipnent
inportant to safety because of the failure of this valve are reduced by this
nodification. '!his valve improvement will not contribute to the consequence of a
malfunction of equipment important to safety. 'this modification improves the design of
a non-safety related valve; therefore, the creaticm of a different type of malfunction
of equipnant inportant to safety is not anticipated. '1he design change does not affect
the margin of safety as defined in the Technical Specifications.

5
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PIAlff MDIFICMPICM REQUEST: 01791 Revision: 1

Title: Incorporaticn Of Vendor Drawings

u ticm mis modificaticn revisicn expands the changes in plant drawings tor
include renote 7300 process protecticn racks 2A and 4A power supply changes.
Westinghouse discovered that lightly leaiad 7300 series process racks (load less than 18
anps) had their power supplies drive the DC output beyond the design specification for
the powered equipnent when the power supply input voltage varied excessively. Bis
inodification lowers the normal supply voltage frm 26 volts to 24 volts DC and achieved
the required DC voltage stability to maintain reliable process control. Bis revision
clso includes incorporation of Reactor Vessel level Indication System (RVLIS) technical
manual changes.

Safety Evaluation %e incorporation of the drawing and technical manual changes does
not increase the accident and safety related equipment malfunction prnhabilities or
consequences previously evaluated in the USAR, does not create accident and safety
related equipnent malfunction possibilities of a different type than those evaluated in
the USAR, and does not affect %chnical Specification safety margins.

2
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PIANf MI11FICATION REQUEST: 01829 Revision: 0

Title: Anmonia Hydroxide Storage
>

. :M: 'Ihis m:xilfication provides for the storage of amamium hydroxide in thaE
Turbine Building. A pennanent, air conditioned, storage ro:xn is ptwided to store
unopened leak-tight annonium hydroxide drums. 'the purpose of the storage room insidethe Turbine m41 ding is to provide an onvironment cool enough for the annonium hydroxideso that off-gassing does not occur. Off-gassing is required to be minimized to
el12ninate a potential personnel hazard. 'Ihe prW changes to the IEAR are included
to reflect the addition of a rocan air conditicning unit to the subject Annw.ium
Hydroxide Storage Roczn.

Safety Evaluaticm 'Ihare are no changes to any safety design bases for any system. 'Ihe
addition of the rotan air conditioning unit does create a new power generation design
bases, however the Turbine Building Heating, Ventilation ard Air Conditioning (HVAC) ,

Systern as described in IJSAR Section 9.4.4 is nco-safety related in its entirety. In
addition the new structure will be non-Category I ard will be located in a non-Category
I building. 'Jhe subject nodification will not affect the operation or function of the
Ttutilne milding HVAC System, the condensate and feedwater chemical additica system or
any other interfacing systems. 'Ihe consequences of or protability of an accidant
occurring that would adversely effect Control Hoom habitability have not been
increased. No new accident shall be created.

L

I

1

|
|
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PIANT KEIFICATICM REQUEST: 01844 Revision: 3

TLtle: Valocr Valve Spring Replacement

Descdption %is modificaticn changes the spring material of the Valcor solanoid
valves to a type rot susceptible to h)&w embrittlement. S e opa_mhility of the
valves will be unchanged by this axiitication; hc ..ic, the x=14=hility of the valves
will be improved. Due to the high failure rate cm the initial nine valves inspected
(seven out of nine), the modificaticn revisicn delineates a mardatory design requirement
to repimos all the type 17-7M1 springs in the 36 Valoor valves identified in
high t y m ture applicaticns,

r

Safety Evaluation: % e probability of accidents will actually be reduced because the
valves will be Ircre reliable as a result of this modification. Changing the valve
spring material will have no effect cn the consequences of accidents. Changing the
spring material does not make the valve susosptible to other types of failure. h ere is
no possibility that the mxiification can croate an accident of a different type. Since
valve ro14aht14ty is improved by the change of the spring material, the prnhability
of equipnent nalfunction will be docreased. Chmging the valve spring material will
have no effect on the cuisequances of malfuncticns of equipnent. %ere is no
p==ihility that equipnant nalfunction of a different type can be created by this
nodification. Se modification has no effect on the Technical Specificaticn margin of
safety.

|

|

|
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PLANT MDIFICATIGE RIGEST: 01889 Revision: 0

Title: Floor Ikains )
|

r s : r+i r= : This mailfication allows for use-as-is of 1/4-inch wire taash installed in i

the floor drains. The mailfication also requires replacement of any wire mesh finar |
than 1/4-inch installed in Radiological Oontrolled Area (RCA) floor drains so that they 1
ocmform to AS'IM E-437-85. 'the nodification requires all floor drains to be inspected
and cleaned if nore than 50 percent of the nash open area is clogged. 'the inspection
and cleaning shall be perfomed on a regular basis as part of a formal p.vg to ensure
floor drain strainer cleanliness. )

i

Safety Evaluatim: '1he probability of occurrence of an accident (for ammple, Ioss of
Ooolant Accident in the #wilia7 Bailding) prwiously evaluated in the USAR is not
incranami. A calculatim has been performed to assure that the additicn of screens in
the floor drains cm the 1974 foot elevation of the hwilian milding will not increase
the consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the USAR. 'Jhare is not a ,

possibility that an accident of a different type from any evaluated previously in the >

USAR nay be created by the addition of these screens to the basenant floor drains. 'Ihe |
probability of occurrence of malfuncticns of equipment inportant to safety previously
evaluated in the IEAR will not be increased. The prr4=hi1ity of flooding the >wi14ay
hilding basement has not increased; thus the per+=hility of safety related W,==qt
nelfunctions due to flooding has not increase 1. 'Jhare is not a possibility that a
malfuncticn of equipnent important to safety ney be created of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the IEAR. Since the prnhability of flooding the #wili=y
Building has not increased, the creation of a different type of nalfunction to safetyj related equipnent has not been generated. 'Jhe consequences of a malfunctics of f

| equipnent important to safety prwlously evaluated in the USAR wi.ll not be increased. A 4

calculation has been perfonned to assure that the u isguences of flooding has not been
increased; thus the consequences of flooding safety related equipnent has not
increased. 'Ihe design change does not result in reductico in the nargin of safety as

,

defined in the Technical Specificaticm bases.

!
|

t

|
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Puerr MDIFICATICM REQueErf: 01938 Revision: 6

'cLtle: Second Post 'Ibnsioning Systan Inspection

n =<w4 Firm Mtis mxiification was issued for administrative purposes only to provide
administrative controls for the perfonnance of the second Containment Post-Tensioning
Systen inspection. Siis inspection is required by Technical Specification 4.6.1.6.1. |
Mais revisicri to the nodification is to release Revision 5 of Specification 16577-C- '

1500, "Cantainment Tendon Surveillance for the Wolf Creek Generating Station (NTS)". |

Specification 16577-C-1580 has been revised to select a different set of tendons for the
future performance of the surveillance gwimu at NOGS. Wie change deletes high j

elevation tendons on the "C" buttress fran the" surveillance sanple, for the fifth year i

and beycrid, for tenden surveillance r%u-,6 at NCGS. This revision also prevents
drilling holes into the Containment hilding, deletes two references and corrects some
minor typtnmphical errors in Specification 16577-C-1580

Safety Evaluation: Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating Corporation (NCNOC) is comnitted to
proposed Revision 3 to Regulatory Guide 1.35, which states, " Regulatory position C.2.4
r- --+ds the selection of tendons in a randam but representative manner to include the-

tendons fran typical areas, areas of structural disconthiuances, and amas around hot
penetrations." No exceptions are being taken to this position. Although the population
cf tendans will be reduced, the selection process will still be in a randan but ;

representative manner, including tendons fran typical areas, areas of structural
discontinuances and areas around hot penetrations. Since the requirements of Regulatory
Guide 1.35 are being satisfied, the reduction of the tendon surveillance population has
been detennined to be acceptable. Possible degradation of the high elevation tendons). will still be detected through surveillance of similar tendons on buttresses "A" and
''0".

PInhability of occurrance of an accident will not be increased with a revised set of
tendons, as no exceptions are being taken to the current canmitznant to Regulatory Guide
1.35. Mie prevention of drilling holes into the containment N41 ding will reduce the -

prr+=hility of occurrence of an accident. '1he deletion of the two references, ANSI
N45.2 and a draft of ASME Section XI, does not increase the pInhnhility of occurrence of
an accident because ANSI N45.2 is referenced by NCtOC Quality Procurement Specification
EA-001 which is included in the Specification and the Draft ASME Section XI has not
been officially issued and is not required to perfonn the affected specification test

; rucxdure.

Selection of a different set of tendons for the surveillance g % tait, prevention of
; drilling holes and deletion of reference will not cause degradation of the Post-

Tensioning System so it has no effect on any previously evaluated accident.

|

|

|

t

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ __
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NAbrf MDIFICM'ICM REQUIErf 01947 Revision: 0

Title: Protected Area Boundary Perineter Microwave Change

u nticm: '1his nodification involved the change out of the microwave detection
equipnant fmn Shorrock to Racon. New cable is to be installed in the interior
isolation zone around the Protseted Area Boundary (PAB) between the microwave units and
the multiplexers. Additional sidewalks will be added as a result of this nodification.

Safety Evaluation: 'Ibe change out of microwave detection equipnant fran Shu.wck to
Racon does not affect any safety related systans or conpanents and the additional
cidewalk will not affect the flood hazards analysis. New cable is to be routed in
existing Security Systan duct banks. '1his installation does not affect any systen which
was previously evaluated in the USAR. '1his nodification does not affect any safety
related syntan or caiponents. 'Jhe installation of the aforurentioned equipnent nust
neot all applicable installation requirement for electrical and civil / structural mk.
'1herefore, since the systan is not safety related and the installation nust meet all
applicable codes the probability of an accident of a different type frun any previously
evaluated in the USAR will not be created.

f

'.

.

_ .- - _ . _ _ . _ __ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ . - _
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PIANr M)DIFICATIN REQUEST: 01970 Revision: 0 -

|
Title: Central Alam Staticn And (bntrol Room Heidity Control Modification i

naerig*irn: his noiification installs an autmatic humidification systen which will
inject noisture into the outside air su; ply duct for the Control Rom. his htunidity
will spread into the Central Alam Station (CAS) due to the lack of vapor barrier
between the two areas, thereby eliminating the low humidity condition that has been
identified as a contributing factor in security cmputer problems. We htanidifier is
equipped with an cuerfill drain that will ace-,-4te the full flow of a failed open
fill valve which may result fran the failure of the level control switch or the fill '

valve.

. During nonnal operatica of the humidification systan, condensation of the steam on
safety related equipent is prevented by: 1) distributing the steam in ducts that enter
the Control Rom in a location away from safety related epipnant; 2) the use of high
efficiency dispersion nozzles that are also designed to prevent carry over of any ,

condensate in the steare diq=mion tubes; 3) the use of insulation on the distribution
piping to reduce condensation in the piping; and 4) the use of sloped piping with
drains to collect any condensation that foms in the distribution piping on steam
dis =rnion tubes.

Safety Evaluatim: his Control Rom humidification systan ack11 tion is a non-safety
related, non-Class lE system which injects steam in the Control Building supply air to

- the Control Room in order to maintain rocm relative humidity (RH) above a minimum level
3 of 30 percent and at a nominal level of 50 percent for satisfactory ocuputer system

operation. Bauipnent qualification for Control Room equipent is 70 percent RH maximan
during normal or emergency operation per the USAR. References in Secticm 18.1.16 of the
USAR indicate that relative humidity levels can reach as high as 60 percent without
exoseding human factors engineering design limits.

%e Control RocIn air conditioning systan operates continuously to provide a suitable
environment for equipment including limiting humidity to 70 percent RH mvi==.
Further, the Control Rocan air conditioning equipnent has enough excess capacity to
dehumidify noisture conditicms generated by the humidifier and limit Control Rom
humidity to the human factors =v4== level of 60 percent RH.

%e humidification systan including the humidifier, domestic water sue 9 Y P P 39,1 i3
distribution piping, and dispersion tubes, are located in an area which does not cantain
safety related equipnent. Berefore, the humidification systen does not require II/I
cupports.

%e atmospheric steam distribution piping is classified as high energy per USAR, Section
3.6.2.2.a. Ibwever, based on the ==vi== steam generation rate and the purpose of the
systan (i.e., humidification of the Control Room and the CAS), a break anywhere in the
distributicm piping will not cause condensation problans because the distribution piping
is located in the space that provides nakeup air for the CAS ard thus the steam would
ctill be distributed and not condense on safety related equiptent and struct.ures.

. _ .

. _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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PUWtr MDIFICNFICM REQUEST: 01970 Revisicn 0
,

i
Safety Evaluaticm Continued i

i

Installation of the above canpanents or their failum or nalfunction does not increase
the occurrence and/or oansequences of accidents ptiviously evaluated in the USAR or
create the possibility of an accident mMng which is different fran that previously ;

evaluated in the USAR. In addition, tle irstallation of the above ocmponents or their
failure or nalfunction does not increase the probability of nalfunction or the
consequences thereof of any equipnent inportant to safety similar to or different fran
any previously evaluated in the USAR.

)
i

,
%e addition of the hunidification syntan has no inpact to safety, thus it does not i
result in a reduction in the nargin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical |

'

Specification. i

l

h

. - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ .-.
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PIANT KDNICATICM IGQUEErf 02063 Revision: 2 '

i

Title: Valve %rottled Indication On Design Drawings
1

& - y*irms mis nodification adds a note to the applicable drawings to indicate that j
the Basential Servloe Water (ESW) Train "A" return fmn Cup.isit Cooling Water (CCW)
heat exchanger A valve, EF W-59, the ESW Train "B" return fmn OCW heat exchanger B
valve, F W-60, the ESW Trains "A" and "B" frtun Containment air coolers bypass valves,
EF W-47 and EF W-48, the ESW Trains "A" and "B" frun Containment air coolers valves,
EF W-49 and EF W-50, and the ESW to CCW Trains "A" and "B" punp suction isolation
valves, m W-11 and m W-12, are maintained in a throttled position to assure the
ocuponents' required flow and to clarify the definiticn of fully open on the limit
switch development diagrams. j

Safety Evaluation: Revision of the Essential Service Water System drawings (reference !
USAR Figure 9.2-2) reflects the throttled use of valves EF W-47, EF W-48, EF W-49, EF !

W-50, EF W-59 and EF W-60. %e function of valves EP W-59 and EF W-60 is to help
maintain the required flow to the OCW heat exchangers during nonnal operation. EF W-59 ;

and EF W-60, which are opened to a previously established throttled position, together
|with the CW heat exchanger 1A ESW Train "A" return EF W-59 bypass isolation valve, EF -

V-058, and the OCW heat exchanger 1B ESW Train "B" return EF W-60 bypass isolation
valve, EF V-090, provide the total normal design flow of 13,500 gallons per minute (ggn) '

to each train. During accident ocmditions (upon receipt of a Safety Injection Signal or,

loss of off-site power), EF W-59 and EP W-60 autcnntically close and EF V-058 and EF'

V-090 runnin in their locked throttled positions to provide 7,350 gpn flow to the CW'

heat exchanger in each train. he safety position of EF W-59 and EF W-60 is closed.
he function of valves EF W-47, EF W-48, EF W-49 and EF W-50 is to maintain the,

i required flow to the Containment air osolers (SGN01A, B, C, D) during both nornal and
i eN % t conditions. EF W-47 and EF W-48, which are opened to a previously

established throttled position, provjde the nonnal design flow of 2,200 gpn to each
train, while EP W-49 and EF W-50 Itsnin closed. During accident conditions (upon
reosipt of a Safety Injection Signal), EF W-49 and EP W-50 autcmatically open to the
pre-established throttled position to provide 4,000 gpn total flow to the containment
air coolers in each train. EF W-47 and EF W-48 remain in the same throttled position
as before. We design function of these valves remains unchanged. W e drawing changes
are made to reflect the throttled positicos previously established during pre-
operational testing. % ere are no other changes to USAR Section 9.2.1.

Revision of the Ctmponent Cooling Water Systan drawings (reference USAR Figure 9.2-15)
reflects the throttled use of valves m W-ll and m W-12. W e function of these
valves is to isolate the safety related, seismically designed, seq = icy source of
Wp water to the OCW systan. Se normal source of makeup water to the OCW surge
tanks is the Danineralized Water Storage and Transfer Systen, which is not seismically
designed. Upon receipt of a CCW surge tank low-low level alann, the denineralized water
makeup control valve closes. Following this action, m W-ll and M W-12 ney be opened
to a previously established throttled position frun the Control Rocan, as needed to
maintain surge tank level in the respective train. % e design function of these valves
renains unchanged. We P&ID change is made to reflect the throttled positions
previously established during preoperational testing. Were are no other changes to
USAR Section 9.2.2.

_ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Safety Evaluation: Continued
,

As no physical or functional change is being nede to any ocupment or systan, the
4

per*=hiHty of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or nalfunction of equipnant *

important to safety pewiously evaluated is not increased; the possibility for an
wi%t or nalfunction of a different type than any evaluated prwiously is not
created; and the nargin of safety as defined in the basis for any Wolf Creek Cenerating
Station (NOGS) 'Mchnical Specification is not reduced. 'Jhere is no impact on any NOGS
Technical Specification or associated bases.

:

,

t

|

|
| |

- . - .

1
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PUWtr KDIFICRTICM RIQUEST: 02068 Revision: 5 ;

|
Title: Replacement Of Otlorine *nitors

|
|

r-- :reir-t: 9 tis zwision to the acxiification provides a Seismic II/I nitrogen bottle ;
.

rack in the Miliary Biilding. 'Jhe nitrogen bottle rad is designed to hold one 2000 ,

pound nitrogen bottle. 'Ihe location of the rack is six inches north of the old dilorine i
detector GK AITS-3 location, dtich avoids interference with existing concrete blockout ';
pewidad for future p-Euation.

safety Evaluation: Miis design change provides for a seismically designed support for
holding a ninup. bottle in the Miling Building WLich is a naiamic Category I '

structure. 'Jhe seismic nitrogen bottle support prevents the bottle frun Wing a
missile in Rocn 1513 of the Auxiliary Bii1 ding which houses safety related u w.snts.
8]he pgribnh414ty of occurrence of a malfunctimt of equiplant iHportant to safety
prwlously evaluated in the USAR is not created, the possibility of an accident of a
different type fran any evaluated prwiously in the USAR is not created, the
cxmsequences of zralfunction of equipnent important to safety prwlously evaluated in the
USAR is not increased, and the possibility of nalfunction of equipnent important to >

safety of a different type than any previously evaluated in the USAR will not be created !

because the nibupsi bottle support is Seismic II/I design and prevents the bottle fran
hamming a missile.

.

1

b

1
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PUNP MDIFICATI(N REQUEST: 02071 Revision: 1

Title Renwal Of Limitorque Motor Operated valve Heaters

Descr49: A generic problen with burnt wiring of Idmitorque notor operator limit I

~' switch ompartments has been identified. Plant Nodification Request (PMR) 02071,
Revision 0,' was _W_ for limit switch heater removal in 23 aafety related Limitorque
notar operated valves. Revision 1 to PMR 02071 is issued to include rotor
reconfiguration for one valve.

Safety Evaluation: This design change will not result in an increase in the prnhnhility
of the occurrence of an accident or the possibility that an accident of a different type
will' te created, h purpose. of the modification is to reduce the occurrence of
malfunctions of equipnent inportant to safety since the limit switch cmpartment heater
removal will result in longer life and greater integrity for tle control wjring in the
limit switch campartment. h rotor reconfiguration.will result in increased accuracy
for indication and greater assurance that the bypass switches can be p.wly adjusted
'without adverse conseauences to other. functions which would have been located on the

J bypass rotor. Inplementation of this design will not reduce the margin of safety as
defined in the bases for the plant Technical Specifications.

\
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PIAlff MDIFICATIGE REQUEST: 02073 Revision: 1
| i

| . Title: Limitorque Motor Operated Valve Heater Reeval .
,

w *W: 'Ihis nodification addresses the changes necessary to certain safety .|
related notor cperated valves in response to generic problems identified in NRC

'Information Notice 86-71 and NRC Information Notice 86-29. Revision 0 of this )modification addresses the removal of the lhnit switch ocmpartment heaters in certain isafety related notor operated valves as r+x-wded in NRC Information Notice 86-71. i

Revision 1 to this nodification addresses rotor reconfiguration for those valves in
response to NRC Information Notice 86-29.

Safety Evaluation: This modification will not result in an increase in the prr+ahility
cf the occurrence of an accident or the possibility that an accident of a different type

|= will be created. The prnhnhility of the occurrence of malfunctions of equi 2nent1
! . inportant to safety should be reduced since the limit switch ocupartment heater removal .

will result in longer life and greater integrity for the control wiring in the limit I
switch ocupartment. 'Jhe rotor reconfiguration will result in increased accuracy for !
indication and greater assurance that the bypass switches can be p. w ly adjusted j

without adverse consequences to other functions which would have been located on the
bypass rotor. Inplanantation of this design will not reduce the margin.of safety as
defined in the bases for the plant Technical Specifications.

)
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PIMf EDIFICATION REQUEST: 02121 Revision: 0

Title: Flow Element Replaoment

untim: '1his nodification replaces mechanical flow indicators with electronic flow
transmitters and an elecuccdce flow indicator to eliminate the necessity to vent the
entraN air betwe# pie S!/gh Fressure Coolant Injection flow elment M FE-928 and the
transmitter m PT-920 % current arrangerrent encourages gas collection in the
differential ptv>rduni (IF) cells resultinn in erroneous readings. Experience has shown
that Iepeated ventings of the DP cellt dring tl 3 conduct of surveillance testing has
been ne'mscary, which has presented AIARA concams of increased potential of personnel jand ares contamination.

Safety Evaluaticn: Instrument loop M-928 serves no safety function and has no safety
design basis. 'Ihe purpose of this instrument loop is for indication only during
testing. '1he subject nodification has no effect on the function and operation of the
High Pressure Coolant Injection System and the overall reliability of the system is
improved. Additionally, M FE-928 is supported II/I and therefore has no adverse inpact
on any other cmponent, systan or structure.

Based on the above, the prr*ahility of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
;malfunction of equipnent inportant to safety previously evaluated is not increased; the

possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously is not created; and the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Wolf
Creek Generating Station Technical Specification is not reduced.

|
t

j

|

f
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PLANT EDIFICATION REQUEST: 02134 Revision: 2 through 5

TLtle: Radiation Monitor Wi=1t Deposits

n erfption: Uhis modification installs a drain line at the low point in Essential
Service W ter System (ESW) line EP-215-HBC-1" and a strainer with blow-off innediately
downstream of the drain. his madification is being implananted because ESW Train "A"
Radiation Manitor EP RE-35 Isolation valve EP W-087 cannot operate properly due to
muii=1t deposits. Revision 2 expanded the scope of the madification to include Service
hter System Radiation Monitors EA RE-04A and EA RE-04B. Revisions 3 and 4 provided
specification to faciutate the procurenant of strainers for the modification. Revision
5 expanded the scope of the modification to include ESW Train "B" Radiation Monitor EP7

. RE-36 Isolation Valve EP W-088.

| Safety Evaluatim h addition of low point drains and Y-strainers upstream of
| Isolation Valves EP W-87 and EP W-88 and downstream of valves EA V-041 and EA V-042
l. will minimize wii-it aev'-lation in these valves or in Radiation Monitors EP RE-35,

EP RE-36, EA RE-04A and EA RE-04B.

(- %e ESW does not directly interface with radioactive systans. h interfacing systans
are normally operating at a lower pressure than the ESW; however, radiation monitors are

; installed to nonitor the water in each ESW train to assure that radioactivity has not
leaked into .the systen. Alerted to radioactive in-leakage, the operator may identify

E ' the leaking emponent by selective isolation of heat exchangers and determination of the
. rate of d: crease of ESN radioactivity while the suspect ccuponent renains isolated.
Once the source is determined, the canpanent is isolated and repaired.

I

L h Service Water Systen is a non-safety related systen which provides a source of heat
.rejecticm for plant aviliaries which require cooling during nonnal plant operation and
normal plant shutdown. During normal plant operation the Service Water Systan also
supplies cooling water to the ESW and returns the water to the Circulating Water
System. h Service Water Systen serves no safety related function and is not required
for safe shutdown of the plant.-,,

L h Service Water Systen does not directly interface with any radioactive systems;
|' . however, radiation nonitors are provided to monitor discharges in case of in-leakage

from any of the interfacing systens.- High radiation will cause an alarm to sound in the
Control Rocm. A downscale alarm is also provided to indicate instnment trouble.

mio nodification does not change the safety related function of the ESW and does not
affect the function, operation, structural integrity or reliability of the ESW or any
other system. N design of the subject nodification is in accordance with ASME Code
Section III, Class 3 and will have no affect on the ability of the ESW to fulfill its
associated Safety Design Bases as described in USAR Section 9.2.1.2.1.1. %is
nodification does not affect the ability of the Service Water System to fulfill its

. design function and has no impact on any Wolf Creek Generating Station Technical
Specification or associated bases. In addition, this nodification does not affect the
opornh414ty or function of any other systan, CCIUponent, or Gtructure. D e probability
or consequences of a previously evaluated accident is not increased, the possibility of
a new or different type of accident is not created and the probability or consequence of
malfunctions of any equiprrent will not result.
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PIANP EDIFICATION REQUEST: 02149 Revision: 0

Title: Station Service Water System Modifications

naar-rintion %e Service Water Syste (SW) nomal operation total flow requirments are
being increased. %is increase is necessary to establish flow to wipwints that were
initially on standby (receiving no cooling water flow) to minimize Microbiologiaany
Influenced corrosion (MIC). To facilitate this increase in flow, operating omponent
flows are being reduced / optimized where possible. %e flow reductions are possible
because the SW flow rates were conservatively established assuming a 95-dsp.we
Fahrenheit lake inlet te=ramture versus the navi== 90-degree Fahranheit lake inlet
+amr=mture for normal operation. %e ~ heat reoval capahi.14ty of the wip wints in the

-SW/ Essential Service Water System (ESW) win not be reduced. % e basis for the SW/ESW
flows, as described above, ~is utnizaticn of the 90-degree Fahrenheit lake inlet
4 - p ture. Components served by the ESW were designed for the 95-dsp.ae Fahrenheit
lake inlet condition. During normal power operation when the navi== lake inlet

' ta==mture is 90 degrees Fahrenheit, the same heat removal capacity is achieved with
less cooling water flow.

'A total of eight new and two existing orifices are uM14=4 to induce backpressure on
the syst es. S e two existing orifices are renamed EP FE-3 and EF FE-4 to indicate
their new flow indicating function. % e ESW design basis is being modified to specify
returning a portion of the cooling water frm each ESW train to the Ultimate Heat Sink
(UHS) during nomal operation. %is will be achieved by throttling the ESN to UHS
valves, EF W-37 and EF HV-38. Previously, aH water supplied to the ESW was returned

j -to the SW. Provision of continual flow to the UHS win anow for MIC control flows in
| the ursku.ywand ESW return lines. 'Iko new orifices (EP FE-31 and EF FE-36) are

installed in the ESW return lines to the SW. %ese two orifices are sized to return
tpproximately one-half the flow to the SW. - Se ESW to SW isolation valves, EF HV-39, EP

- HV-40, EP HV-41 and EF HV-42, in the same lines, win also be throttled to increase the
amount of flow being returned to the UHS.

%e reaining six orifices are installed downstream of SW supplied ccmponents. 'Iko
orifices (EA FE-32 and FA FE-33) are for individual spsants (Central chiller
condensers and Chemical and Volume control System chiller, respectively) due to piping
configurations. %e other four orifices serve the two main smbine niilding return
baadars. Valves FA FE-34 and EA FE-37 will serve the cwpents located in the south
and of the Twhine niilding. Valves FA FE-35 and EA FE-38 win serve the wipents
located in the north end of the Tnrhine nitiding. In each of the two main baadarsi, a
main orifice will be in service during nomal operaticn, while the bypass orifice will
be in service during cold lake water ccmditions and long-term normal shutdowns when
lower flow requirments exist. %is anows mwamble backpressures to be provided
during ranges of different flow requirments.

Piping gemetry mcdifications are being made in the portion of the ESW return lines to
the UHS located in the ESW Valve Pit. With the new normal design flow through these
lines, several elbows are being eliminated to minimize possible erosion from continuous

.use. Miltionally, with the reduction in ESW flow requirements for the nomal and
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| naeription: Continued i

shutdown modes, the existing bypass around the uccident backpressure orifice is no
longer required. - %e ESW discharge isolation valves, EP IW-85 and EF IN-86, in the
bypass' lines are being deleted..

Due to the 90-degree Fahrenheit =av4== lake t-rature (non-accident conditions), the-

- ESW safe shutdown flow rate required is now reduced below that of the accident flow.
L h is is because the higher flowrate to the Containment air coolers required during

cccident conditions is now greater than the reduction in flow to the Cuwst Cooling
Water-(CCW) heat exchanger that occurs when switching the OCW henc exchanger frm "non-

p , accident" to eim.vancy condition, i.e., Ioss of Coolant Accident (IOCA), Safe Shutdown.
%e heat Imoval capability for the Penetration Rom coolers (SGL15A/B) is changed to
reflect the actual heat loads within the roams.

J

2e heat Imoval capabilities for several ocmponents served by the OCW are being changed
to reflect more detailed or accurate information on the equipnent.

| Chemical injection taps are provided for those camponents which have normally low or i
' stagnant flows. %e tap ocnsists of a capped one-inch connection with a normally closed

gate valve. A tmporary chamimi injecticn assembly is intended to be inserted through j

the open valve after installation on the tap. 1

g Flow instrumentation (differential pressure detectors) is installed across each flow
orifice described above.

Safety Evaluaticm his safety evaluation is intended to address the physical .
nodifications described above and the subsequent operation of the SW and ESW.

..

~ %e change-in Spent Fuel Pool heat input to the ESW due to the new 18-nonth fuel cycle
I was evaluated. %e primary reason for the heat load change is the projected number of
|; fuel assablies requiring off-load changed to am-- Mate the additional burnup.
o

As described 'in USAR Section 9.2.1.1, the SW has no safety design bases. % e SW will
continue to provide sufficient cooling water for heat renoval from nonessential
cuv414ary plant omponents and frm the ESW cmponents over the full range of normal
plant operation and nomal plant shutdowns. %is function will not be affected by the
modification.

1 As described in USAR Section 9.2.1.2, the ESW serves several safety design bases. %e
ESW provides sufficient cooling water for heat removal frm essential plant equipment,

L and is also a sufficient source of sim.yancy makeup water. Protection frm long term
: ; organic fouling and corrosion problems is improved with the implmentation of this
I design package.
L

| Wlf Creek Generating Station (NOGS) 'Ibchnical Specification 3/4.7.5 Limiting Condition
| For Operation 3.7.5 b. requires the plant inlet water tmperature to reain less than or
L
1

_s
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Safety Evaluatirms Continued

equal to 90 %was Fahrenheit for nomal operation. %e NO3S accident analysis assume
that UHS +anrmmture shall not exceed 95 %aes Fahrenheit following a design basin
arv id-it. To this and, an analysis was parfomed to detemine the inpact (increase in
t-==ture) in plant inlet water ta- mmture due to the establishment of a continuous .
discharge of heated water to the WS during nomal operation. .

!

. %e results_ of this analysis demonstrated a circulating water tanramture rise of 0.71
dspues Fahrenheit (during atartup conditions) and 0.69 %wes Fahrenheit (during
nomal conditions). Bis will yield a ==vi== ta===mture of 88.5 deywes Fahrenheit
when operating at 100 percent annual average load factor. %1s analysis also
denonstrated that the themal plume conservatively predicted a tawa=ture rise of 2.7

1 degrees Fahrenheit , 890 feet away fran the discharge point in the UHS. hus,
conservatively using a starting +=Tamture of 91.1 degrees Fahrenheit during IOCA
shutdown conditions, the ==v4== tanramture in the UHS based on the gnidalines providedi

| in Regulatory Guide 1.27, Revision 2 will not exceed the design basis tanramture of 95
'

dow was Fahrenheit. Based cut maximun evaporation in the UHS, it was concluded that
!= sufficient eter would be availabla to supply cooling water for 30 days. Hence the

.

I' safety design basis of the ESW has not been modified.

Because the ESW accident design basis flow rates are not rahead, the same heat retoval
capacities are achieved. %erefore, the cooling of omponents, systems and spaces will
be maintained within limits during nornal operation and adequate heat removal capacity

d is ensured during post-IOCA conditicms.

- %e heat removal caphilities for several caiponents served by the CXM are being changed
to reflect more detailed or accurate infontation on the equipnent. All revised

- infomation is taken fran existing design th' ==ita .

%e indicated increase in heat Istoval caphility for the Penetration Roan coolers
(SGL15A/B) is to reflect the actual heat loads within the roans. %e roan cooler

,
capacity was verified to exceed the revised Itxxn design heat loads for both normal

L operation (90 degrees Fahrenheit inlet cooling water) and for post-IOCA conditions (95
degrees Fahrenheit maximan inlet cooling water). S e increased heat load on the UHS is'

considered insignificant. Sufficient margins already exist in the UHS design to nore
than ccupensate for the naninal increase in heat rejection fran the Penetration Roan
coolers.

Elimination of notor-operated valves EF W-85 and EF W-86 does not inpact safe shutdown
cap hility of the ESW. Previously, these valves were opened to allow the total system
flow to be returned to the UHS for normal or safe shutdown using the ESW. However, by
c.cknowledging the 90 degrees Fahrenheit ==v4== lake tanrnature (non-accident-

conditions), the normal and safe shutdown flow is now reduced below that of the accident
flow. h us, the backpressure orifices EF FE-3 and EF FE-4 can serve the ESW during
accident and safe shutdown conditions without the need for additional bypass flow.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - - _ _ _ _
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Safety Evaluation: Continued

%e deletion of valves FE HV-85 and EF W-86 has no impact m any design bases of the
interfacing safety systems, which are the Class 1E low Voltage Power System, the Ioad
shed'and mergency Ioad Sequencer Systen, the Reactor Protection System, and the Status
Indication Systen. '

2e installation of backpressure orifices does not alter the SW's design structural and
functional integrity. Each orifice will be installed between two flanges. %e piping
modificatilons meet the same piping code as the existing SW. 'Iwo of the orifices are
installed in stress analyzed piping (extension of ESW return lines). A revised stress
analysis has been perfonned to assure that the stresses within the Code portion of the

E ESW are within the Code Allowables.
1

| Flow Transmitters EP FT-03 and EF FT-04 are two new differential pressure transmitters
installed across EP FE-03 and EF FE-04. Wese transmitters, because they are installed
in an ASME, Section III system, are seismically qualified and installed in order to
maintain the systen functional and structural integrity. %ey are used strictly to
provide renote flow monitoring at Panel EF157 and do not serve any other function.

Flow indicators EA FI-31 through FA FI-38 are differential pressure indicators installed
in the non-safety related SW. W ese indicators provide local indication only and serve
no safety related function.

%e installation of tamnnmry chenical injection connections does not alter the SW and k

ESW Systems's design structural and functional integrity. Se normally oapped one-inch:

connections include a normally closed gate valve. S e connections are designed to the
. sane piping codes as the systems to which they are being added.

A II/I Hazards review has been parfnmad for the addition of orifices, pipe supports,
chemical tape, instruments, instrument tubing, tubing supports, electrical cable, cable
raceway and raceway supports. It has been determined that no II/I hazard is present.
%e II/I Hazards Report has been updated to reflect the new equipment.

High energy line break and missile analyses are not required for this nodification since
only moderate energy pipes are involved. %is nodi.fication does not add any high energy
lines to the plant. %e existing lines which are being modified do not create the need
for any additional analyses. No safety related systems or ccuponents are adversely
effected.

- A seismic stress analysis has been performed to determine any effect the newly added and
nodified equipnent ney have' on any seismically stress analyzed equipnent. We principle
codes of the piping systens being nodified are ASME Section III, Class 3, and ANSI
B31.1. All stresses were found to be within the Code Allowables.

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ - - _ _ _ _ -_ _ _ __ _ ____ - _
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Safety Evaluatim: Continued

'Jhe fire hazards analysis is updated to reflect the deletion of EF W-85 and EF HV-86.
h fire rating of two walls is maintained following the addition of two penetrations '

for conduits serving the ESW Valve Pit orifice flow indicators.
.

'

In the Turbine Building, sme piping in three other systes required modification to
support the installation of the orifices for the south SW header. 'Jhe Fire Pro'Ux: tion
Systs changes have been verified not to create excessive additimal pressure drop or
any other concerns. 'Jhis is also true.of the Turbine Building Closed Cooling inter and
Liquid Radwaste Systems. Minor pipe rerouting was required to obtain clearance over the
new orifice and bypass line piping. h Fire Protection and Liquid Radweste Syst es are *

designated as F ial Scope. A support also had to be trodified in the Deineralized
Water Makeup Storage and Transfer Syst m. h above systems' original design structural
and functional integrity will be maintained.

In consideration of the above evaluation and since accident cooling water flow rates to
safety related ungsits are not reduced and the same accident and safe shutdown heat .'

renoval capacities are achieved, the proposed change does not involve an increase in the
prr+nhilit,.f or consequences of any accident previously evaluated. Additionally, no
malfunctions of equipment inportant to safety are affected or created, no new or
different kinds of accident are created, and no change in the margin of safety exists.

)
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Title: Relocation Of Diesel Generator Instrunentation

nerintion: Se subject nrxilfication relocates instnmentation frm the instrument
panels of Eur:u.picy Diesel Generators (D/G) 10001A and KKJ01B to all-mounted instrument

'racks located on the east wall of the D/G roms. %e instruments are being relocated to
provide a more accessible location for naintenance and calibration.

. We subject nodification also adds process isolation valves to the associated D/G jacket
water sensing lines of the Emergency Diesel Engine Cooling Water Systan (EDECWS). We
EDECWS is a safety related, closed cycle systm~that serves as an intar-iiate system
between the diesel engines and the Essential Service Water Syst m . %ese valves are
added to facilitate instrument maintenance.

USAR 'mble 3.11.(B)-3, Identification of Safety Related Bquipnent and Ccmponents, will
. be revised to reflect the addition of the described valves. W e valves, located in the
D/G roms, are in a mild envirmment post-accident. In addition, USAR l'igures 9.5.5-1,
Sheets 1 and 2, and 9.5.6-1, Sheets 1 and 2, will be revised to reflect the addition of '

the described valves and instrument tubing reconfiguration.

Safety Evaluatim: S e wall-mounted racks, relocated instruments and associated tubing
and valves are seismic Category I and therefore pose no hazards to any adjacent
equipnent. New Class.1E, Seismic Category I conduit, cables and termination boxes are
clso added to facilitate the instrument relocation.

%e function of the relocated instrumentation is to provide annunciation and indication
for the intercooler water and jacket water systans, annunciation for the starting air
system, and to provide a back-up pressure switch to the electric diesel speed control
switch KJ SS-66. %e subject instruments remain functionally identical to the original
design. We added process isolaticm valves are ASME III, Class 3, Miamic Category I
and in conjunction with the relocated instrument tubing design ensure that the
ctructural integrity and pressure boundary of the EDECWS is maintained. A walkdown of
the subject nodificaticms has .derarmiral that no items, not supported II/I, can
adversely affect any safety related equipent added by this nodification. Additionally,
this nodification adds no itens which are not supported II/I.

%e ability of the D/G and their associated EDECWS to fulfill their design functions as
described in USAR Secticns 8.1.4.2 and 9.5.5 are not affected by the subject
nodifications. In addition, upon review of the Wolf Creek Generating Station (NOGS)
Technical Specifications, the nodifications were found to have no impact on any
cpecification or associated bases.

Based on the above, the prnhnhility of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipent inportant to safety previously evaluated is not increased; the
possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously is not created; and the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any WOGS
Technical Specification is not reduced.

_ - ---- _ _ _ _ ____- ______-_ .._.
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Title: Increased Cm bustion Ioading

untion ne nodification established a new fire area, A-33, ard provided the
associated proposed USAR changes which described the new fire area for increased storage
of combustible natarial. mis nodification revision provides for the installation of
three-hour rated fire riagarn in the Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning ductwork
for both supply ard return air to support the three-hour integrity of fire area A-33.

Safety Evaluations %e fire dampers will isolate fire area A-1 frun the newly
: established fire area A-33, and isolate the Heating, Ventilating and Air Conditioning

l '

ductwork from other areas of the Auxiliary Building in the event of a fire. he fire
danpers are consistent with 10CFR50, Appendix R requirements.
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Title: anergency Diesel Generator Startup Air Strainer - >

W +im: 'Jhis nodificatico revises the procurernent h=ritation for the bonnet,

assembly adapter for the Snargency Diesel Generator's 1.G-inch and 2-inch starting air
'strainers to an ASME Class 3 part. Since the bonnet asseinbly adapter is pennanently

- Ettached (by weld) to a pressure boundary part, the adapter nust be made frun +=e=hle
material.

Safety Evaluation: 'Jhls modificaticn entails revising the bonnet assembly adapter for
the Snargency Diesel Generator's 1.5-inch and 2-inch starting air strainers to an ASME
Class 3 part for conformance to the ASME pressure boundary material requirements. No
safety feature of the plant is inpacted. 'Jhe prnhnhility or consequence of a previously
evaluated accident is not increased, the possibility of a new or different type of
cccirlant is not created and the probability or ucadiequence of an1 functions of any-

equipnent will not result.

,
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Title: Main Turbine Vibration Recorder Replacement

hM@ Due to unavailability of replacerent parts and poor reliahility, this
' mxiification has been issued for the replaosnent of the Main Turbine Vibration and-
Eccentricity Recorder, AC YR-0141, with an up;Ai, nere reliable and naintainable
model.

Safety Evaluation: 'Ihe function of the Main Turbine Vibration and Eccentricity Recorder
is non-safety related, however, the recorder is nounted in safety related Main Control
Board (ICB) RLO28. 'Ibe new recorder is smaller in size than the recorder it replaced.
'Iherefore, the MCB cutout was nodified to accormcdate the new recorder's dimensions. A '

review of this nrdification has determined that the seismic integrity of the MCB has not
been adversely affected.

k

.
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' title: ' Valve Weight And Center Of Gravity Verification

Dame d pirm 'Jhis nodification revises the amlirwhle drawings to reflect actual valve
weight and center of gravity of various Westinghouse swing check valves. No
modification to these valves in the field is required. 'Ibe Westinghouse specification
required physical verification of valve weight and center of gravity for each valve
design within this particular specification. 'Jhe actual weight of the sanple valve
shall be plus or minus ten percent of the weight shown on the drawing. 'Ihe center of
gravity shall be verified within plus or minus ten si:u.ht of valve's extended structure
measure from the valve run centerline. . Valves associated with drawings M-724-00352, M-
724-00354 and M-724-00402 were outside this acceptance limit.

h affected isometric drawings will be revised to reflect the center of gravity and
valve weight change at modification package close-out.

Revision 1 of this nodification was issued to provide additional details to the
evaluation.

Safety Evaluation: Valves manufactured to drawings M-724-00352, -00354 and -00402 are
outside the original specification limits on center of gravity and weight. Valves
manufactured to drawing M-724-00352 have no deviations in terms of mass but do have an

' alteration in the center of gravity upward by 1.3 inches for a total of 4.7 inches above
piping centerline. '1his change of the six inch check valves, which have a mass weight
of 400 pounds each, were reviewed for inpact to the piping stress levels for normal,
upset and faulted loading and were found to be of little or no consequence. Valves.F

manufactured to drawing M-724-00354 hava no deviation in tems of center of gravity but
do have a mass decrease of 370 pounds. 'Ihis change to the 10 inch check valves which
had an original weight of 1,860 pounds were reviewed for inpact to the piping stress
levels for normal, upset and faulted loading and were found to be of little or no
consequence. Valves manufactured to drawing M-724-00402 have deviated in weight by an
increase of 175 pounds and center of gravity upward by 1.1 inch. 'lhis change to the 14
inch check valves, which had an original weight of 1400 pounds each, were reviewed for
inpact to the piping stress levels for nomal, upset and faulted conditions. '1he
increase in weight is 12.5 percent, which is less than the 17 percent SNUPPS criteria

| for determination of reanalysis requiremnt. 'Ihe center of gravity remains low (4.5
inches above pipe centerline) and is judged to be of little or no consequence. In
addition, review of the piping stress levels indicates that nozzle and stresses are well
below the alle-hle values. 'Jherefore, the revised valve weights and center of gravity
changes have no adverse impact to the system design.

'Ibe prnhnhi14ty of occurrence or consequences of an accident previously evaluated has
not been increased; the probability of an accident different frun any previously
evaluated has not been increased; the probability of occurrence or the consequences of
malfunction of equipnent important to safety has not been increased; the possibility of
a malfunction of equipent important to safety of a different type than previously
evaluated has not been increased as a result of this modification.

|
4
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Title: Removal'Of Distribution Panel Breaker

untim: 'Ihis ncxiification reoves an existing spare breaker, IC02ACR141, and
installs a cover plate in the enpty slot.

Safety Evaluation: Since the breaker was a spare no safety related equipment other than
the pamlbrd is affected. It should be noted that by r e aving the breaker no adverse-

seismic effects an the panel have been created. In addition, any inadvertent contact
(by personnel) with the energized pae t h rd internals will be prevented by the-

installation of the cover plate.

i
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TLtle: Visual Weld Acceptance Criteria

n==rr4 Firm: This modification allows the option of applying additional visual weld '

acceptance criteria for the perfomance of structural weld inspections. A unifom
training sug-u will be provided to Quality Ccntrol (QC) inspectors in the
iglementation of the additional criteria to assure ocnsistency of application, h
applicable USAR changes will be ince.p., rated at package close-out. Revision 1 to this'

| modification incorporates applicable specificaticms.
1

Safety Evaluation: The visual weld acosptance criteria was developed to address sczne of l

the difficulties associated with the inspection of structural welds. 'Ihe AISC " Quality )
Criteria and Inspection Standards" states that there are times when repair work creates
higher residual stresses and does more ham than good. N use of this criteria will
help to minimize unnecessary repairs withmt lowering quality standards.

Ihe structural effect of each discontinuity for which acceptance criteria are provided'

has been subjected to critical engineering evaluation and has been reviewed by the NRC.
' Engineering analysis and m1mlations have been performed to confim the acceptability'

of-.the criteria. In addition to calculations, the justifloation for the acceptance
criteria considers past avrMence and a number of conservatisms inherent in engineering
design of structural welds.

The NRC will be given the v wortunity to review the QC Inspector training pupan and
observe training in p.upass.

.
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Title: T-vxery Fire Protection Bauipnent tyyadul ib PeInanent -

n = r -1:*irws: Uhis nodification accepts the tammvary Fire Protection System equipoent
for upgrade to permanent classification. N Fire Protecticn System equipment of
concern includes the urshyvand piping, hydrants and valves located north of the
Materials Management Biilding, east of the Construction Aininistration Biliding
(including the Fire Protection training grounds), and west of the Main Warehouse. 'Ihis -
equipnent is not safety related except for 1FP087, fire hydrant, and 1FP593, fire
hydrant isolation valve, which are special scope. h equipment now neets all USAR
ocmnitments and was installed and tested per Specification A-3824, Section 305.

' Safety Evaluation: 1his nodification has no inpact on the structural integrity,
function and/or rTarahility of the Fire Protection Systan or any other system and does
not affect the ability to fulfill any safety related function as described in the safety
design bases in USAR Section 9.5.1. '1he upgrade of the Fire Protection Systan equipment
has no inpact on the Wolf Creek Generating Station Technical Specifications or
csociated bases. The drawing revisions being nede to reflect the as-built
configuration associated with this nodification will not increase the probability or
consequences of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the USAR nor the
possibility that an accident of a different type from any evaluated previously in the
USAR. Likewise, these changes will not increase the probability or consequences of
occurrence of a nalfunction of equipment inportant to safety previously evaluated in the
USAR, nor the possibility that a malfunction of equipnent important to safety nay be

g created of a different type than any previously evaluated in the USAR. Uhere is no
margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification applicable to
these changes. Finally, an unreviewed safety question does not exist as a result of
these changes.

i
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Title: Undervoltage Power Supply
.

I

W Finn: . This nodification revision allows the uw of either a 5.0k-ohm resistor or )
a 4.99k-ohm resistor for Resistor R6 in the undervoltage power supplies located in .

Cabinets NF039A and NF0398. 'Ibe power supplies monitor the 4160-volt Class lE bus |
voltages'and initiate load abaMing When an undervoltage conditlan occurs. j

l

Safet.y Evaluation: A current swi.icnal to the 4160-volt Class lE bus voltage flows
through the subject resistor and develops a get.icnal voltage. 'Jhis voltage is
'canpared to a reference voltage to determine when an undervoltage cmdition occurs. If
-the value of the resistor is changed, the reference voltage can be changed accordingly
during m14hration to achieve the cw.wct undervoltage setpoint. Therefore, the value
of the resistor can be chosen arbitrarily and, after calibration, there will be no

,

adverse effect on the ability of the undervoltage power supplies to perfom their safety
related function.

$
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PIANf MEIFICATIG4 REQUEST: 02532 Revision: 1
j

. Title: Body 'Ib-Bonnet 'Ibrque Value

w*h : his mxiification was issued to allow increasing the torque of the body-t,

to-bonnet bolts on the Reactor Coolant Systan (RCS) Icop 1 Pressurizer Spray Valve due
to-leakage. Revision 1 to this nodification replaces the existing gasket between the
valve body and packing box with a spiral wound gasket, which is an Incanel 600 with
.grafoil filler. %is. replacement gasket will provide better sealing than the rasent
gasket which is a 316L stainless steel gasket with asbestos filler. % e gasket
replacanent is applicable for both Icop 1 and Icop 2 Pressurizer Spray Valves and the
applimble drawings will be revised to reflect tle gasket change.

Safety Evaluaticm: Changing the body-to-packing box gasket material from an asbestos
' filler with stainless steel ring to a grafo11 filler with Inconel ring will provide a

better seal of the mechanical joint and will not increase the prnMbility or
ocnsequen s of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated. Increasing the sealing
of the mechanical joint by changing gasket material will not create an acx:ident of a
different type than previously evaluated. Se prr4whility or consequences of
malfunction of equipnent important to safety has not been increased by changing the
gasket naterial on the body-to-packing box muscdon. S e material change of the
gasket will not create a malfunction of equipnent important to safety that has not been

.previously evaluated. %e margin of safety of equipment has not been reduced as defined
in the Technical Specifications by the material change of the gasket.
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PIMF KDIFICATION REQUEST: 02563 Revisicn 0 i
l

Title: Reclassification Of Area Housing Security System Seccodary Power Supply |
.

. 1

M ticm: This modification acocmplishes the physical modificaticos necessary toI

locate the Security System Seccxdary Power Supply (SSSPS) within an area
. 1

administratively controlled as vital. h physical nodificaticns consist of creating a
newly enclosed space around existing equipment in the Turbine Building and the addition l
of barriers to the Heating, Ventilaticn, and Air Conditioning System (INAC) diffusers.
This modification is the result of a ocamitment nade to the Nuclear Regulatory
Camission (NRC) to locate the SSSPS for alarm annunciator equipent and non-portable
otanunications equipent within a vital area. USAR Section 13.6, "W31f Creek Generating
Station (WOGS) Physical Security Plan", has been revised to reflect these changes. ( h
revisicn was submitted to the NRC via letter NM 88-044.)

|

Safety Evaluation: The new loads inposed cn the existing structural floor of the
Turbine Building as a result of this nodification are negligible and are well within the
allowable supeimmaed design loads. This modification affects USAR Figures 1.2-32,
1.2-36 and 12.3-2. Further USAR changes, involving Section 13.6, Figures 5.1-1 and 5.1-
10, have already been revised to reflect these changes. No safety related systems or
ccuponents are added, altered, or present in the new room. Uhe Turbine Billding and
Ocnnunications Corridor are non-safety related structures, therefore an evaluaticn of
II/I hazards is not necessary. h additicms made as a result of this modification have
no inpact on existing fire protection features of the area. h addition of the
barriers to the Turbine 9'ilding IWAC diffusers will have no adverse affects on the

y operability or function of the associated IWAC. The USAR text and NOGS Technical
r Specifications are not affected by these changes.

|.
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PIANT M]DIFICATION REQUESr 02568 Revision: 2
!

Title: Simpacy Exhaust Fans Inlet Vane Modification

Iw ption: his mailfication revision deletes the originally specified Phase II work.

which required the procurment and installation of variable inlet vanes for emergency
exhaust fans, CGG02A and CXX;02B. % is revision also ocmditionally accepts as installed
Taiporary edification orders (DsD) 88-139-GG and 88-140-GG which adjusted the close
travel limit switches on Wm GGD018 and GGD025 to allow both dan =m to Imain
partially open during a Safety Injection Syste (SIS) lineup of the Simpicy Exhaust
Systs. h close limit amiliary cams in the dan =r operator may need to be adjusted
.to be in synchronism with the close limit travel cams readjusted in the 90.

%e new configuration provides suppleental flow from the Fuel Bd1 ding to the Bergency
' Exhaust Systs to help decrease the negative pressure in the Auxiliary Building to an
ccceptable level'. B is decrease in excessive vacuum in the Auxiliary Building allows
the Control Rocm to meet its pressure requirments of 0.25-inch water gauge, as required
by Technical Specification (T/S) 3.7.6. Since only the close limits were adjusted in
the 90, the dan &m may still be opened 100 percent. Bus, Fuel Building Ventilation
. Isolation Signal (FBVIS) actuation of the dampers is unaffected.

Revision 1 of this modification installed new sheaves on fans DOGG02A and DOGG02B which
lowered the fans' revolutions per minute. Consequently, the brake horsepower (BHP)
required for operation in the new configuration has also been reduced. W e maximum BHP
required by the fans at their rad - a speed is well below the notor BHP nameplate rating
for each notor.g

- Safety Evaluation: %e safety evaluations for the unaffected bases contained in USAR
Section 9.4.3 have been reviewed and have been determined to be valid with the
inplementation of the nodification. Means are provided to assure both the control and
nonitoring of gaseous radioactive releases following a loss of Coolant Accident (IOCA).

%e Simpicy Exhaust Syste maintains a negative pressure in the Auxiliary Building of
not less than 0.25-inch water gauge, following a IOCA. %e system collects and
processes potential Bnergency Core Cooling System (BOCS) leakage and the effluent purged
frcm the Containment via the Hydrogen Purge System. %e systs is nonitored for
radioactivity upstream of the filter adsorber unit prior to release through the unit
vent.

Testing of the Dis p cy Exhaust System with a SIS line-up has been performed during
-both Refuel 2 and Refuel 3. Refuel 2 testing deanstrated that a lower flow rate
through the syste prMumi no nore than 0.25-inch water gauge negative pressure in the
Auxiliary Billding. Sus, the Refuel 2 testing provided the support for the Technical
Specification change noted in Revision 0 of this nodification. h e Technical

. Specification change was approved in 1988 ard has been incorporated into NUREG-ll36 as
! Amendnent 22. Refuel 3 testing denonstrated the feasibility of the nodification under

consideration (note that the required 0.25-inch water gauge negative pressure was again,

|. Echieved in the Auxiliary 9diding during this testing). Since tosting will confirm
periodically (i.e. in accordance with Technical Specifications 3/4.7.7 and 3/4.9.13)

| that the Brergency Exhaust System maintains adequate negative pressure in the Auxiliary
j Building, any leakage between the Auxiliary and Fuel Billdings is not a concern provided

that both buildings remain negative relative to the outside atnesphere.i

L

r
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PIANT KEIFICATICM REQUEST: 02568 Revision: 2

Safety Evaluation: Continued

'Jhe operation of Fuel Building process radiation nonitors GG RE-27 and GG RE-28 are
unaffected by this nodification. 'Jhey are still available for the operator if he should
want to know the activity of the flow being processed through the simpicy exhaust
filter ader train. 'Iherefore, the criteria for preventing tup.t-wM exfiltration

-

,io still net.

Also, the reduced flow through the simpicy exhaust filter adsorber provides for longer
residence tine in the filter and thus for inproved removal efficiency. 'Iherefore, the
radiological oansequences would not be' increased as a result of the nodification.

'Ihe nodification has been reviewed from the standpoint of human factors and also is
found acceptable. 'Ihe hand indicating switch close button, lights and related cmputer
point for the danpers will still operate as originally designed except for repositioning
the danper close limit discussed auove. 'Jhe Engineered Safety Features SIS Status panel
indication for both dampers will also actuate in this manner. FBVIS indication on the
Engineered Safety Features Status panel will remain unchanged.

|

|

|

|

|
,
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PIANT EDIFICMrION REQUEST: 02632 Revision: 3'

Title: Preaction Sprinkler Systa ledificaticn

m=vw4Mim: mis modification installs a pipe support in the Preaction Sprinkler
System located in the Diesel Generator Roam "B" to irnprove the structural stability of
the sprinkler system. %is 2 codification eliminates the interference of the Preaction
Sprinkler System hangers with the safety related Heating,. Ventilation and Air
conditioning Syst e ductwork by relocating the interfering hangers six inches east of
their present location. By rerouting the interfering piping, this nodification also

'climinates the interference of a Sprinkler System drain valve with the safety related
Diesel Generator fuel day tank.

Safety Evaluation: %e function and operating characteristics of the Preaction
Sprinkler System are not affected in any nenner by this nodification. % erefore, the
prnhability of occurrence and consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the
USAR will not be increased. % e possibility of an accident of a different type from any
previously evaluated is not created. %e prnhability of occurrence and consequences of |
nalfunctions of equipnant inportant to safety previously evaluated is not increased. {
mere is no possibility that a nalfunction of equipnent inportant to safety may be !

created of a different type than any previously evaluated. %is design change will not
result in a reduction in the nargin of safety as defined in the basis for any Technical
Specification. ;

L ;
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PIAMP 30DIFICATIN REQUEST: 02634 Revision: 0

Title: Concrete Expansion Anchor Design Criteria Change
#

- naa<-rinticm 'Ihis nodification is being issued to release the revised design h=a'its
to allow use of recently inpcoved concrete expansion anchor designs (undercut-type)
which are expected to provide cost savings and inprove AIARA results during the life of
:the plant. Fifications have also been revised to nodify the design allowables,-

installaticn criteria, etc., based on the latest published data supplied by the new
L-

permitted vendors. 'Jhe scope of this nodificaticn package is to add Sections B7.1
|- through B7.5 of Appendix B, Steel Babedments, to the American Concrete Institutes, Code

Reauirements for Nuclear Safety Related Concrete Structures, ACI 349-80 with the 1984
Suppleant, to the list of applicable codes utilized in the design of Category I
structures. ACI 349-80 Appendix B specifies the design requirements for ductile
designed expansion anchors.-t

|

L Safety Evaluation: ACI 349-80 Appendix B allows ductile design of expansion anchors.
'Ihe load factor for ductile designed expansion anchors is 1.7 per Section 9.2 of ACI
318.77. 'Ihis is lower than load factors required for non-ductile expansion anchor

| :' designs (load factor of 4). However, the use of ACI 349-80 Appendix B for ductile
' design meets all previous design criteria requirements, emplies with other USAR

|; cxmmitments, and has been approved by the NRC on other projects. 'Iherefore, this
i. nodification has no impact on the Wolf Creek Generating Station Technical Specification
| or on the Safety Design Basis for any systan which would utilize ductile designed
p expansion anchors.
L

i

.
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PIANr KDIFICATI(M REQUEST: 02651 Revision: 0

Tith: Increase Of Feeder Cable Size And Revision Of Iow Voltage Systm Drawings

n = e H :+ir-i %e subject modification involves upsizing the notor fawiar cable and I
revising the relevant rh=rits (e.g., notor and fan data sheets, vendor prints, etc.)
to reflect the existing, as-built, operating conditions for psv.ob.otion cooling units
SGL15A and SGL15B and to reflect the latest information. received frtzn the notor 4

.nanufacturer. '

1

Safety Evaluation: his information clarifies the operating horsepower onpability of
notors DSGL15A and DSGLISB as 30 horsepower (HP) with a service factor of 1.15 with no

: impact on the original environmerstal and seismic qualifications.

%e cable currently installed will adequately carry the notor current corresponding to
the as-built 25 HP. Increasing the feeder cable size will have no adverse affect on the

'perfonnance of fan units and provides anpacity derating margin for future raceway fill
increases and notor full load currents up to notar full load currents wuaspcialing to
30 HP and service factor 1.15. %us, increasing the faaiar cable size provides.
additional margin over the actual design load on the cable.

Each cooler is safety related and requLwi to function post-accident and to achieve and
maintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition. % e subject changes will not affect '

the ability of the penetration rocan coolers to fulfill their safety design bases as
described in USAR Section 9.4.3.1.

b USAR Table 9.4-8 is being revised to indicate that the penetraticn room cooler notors
each have a 30 HP capability. In addition, the list of loads supplied by the hiu.yancy
Diesal Generators (D/G) is being revised to indicate that the subject notors are 30 HP,
the peak brake HP is 25, and to reflect the respective-increase in the D/G loss of
. coolant acMriant and blackout loads. We identified increase in D/G loading, 6 kilowatt
(kw) per D/G, results in a cold shutdown load of 5647 kw and is well below the D/G
continuous rated load of 6201 kw, therefore, adequate design margin reains. Since
there are no physical changes being nede to the penetration room coolers or associated'

notors, there is no change to the actual D/G loading as previously denonstrated during
g opw.=tional testing or during the surveillance testing associated with Wolf Creek
Generating Station (NOGS) Technical Specificaticm 4.8.1.1.2. Berefore, the subject

,

| changes have no affect on the operation or function of the D/G. % e as-built fan
' configuration, including an operating speed of 2200 revolutions per minute, was

evaluated and determined to be bound by the existing missile analyses m1mlation,
therefore no missile hazards are of concern. We subject nodifications have no inipact

, on any NOGS Technical Wification or associated bases.

1
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PLANP 10DIFICATION REQUEST: 02674 Revision: 0

Title: Update To '1he Westinghouse Precautions, Limitations And Setpoints

u ntion: This nodification updates the Westinghouse Precautions, Limitations and
Setpoints (PIS) to agree with the actual plant setpoints in the Wolf Creek Generating
Station Technical Specifications (T/S). It also clarifies one page that was unreadable
and includes scane data marked "later" on our present PIS.

h following describes each change:

1) Iow Pressurizer pressure Reactor trip setpoint will be lowered from 1900 psig to
the correct value of 1875 peig presently in T/S (PLS page 0021).

2) Delta-Q function has been changed to agree with that shown in T/S (PLS page
0020).

3) various over-t v rature delta-T and over-pressure delt-T trip setpoint constants
have been changed to agree with T/S (FIS peges 0017 and 0018).

4) Nuclear Instrunientation System power range high rate trip setpoint time constant
has been adjusted to agree with that listed in the T/S (PLS page 0015).

5) Page 0049 of the PIS showing Nuclear Instrunentation System setpoints has been
enlarged for clarity.

i 6) Westinghouse letter SAP (PIP)-107 provided many PIB changes but only a few were
not addressed elsewhere in this modification package or already incorporated in
the PIS. h changes not addressed elsewhere include removing a note on PIS page
0023 showing initial plant startup Nuclear Instrumentation System calibration
points, h pressure setpoint and lead / lag time constants for the power operated
relief valves (PIS page 0035) were provided. Also, steam generator in wet layup
level sensing ealibration data was provided.

7) Proposed T/S change TS032 that incorporates the 18-month fuel cycle changes has
been approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Ccmnission and included in the T/S as
Operating License Im:ndminit 23. 'Ihese changes are being made to the PIS on page
0020 (delta-I function), and page 0022 (Reactor omlant low flow setpoint).

Safety Evaluaticm Accident and safety related equipment malfunction probabilities
previously evaluated in the USAR will not be increased. Accident and safety related
equipnant malfunction consequences previously evaluated in the USAR will not be
increased. Accident and safety related equipnent malfunction possibilities of a
different type than those evaluated in the USAR will not be created. Technical
Specification safety margins will remain unaffected.

_ ______ __ _ _ _ - - - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . . _ _ _ -
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I

PIANT MDIFICATIGi REQ [EST: 02716 Revision: 1

TLtle: As-Built Incation Of hgary Structures
!

_WFirm: This modification revision incorporates a nore recent site plan drawing i

showing the locations of various pemanent and tyrary site structures. Also, USAR I
Figure 1.2-44 and Section 1.2.2 will be revised to reflect the nore up-to-date
infonation to show the principal structures located on the Wolf Creek Generating
Staticn site. |

Safety Evaluaticm '1he subject revision involves incorporation of a nore up-to-date
'
I

drawing. '1his inv.upcmation does not involve or change the probability of occurrence of
an accident previously evaluated in the USAR; does not increase the consequences of an
acrirlant previously evaluated in the USAR; does not create an accident of a different
type frtm any evaluated previously in the USAR; does not involve any equipnent so the
pWhility of occurrence or the consequences of a malfunction of any equipnent is not
t.ffected; does not create a malfunction of a different type than any previously
ev11uated in the USAR; does not result in a reduction in the margin of safety as defined
in the bases for any 'Dechnical Specification.

I
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.Att0chment to WM 90-0060 '*

P:go 53 of 241 l

!
PIANT EDIFICATICM REQUEST: 02752 Revisicm 0

!
-Title: Essential Service Water Systen Piping Replacanent
W *h:
fittings and valves in the Essential Service Water (ESW) Chlorination Systen withh scope of the nodification is to replace existing carbon steel piping,-

i

materials nore suited to long-term chlorine servim.
Materials selected for udnimal !

'(Polyvinylidene fluoride resin) lined carbon steel and Alloy 20.oorrosicri p.vis:uties when subjected to chlorine gas and chlorinated water are Kynar|6

;

piping is not available in ASME materials, Alloy 20 is selected for the ASME Class 3
Since plastic lined

!~

portion of the chloriaation Systen. 'Ihe specific scope of the piping nodification is
downstream of ESW supply valve KT V-001 and-downstream of chlorinator FET 01 to the 30inch ESW warming lines.

' dispersicri of chlorinated water into the wanning lines.An injection nozzle has been designed to ensure adequate
Safety Evaluatixm

'Ihe ESW Chlorinatics Systen (ET) serves no safety function and has
no safety design bases. h portion of the ESW System being nodified is approximately16 feet of 2 inch line for each train.
naterial is being changed (carbon steel to Alloy 20).Except for minor physical changes, only the pipe
the servloe pressure and **=_mture. h new material is adequate for
bases of the ESW Systan are not affected by the nodification.'Iherefore, the safety function and safety design
Sections.2.2.1.2.4.1, 2.2.3.1.3 and 2.2.3.1.7, an accidental chlorine release from theAs described in USAR

ESW punphouse area is less severe than one from the Circulating Water Screen Ibuse
a,

(CWSH) area. 'Ihis is based on unre chlorine storage vessels at the CWSH.
modification does not change the amount of chlorine etcxted at the Wolf Creek site orh
change the number or size of vessels-in service at one tine.
the existiry chlorine analysis still apply. An accidental release of chlorine will not

'Iherefore, the results of
cffect the Corstrol Rocan habitability.,.

3 which will be revised to reflect the new piping arrangement and equipnent location.h only USAR change is to Figures 9.2-2 and 9.2-
1

-

)
'Ihere is no impact on any Wolf Creek Generating Station Technical Specification or^

associated bases. i

;

- _ _ - - _ - _ _ _ - - .
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PIANP KIDIFICATIGE REQUEST: 02764 Revision: 0

Title: Replacement Of Balb And Wedge Seals On Danper Blades

N - rir* 1 m : niis m:xiification provides a change in material of the bulb and wedge
seals on the following miscellaneous Heating, Ventilation and Air Ocniitioning System
danpers: T D-022, 023, 024, 025, 062, 063, 064, 065, and 066. The seals in these
da=navn are ?-g Aing because the ptwence of Pyrquel from the Main Steam Isolation
valves (MSIV) and Feedwater Isolation Valves (PW1V). He replacanent seals resist
Pyrqual dagradation. '1he replacement seals are silicon rubber and will meet the
existing leakage requirements. 'Jhe replacement seals arts considered a product
enhanosnent over the old seals in the presence of Pyrquel.

Safet.y Evaluation: '1he prnhability of occurrence of the consequences of an accident
|: previously evaluated has not been increased; the possibility of an accident differmt
| frm any previously evaluated has not been increased; the probability of occurrence or

the consequences of malfunction of equipment inportant to safety has not been increased;'

the gesibility of a malfunction of equipment inportant to safety of a different type
than previously evaluated has not been increased; nor does the nodifloation result in a
reduction in the nergin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification.

.
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PU Nr K DIFICATICM RBQUEST: 02767 Revisicrt: 0

Title: Refueling Water Storage Tank level IAtisance Alam

Desccipticst: '1he affected Refueling Water Storage ' Dank (RNST) level instrumentation
loops 930 ard 931 provide level indication and alarms to assure the required tank water
level for injection is naintained, and provides an alam and interlock for autcmatic
switchover of the Residual Heat Remwal (RHR) punps to the Containnent recirculation
smp to ensure RHR punp net positive suction head requirements are net. '1he loops also
Imide indication and alams to advise the operator when other switchovers must be
nanually acocmplished.

Currently, a level transmitter signal is sent to a Control Room indicator, a bistable
for *ID-10-1" level alam/ interlock, and an isolator. 'Ihe isolator output goes to a
level recorder, two dual bistables for "HI", "IO", "10-10-2" and "IMPrY" alams, and a
ocmputer input. h "HI" alam setpoint is 1.5 parcent above the ncmdnal nomal water
level. h bistable dandhnrd is 1 percent, which results in the "HI" alam resetting
0.5 percent abcne the naminal normal water level.

When renoving/inserLing the level rmder frrrt/to its case, voltage spikes are induced
in the rectrder inpat signal leads. Sinco these leads are ocmmon to the alam bistable
inputs, an 'RHST IEE:L H1" alam occurs. Furth m ots, if actual RNST is slightly high
(between 0.) and 1.5 percent above nminal), the nornel cignal level is not low enough
tc reset the bistable and thw annunc!ator stayo locked in.

'Ihis rodification installs adiiticrAl isolatore wnich allow the mcottier input signal,

|J 1eadr to be dioc.cnnected frun the bistable inpra aa$ to be econa rj to Se neww
inoir, tor outputs, elindr,ating the pAh for voltap spikes to teach tFs alam bistables.
'Jo he'Lp prevmt the annunciator frun iceking in, the biti.abic dc4adbard for the *HI"
level ale m has bwn changed frm 1 paroent ec 0.5 pe.*xatt.

Safety Evaluatirn: 'Ihis modification does not advarsely affeet the ability of
Arcttutent loops 930 and 931 to provide their requirc2d indicaticia, control (interlock)
and alam functions. '1he level recorder inpets remain isclatai fram the contrel portjon
of the circuit, and the level circuitry is not degraded or overloadad by tie additional
isolators.

_ _
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-

PLAltf KEIFICAT104 REQLEST: 02772 Revision: 0

Title: A:kiitim of Lighting Panel And Transformer '

Description: Lighting panel 009 and transforrnar XQA59 are being added between the
mirbine hiiriing and Otznaanicatims 'rwri+r to provide additional nargin for future -c

lighting loads. 'Ihe subject panel can serve the tirbine, hwiliary, and Centrol
Buildings.

Safety Evaluation: The subject addition has no inpact on the ability of the lighting
system to fulfill its design basis as described in USAR Secticn 9.5.3. 'Ibe only change
to the USAR is to Figure 9.5.3-1 to show the addition of the subject lighting panel and
transfomer. =

The addition of QA59 and XQA59 have no inpact en the 'schnical Specifications.

Based on the above, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
'

nalfunction of equipnent inportant to safety pmviously evaluated is not increased; the
pos:ibility for an accitlent or nalfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously is not created; and the nargin of safety as defined in the bases for any Wolf
Creek Generating Station Technical Specificaticn is not rwhM.-

i
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PIANT M]DIFICATICM RICUEST: 02780 Revision: 0

Title: Pressurizer Surge Line Stratification Analysis

W F ir=1: 'Ihis nrxiification package is for the re-analysis of the Pressurizer surge
line to determine the effects of themal stratification. 'Ibe Pressurizer surge line
ocainects the Pressuriser to Icop 4, Reactor Hot Img, thus armbling continuous coolant
volume pressure adjustaants between the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) and the
Pressurizer. 'Ihemal stratification in the surge line zwults from the separation of
flow streams between water at Pressuriter tPrature, at the top of the pipe cross
section, and colder water at Hot Leg Lvvnture, at the bottan of the pipe. 'Ihe worst
case relative to flow stratification develops during plant heatup or cooldown with the
Pressurizar at approxinately 425 degrees Fahrenheit and the RCS at approximately 125
degrees Fahrenheit. As a result of the re-analysis, a change in the spring size for one
of the supports was required.

Safety Evaluation: 'the re-analysis was required to detemine the effects of potential
flow stratification in the Pressurizer surge line. Configuration and operation
characteristics of the systen are not affected in any way by this analysis. 'Ihe spring
cize was revised to am-- *te the pipe movement due to the re-analysis. 'the routing
of the pipe has not been changed. Form, fit and function of the piping system remains
the same. Site of the spring is the only thing that was revised due to the re-analysis.

{

!
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PIMFr KDIFICATION RIQUEST: 02781 Revision: 1

Title: Frean leak On Class 1E Spipuent Air Conditioning thit

u g*lon: In response to a freon leak identified on Class lE Bpipment air'
ocnditioning (A/C) unit SGK05A, this nodification provides an optional detail
arrangement and change in material for the filter dryer end plate assenbly for SGK05A,
SGK05B, and the Cmtrol Room A/C units, SGK04A and SGK04B. Revision 1 of this
modification revised the design to allow an option that provides a two piece carbon
steel fitting arrangenent for the cover of the filter dryer end plate jack screw.

Safety Evaluation: 'the function of the subject dryer end plate assenbly is two-fold.
'Ihe assembly acts as a cover to prevent inadvertent adjustment or ta=rar%g; and acts as
a seal to prevent freon laaka y . '1his nodification provides a design that does not
significantly change the fom, fit or function of the original design. 'Ibe change in
weight of the end plate assenbly has no significant effect en the seismic '

qualification. 'Ibe system design function and operability is not changed in any way.
'Ihe function and operaticm of the filter dryer is not changed in any manner. 'Ihe
overall operation, function and seismic qualification of the subject units are not
impacted.

'Ihe subject modification has no inpact on any 'Dechnical Specificaticn or its associated
bases.

.
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PUGtr MEIFIChTIOf RIQUEST: 02785 Revision: 0

Title: Nuclear Instrumentation Systen Fuses

Descriptirm: 'Jhis modification allows for the use of Littlefuse 3AG 250 volt type 312
fuse as an optional fuse to the Bassman M -5 fuse. 'Ihese fuses are Linderwriter's
Laboratory (tL) listed which signifies they are manufactured, marked and tested to the
requirements of tL 198G. The critical characteristics of the fuses are part number,
voltage rating, current rating, tine-response to overcurrent and physical
conf 1 n tion. 'Ihe critical characteristics are controlled by LL 198G requirements.?

In addition, fuses are a type of device that would not normally be altered by a mid-tier
supplier, thus a tL listed fuse supplied by a vendor other than the nanufacturer can be
reasonable assured to be identical to that provided directly frun the manufacturer.
Also, testing of applicaticms after installaticm of new fuses provides additicmal
assurance that the fuses are acceptable.

'Ihe design drawings were also revised to add Littlefuse 3AG 250 volt type 312 fuse as an
| cptional fuse to Bussman M-5 fuse.

Safety Evaluation: Due the interchangeability of the fumes no new accident scenarios
are created, so there is no possibility an accident of a different type frun any C

' evaluated previously will be created. 'Ibe critical characteristics of the fuses are the
sans, therefore no new failure modes are created and the penhability of occurrence of
nalfuncticos of equipment inportant to safety previously evaluated will not be
affected. The fuses have th: same current ratirq and interrupting capability, so the
consequences of a malfunction of equipnent inportant to safety will not be affected.
'ihe fuses are idsnt!. cal in form, fit and function, so the probability of occurrence of
an accident previously evaluated in the LEAR is not affected. Because the fuses are
iduticd in form, fit and ftuccian, the poenibility that a nalfunction (of a different
type) of equipurnt inpcartant to safety than any preticusly evalcated in the IEAR nay be
crentcd is ntne. Tne capabuity for accident mitigatien is not docreased due to the,

L identical perfonnance characteristics of the fuses so the consequences of an accident
prevlausly evaluated in the LEAR will not be affected. Due to the identical performance
characteristics of the fuses no bases are altered and there is no effect en the nargin
of safety.

O
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IL wr K DIFICATION REQU W P: 02793 Revision: 0
|

Title: Rostoration Of Handrail On East Side Of Refueling Pool

Wntion: This nodification is being prwided to restore the handrail on the east 4

cide of the refueling pool. This nodification accepts the orientation of handrail !

Sectim HR-3 which as installed turned ends 180 degrees fra its design location since
it does not interfere with the overall integrity of the handrail system. The Swing
gate, per design, was to be welded to the north side of Section HR-3 hit was welded to
the north side of Section HR-1 instead, and Sections HR-1 and HR-3 were inadvertently
da@ during the lifting of the Radiation Shielding Pad. This nodification accepts

5the swing gate configuration and provides modificatim of Sections HR-1 and HR-3.

Safety Evaluatim: The decign change does not reduce the strength of the handrail [
systm in any way. Operating characteristics of the handrail are not affected in any '

| way.

.

.
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PIAlff KDIFICATICN RIQUEST: 02796 Revisiant 0

Title: Icnger Mineral Insulated Cable For Reactor Coolant Tenperature Detection
Assenbly

w *trn 'Ihis nodificetion allows use of a longer mineral insulated (MI) cable (900r
inches versus 600 inches) for an otherwise identical +aat=mture capensation resistance
taa;=rature detection (RID) assembly, BB TE-1323.

Safety Evaluation: The sucess loop will be unaffected by the added length since IUDS
with cables as long as tda are already in servion in the Reactor Vessel level
Indication Systen at this time in similar process loops (4-wixe loops are unaffected by
differing lead length). Bere are no seimnic concerns fran either MI cable colling
method proposed in this nodificaticm. The MI cable weighs .07 pounds per foot (3/16,

inch in diamatar) and has a secure nounting either in the pW junction box or i
'

i unistrut nounting options. % e junction box option (12 inches by 12 inches by 6 '
' inches, or smaller) utilizes standard setanic nounting criteria. % e MI cable will be

coiled in the box accounting for minima bend radius concerns and will be dust sealed at
the entrance and exit locations with Sylgard 170.

'

|

|
L

,

. .. _ ._ . _ .
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PIANT KDIFICMPICDI RIQUEST: 02797 Revision: O and 1

Title: Iditing Of Residual Foat Renoval Heat Exchanger

n W nti m : his axilfication installs a lifting device for Train "B" Residual Heat
Renoval (RHR) heat exchanger for gasket replacement when the plant is in Made 4, Hot

' Shutdown or Mode 5, Cold Shutdown condition.

Revision 1 to the nodificatica provides for the installation of two ruovable beams to !
be bolted to existing hatch beams and a plate to be bolted to the zumavable beams to
allow for lifting of the Train "A" Residual Heat Renoval (RHR) heat exchanger shell and
tube section as a unit.

Safety Evaluation: We lifting shall be conducted by the installation of two new beams
welded to existing hatch beams. Se design of the lifting device is prequalified as a
safety related structure providing adequate capability against all possible failure
modes. Configuration, operation characteristics and structural integrity of the
original design have not been affected as a result of adding the lifting beams.

Based on the lack of combustibles in the area and adequate provision for
clarm system and portable fire extinguishers in the vicinity, the limited anount of fire
proofing material rmoved for welding of the rigging beams is acceptable and will not
jeopardize the capability of the plant to achieve safe shutdown due to a fire. -

Cuwwnt Cooling Water (CCW) side shell lifting shall be limited to the sane conditions
as the shell and tube section lift.

% e lifting of the RHR heat exchanger em ponent creates a potential safety concern in
the event of a load drop and requires evaluation. % e 16 ton shell and tube section (1
foot lift) creates the potential for damage to the floor slab, and subsequently to '

interconnected piping adjaoent and below in the event of a load drop.

he potential hazards which could result from a drop (1 foot lift) of the shell and tube,

I section has been analyzed and is acceptable based on the following administrative
limitations:

a) he maximum lift of the shell and tube section is 1 foot.

b) We concrete roof hatch has not been removed and all lifting and lift rigging is
| conducted within the room. %us, the Anymary Building Heating, Ventilation and

Air Conditioning Systan design, functional and operating requirments have not
been adversely affected.

c) OCW isolation valves (m IN-102 and FJ V-038) to the heat exchanger are closed.

d) RHR Trains "A" and "B" cross-connection valves (FJ 8716B and FJ V-002) are
isolated and the separation of Energency Core Cooling System (DCCS) trains is
naintained.

1
'

0) he required Steam Generator (s) secondary side water levels are satisfiod par the
requirments of Technical Specifications.

f) RHR lotdown to the Chanical Volume and Control Systan (CVCS) is either isolated
while the shell and tube burrile are liftad, or, administrative controls are in
place such that letdown can be isolated upon indication of load drop.

._ _. _ _ . . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ . __
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PUWir KID 171CATIOi REQUEErra 02802 Revision: 0

Title: Issuance Of I!quipment Qualification Sumary M= ant

r- -. : r+ 1 m mis nodification package provides for the initial release of the Wolf
Creek Generating Station (WOGS) Equipnant Qaalificaticm Sumary W==nt (B3SD).
Development of the BQSD resulted in a substantial number of zwisions to the USAR,
specifically to USAR Tables 3.11(B)-1, 3.11(B)-2 and 3.11(B)-3. A USAR change has been
initiated.

Safety Evaluation: None of the changes made to USAR Table 3.11(B)-2 and Table 3.11(B)-3
involve actual physical configuration changes to any EDS system or conpanent. % e vast
majority of the changes are of an editorial nature. All ww.ents added to USAR Table
3.11(B)-3 and all umpisnts whose NLREG-0588, Appendix E ontegory was changed resulting
in a harsh (Category A or B) EQ environment were qualified as of Ibvember 30, 1985, and
no qualification contingencies have been missed. As such, no equipment operability
questions are raised by this USAR change.

3
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PUWtr KDIFICATIG4 RIQUHer: 02804 Revision: 1

Title: As-Bailt Omdition Of Instrument Air Pipe End

u g*imu his nodification zwises the applicable drawings to reflect the as-built
condition of the pipe end downstream of the Reactor Bailding instrument air supply to
hA+ control isolation valve, KA W-030 which has internal pipe threads. Se >

drawings show this pipe end as a plain end. Evaluaticm of the pipe end condition
1

concluded that the condition is not detrinatal to the system and is acceptable to use-
as-is as long as the pipe end runnins open at all times. '

safety Evaluation: W rig *lon: We design basis function of valve KA W-030 is to i
supply nake-up air to containment for dilution of ocanbustible gases under post-Ioss Of ;

Ooolant Accident ocmditicns. A note will be aMad to the drawings to clarify that the
subject pipe end shall remain open at all timme to ensure that no plug is inserted and *

the design basis function of valve KA W-030 is not jeopardized. %erefore, the
possibility or consequence of a prwiously evaluated accident is not increased, the
possibility of a new or different type of accident is not created and the probability or
consequences of nelfunctions of any equipnant will not result.

3 r

f

.
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PINET M]DIFICRTIG4 RIQUEST: 02814 Revision: 1 '

Title: Floor Slab Penetration Closure

& w | Firm: 'Ihis ncxiification seals the existing 11/4-inch dianeter core drill
je .iantion in the 2047 elevation floor slab of the hiliary Biilding for existing 3/4-
inch diameter electrical conduit. 'Ihis nodificatica also revises the a u.vplatea
drawings to show the as-built condition.

Safet:y Evaluatim: 'lhe penetration seal to maintain the fire barrier and the drawing
zwisions to reflect the as-built condition resulting frm this modification do not
affect any nargin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification. .

Fire Barrier Penetrations, Technical Specification Section 3/4.7.11, has been deleted :
antirely and no other section applies to this change. '

| 'the penhability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the USAR will not
be increased since this change will paintain the existing fixe barrier and floor slab'

integrity. h oansequences of an accident previously evaluated in the USAR will not be ,

increased since the change will not reduce tw structural or fire barrier integrity of ;

the A =iliary Building floor slab. 'there is no possibility that an accident of a
different type fr m any evaluated previously in the USAR nay be created since the change
will not adversely affect the structural integrity or the perfonnance of the fire
harriae involved with this work, h probability of occurrence of nalfunctions of
equipnant ihportant to safety that have been previously evaluated in the USAR will not

3 be increased, the consequences of a malfuncticn of equipnent important to safety
prwiously evaluated in the USAR will not be increased, and there is no possibility that

' o nalfmetion of egairnent imprtant to safety may be created of a different type than
any e n.lur.ted previously in tw USAR since this change does not affect the integrity of
the floor slab nor the effectiveness of the fire barrier,

,

. . _. .-
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PLANT KEIFICATim RBguler: 02817 Revisiant 0

Title: Reconfiguration of Radiatian Manitor Pre-amplifier To Detector Coaxial Jumper

untion: his modification installs a nore durable Brarxi Rex RE59 B/U (solid
inneroonnector and braided shield) coaxial cable in place of Belden 66 coaxial cable for
radiation nonitors that requixe frequent 'Ibchnical Specification surveillance testing.

I Technical Specification surveillance testing necessitates frtquent rm oval and
reconnect.ian of bayonet connector (BNC) plugs to BtC bulkhead jacks on pm-anplifier
boards located in safety related radiation nonitors. his frequent rmtval and
reconnection has caused the coaxial cable shield conductors to break at the Btc
plugs. mis situation causes loop spiking and unwanted Engineered Safety Features
equipnent actuations. We bmakage pmble is cmpounded by the use of Belden 66
ocaxial cable with a ombination foll/ wire braid-type shield. W e lack of durability of
this shield at the point where it joins the Btc plug contributes to the bmakage
proble.

Bis nodification also uses a quality 90 degree BNC plug on the pre-amplifier erxi of the
coaxial cable and a straight BNC plug (identical to the one presently used) on the
detector and of the omxial cable. mis new coaxial jumper should achieve and nore
durable product, capable of withstarxiing the stresses of frequent handling without
signal loss.

Mis modification will be inp1mented an the safety related nonitors an an "as needed"
basis as detennined by Instrumentation and Control personnel. Ibn-safety related

- monitors will be nodified with 90 degree elbow BtC ad=.pters or nodified as described
above (field option) when problems arise.

Safety Psaluation: Use of Brarvi Rex RES9 B/U coaxial cable for radiation nonitors has
been analyzed to provide equal or better electrical and physical characteristics
campared to Belden 66 omxial cable. me critical characteristics of the original,
straight BNC plug were revi w ad and found to be available in a 90 degree, safety related
version. his cable and cannector together provide an installation which neet the
original system design criteria and will solve the shield breakage probl es encountered
during surveillance testing.
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PIJetr KDIFICATION REQUEST 02820 Revision: 0

Title: 0:mtainment Sunp Isvel Initcator Scale Modification

r- - -- : r*i r=t: mis nodification e112ninates the red tolerance zone and replaces the
banded scale on the Containment sunp level indicator. We level indicators for the
containment normal and recirculation sunps were supplied with scales that were red
banded fran 0 to 36 inches. his banding does not correspond to a level that dictates ;an operator response. W e 0 to 36 inches band on these four level indicators could
present a ocnfusion factor sinoe the two levels referenced in the Dnergency Procedures
are both outside this band. New scales will be provided without painted sones so that
overlap banding of mylar film can be applied if needed.-

Additionally, the zero level point on the instrument does not correspond to a zero sunp
level. Se sensor offset results in an actual level six inches above the indicated

! level. Wis offeet occurs throughout the usable range of the instrument. Due to the
design of the sunp level sensors and mounting bracket, approximately six inches of level
must be present before the level sensor float begins to nove. W e level loops are
calibrated so that zero level is indicated when the float is at the bottan stop (six
inches above the bottan of the sunp). Maxinum level is indicated when the float is at
the upper stop. mis results in the actual level being six inches higher in the sunp

.than indicated on the level indicator. Since the purpose of the instrumentation is to
provide sunp level indication when higher than normal water levels are present, the
additional height of the instruments does not adversely affect the design function of
the instrumentation and all level sensors are acceptable as installed. However, the
indicators' scales requixe changing such that indicated level rar-sents actual level
from the bottan of the sunp. ,

'
,

Safety Rvaluation: As stated in the USAR, the Containment sunp level instrumentation
. provides early indication of a potential flood candition and therefore serves to protect
all safety related equipnent in Cante.innant. he scale nodifications nede por this ,

modification will enhance the function of the sanp level instrumentation. W e level
. Indicated will be referenced to the bottan of the sump rather than fran the bottan of|

the element travel. In addition, the possible confusitn caused by the O to 36 inches
rad tolerance zone will be runoved along with the inappropriately banded scale. We
scale change does not adversely affect the physical or operative characteristics of the

| indicators.
!
|

B
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PIANP 10DIFICATICM REQUEST: 02827 Revisicn 3 through 6

Title: Incorporation Of Carrier Instruction Manual

Descriptim: This mxiification addresses condenser tube plugging which may be required
as a result of B$dy Current Service Vendor checks of the Control Room air conditioning
(A/C) units, SGK04A and 4B, arxi the Class lE Bguipment A/C units, SGKOM and SB
condenser t,b. 'lhis nodification also in%wates Carrier Corporation's Service
Instructions for the affected ocndensers upon nodification package (PMR) close-out.

'

Revision 3 to this nodification changes the category of the PMR to a category 1A PMR.
Revision 3 also provides a use-as-is disposition for several areas of pitting found
during the inspection of the tube sheets on SGK04A and SGKOM. 'Ihe deepest pit was
measured on SGK04A with dimensions of 3/8-inch deep by 1/2-inch wide by 3/4-inch long.

! 'Ib reduce or prevent further corrosion / pitting of the tube sheets, a protective coating
i of Belzona is being applied to the tube sheets on both the inlet and outlet sides of
'

units SGK04A and SGK0 %.

Revision 4 to this nodification provides a use-es-is disposition for a failed plug weld
on the western nost tube support plate of the corrienser for SGK05A.

Revision 5 to this IHR approves drilling a 1/16-inch diameter hole in the seal clip for
endng the seal wire using approved applicable Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating
Corporation (NCNOC) g vcisjure. Per original design, the two sec1 clip legs are spot
welded to the seal cap on the pressure relief valve for SGKOM. Che of these two spot

) welds has broken. 'Ihe seal wire originally secured between the two legs has therefore,
beacne loose.

|- Pavision 6 to this PMP, allom for the hand honing of the inside dianeter of tM sub-
: - cooler tuba holas co EGK04B. Daring tube ratcval, the sub-oooler assearbly chifted,
L b3ocking thrt holes in the west end of the tube sheet. 7he hand honing will be just that
"

anount which allows for tube clearance and ccuplete tube installation.

Safety Evaluation: 'Ihe 3/8-irch deep pit does not violate the minimum dosign thickness
of the tube sheets.

: No cruiit is taken for 2nhancing the pressure and/or structural integrity of the tube
sheets, by the application of the Belzcos coating, and that this coating is being
utilized only to extend the life of the tube sheets. 'Jhe application of this coating

L will not degrade'the performance or the safety design function of the condensers when '
,

guparly applied (i.e., no inpact on any of the safety related functions of thei

I condenser units or on the Essential Service Water Systan).
| Engineering has also determined that failure of the Belzona coating will not inpact the

safety design function of the ocaxiensers. If failure occurs, the Belzona coatings being
used for repalr of the tube sheets tends to break off into small pieces. 'Ihese pieces
are small enough to pass through the Essential Service Water System without getting
lodged in downstream heat exchanger tubes, isolation valves, throttling valves or piping
fittings / obstructions.

__ . _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ . _ . -. .
_ _ . - .
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PIAltf EDIFICNFIGI RIQUEST: 02827 Revision: 3 thn:mgh 6

Safety Evaluaticm Continued

A conservative analysis has been perfonned, which denenstrates that even with a failM j

plug weld on one of the tube support plates, the condenser's structural integrity would ,

not be jer=M1 zed during a seismic event. 'Ihe tube support plate does not provide any i

sort of AsME pressure boundary, and as such the failed plug weld does not inpact the
pressure boundary. More than sufficient condenser mininum wall has been measured by
non-destructive examination methods. In addition, upon further inspection, the point of ,

weld failure has not nanifested itself in any internal diameter indications extending j
fran the weld root. As a measure to facilitate new tube installation, the tube support j
plates are to be reaned within existing design dimensions prwided by the condenser '

manufacturer (Carrier). 'Ihis reaming of the tube support plates within established |tolerances has no impact on the existing design. |
i

'1he purp:>se of the seal clip is to prevent changing the valve set point adjustment !
without breaking the seal. '1he PMR does not affect this basic purpose of the seal. |

'Jhe sub-cooler assenbly does not prwide any sort of ASME pressure b:undary. '1he ;
overall design / function of the SGK04B unit will not be inpacted by the honing of the
tube holes. I

,

|
l

<

-

1

|

|

|

-
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PtJetr M]DIFICATI(M REQUEST: 02828 Revision: 0

Title: Reballding Of Main Steam And Feedwater Isolaticn Valve Hydraulic Actuators

r: r --yt <=t: h is nodification incorporates into the apg + 1 ate manuals the
infomation prwided by the vendor necessary to ocuplete the rahd1Mng of the hydraulic
actuators for the Main Steam Isolation Valves (MSIV) and the 1%edwater Isolation valves
(FW1V). Bis modificaticn prwides a rwisico to the air reservoir tie rods torque
value. Se modification also prwiden for the renoval of the spring in the cartridge
hydraulic check valves for the am-lators (parts of the actuator), in t}m hydraulic
piping of the actuator. In addition, this modification identifies the lubricants for
the hydraulic system (actuator seals, backup rings, etc.) and the 4-way valve and cap
bores and pistons.

Hafety Evaluation %e Isimal of the spring does not hinder check valve operation
. because these check valves use the flow of fluid to operate and do not require the
spring for operation. %ese changes do not hinder or inpact tle operation of the
individual missent or the actuator to perfom its safety related function.

[

;
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|PIANT EDIFICATI(M REQUEST: 02829 Revision: 0

Title: Diesel Generator Inbe Oil Strainer Vent Akiitions

n=-,-t yi m: 'Ihis notification installs high point vet valves in the 3/8-inch vant
tubing of each of the Diesel Generator nain lube oil strainers (17J08A/B). 'the vents
shall be the typical vent assetly (pipe tee to 3/8-inch tubing, valve, and cap) teed
into the existing 1/4-inch vent piping. In order to avoid creating a mid=pm
canoantrated weight in the existing tubing, the teed vent wurden shall be located
just above each strainer between the 1/2-inch pipe 90 degree elbow and the 1/4-inch pipe
union /mpling. 'Ihe vent shall be oriented above the horizontal plane and have a
-i== assembly length of 8 inches (tee center line to and of cap dimension). An in-
service leak check / verification shall be performed for inspection of the mechanical and
welded joints in the new assenblies.

'the addition of these high point vent v4 cdons will allow air to be extracted frcun
the systan during the in-service strainer switching process, thus decreasing or

. eliminating the possibility of Diesel Generator trip due to false (air-induced) low oil
pressure indications. Moreover, the disassembly /reassenbly of related tubing ocuoanents
will no longer be required or necessary, thus decreasing the amount of time perscnnel
are exposed to a potentially hazardous envirmment while the engines are in operation.

Safety Evaluaticn: 'Ihis nodification does not alter the design function of the systan. (
However, the ocnfiguraticn has been changed to enhance the systen c'.eoign for relinhility
and convenience.

Om increased Wght of the valves on tLa symxm is considend instgrtLficant (less than
2 pxnds) due to the man 31 magnitude of weight of the vmt assablies and the placiunant
of the conreations in the cr.istire tubirv,7 sys':.ases. In cdditico, the Icw access location -

of these vent assembMes reduces the possibility of accidantal msual induced darage.i -
>

'Ibe vent additions are athancanents to the Diesel Ganerator nain lube oil strainer
systems which provide not only increased safety fcr personnel, bat hiso a decrtased
potential for Diesel Generator trip due to false, air-induced low lube oil preamnv
Indications.

|

t
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PIMff KDIFICATION MHQUEST: 02832 Revisim 0
IBGINEERIIC EVAIARTION REQUEST DISKEITIQ4: 89-BB-02 Revision: 0

Title: Reactor Coolant Pmp tlnderfrequency Relay

Wptim: '1his modification allows the ternry use of a replacement capacitor on
the Reactor Coolant Pep (RCP) "A" underfrequency relay power sugply nodule. '1he
manufacturer of the original capacitor was Sprague and the manufacturer of the
replacement capacitor is IBC. 'Jhese capacitors are m...acially available standard
electronic i.uw.ents.

Safety Evaluatim: '1he original capacitor and replacanent capacitor are both 100
microfarad, 50-volt electrolytic onpacitors and are functionally equivalent. 'Ihe
Reactor Trip on RCP underfrequency function is provided to trip the Reactor on an
underfrequency conditicr resulting fran frequency disturbances on the power grid. 'Jhe
underfrequency. trip is not required for grid decay rates up to 5 hertz per second. Grid
stability and transient analysis for Wolf Creek show navi== grid decay rates of less
than 5 hertz per second. 'Iherefore, the RCP underfrequency trip is not a safety
function in tw Wolf Creek Generating Station design.

{
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PIANT EDIFICATICM Ragut ST: 02842 Revision: 0 ;

!

Title: Air lock Shaft Seal M:xilfication |
Descrir. tion: 'Ihis modificaticn installs a Swagelck male connector and Swagelok plug to
the test port on the shaft seal assaibly for the Ocmtairunent Personnel Hatch and the
hwilia 7 Access Hatch. 'Jhare are four seal assemblies en each hatch. 'Jhis
modification prevents potential damage to the internal threads of the test port on the
seal assenbly while maintaining the cleanliness and the leak tightness of the seal
interspace.

Safety avaluation: The matamic qtmlification and operating characteristics of the
subject hatdes are not c.wwwtised or affected in any manner.

'Iherefore, the prr**hility of occurrence and consequences of an acciderit previously
evaluated in the USAR will not be increased. 'Jhe possibility of an accident of a
different type fran any previously evaluated is not created. 'Jhe prr*=hility of
occurrence and consequences of malfunctions of equipnent important to safety previously
evaluated is not increased. 'Jhere is no possibility that a malfunction of equipnent
inportant to safety nay be created of a different type than any previously evaluated.

'Jhis design change will not result in a reduction in the margin of safety as defined in [
'

basis- for any 'Dschnical Specification.

|

|
t

|
!

|
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I
IGNT KDIFICATIOf REQUEST: 02843 Revision: 0

' title: Continuous Ventlines Replacement

t :g+4rms his nodificaticn package approves a change of piping natorial fran carbon
steel to stainless steel for the replacement of the continuous ventlines fran high

. pressure heaters 6A/B and 7A/B to the condenser. his replacement is being made to
;

provide nore resistance to erosion / corrosion and is scheduled to be inocurgeted dating !Refuel 4 (1990). Pipe-wall thickness data obtained during Refuel 3 (1988) ladicated
|abnormal erosion /corrosics with ten replacements, like-for-like carbon steel, required i

during Refuel 3 with numerous other replacawants forweasted for Refuel 4. j
;

his nradification also approves utilization of initial leak testing per ANSI /ASME B31.1
instead of hydrostatic testing of new piping upstream of 11/2-inch isolation valves AF
V-0401, AF V-0402, AF V-0405, AF V-0406 and downstream of 2 1/2-inch isolation valves AD
V-0256 and AD V-0257.

Safety Evaluaticn PrnMbility for failure of subject ventlines is not increased upon
replacanent of carbcn steel piping with 304-Type stainless steel material. Consequences
of any piping failure are not increased since only piping material is changed -- piping

,

layout and internal f.iuid parameters are not altered. Piping configuration remains the
same. Subject piping is non-safety related and is located in the Turbine Baildirg. (
%chnical Specificaticns do not relata to cuty margin of safety partiras.t to subja.ct '

van. lines.

:
I

:
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PUGE' KDIFICM'IO4 REQUEST: 02846 Revisian 0

Title: Main Steam Line Drain Valve Close Sotpoint
,

Ih rv4 + irws: h ocuponents affectai by inplanentation of this modification are the5 i

Main Steam low setpaint bistables (AB 151,-7, 8, 9, and 10) . 'Ibeir setpoints are being )raised to ensure the drain valves close autanatically before the condensate is '

'ocmpletely drained frtri the drip leg. Ccndensate in the Main Steam lines between the |

Steam Generators and the Main Steam isolation valves collects in drip legs at a low |point in each Main Steam line. 'Ibe level in each drip leg is sensed by a differential
pressure transmitter, whose output is nonitored by a rmr=rator (bistable) which opens a
drain valve when the level reaches a high setpoint and drains the condensate to the
ocndenser. Een the level decreases to a low setpoint, a second bistable closes the
valve. 'Jhe drain valves can also be manually opened and closed by means of handswitches
m the main control board.

'Jurixtlence in the drip leg induced by Main Steam flow causes the level transmitter to
indicate higher than actual level. With the condensate conpletely drained from the drip ,

| leg, the transmitter output is still above the low setpoint, the drain valve runins
; open and Main Steam is blown directly to the condenser.

Safety Evaluations h safety function of the bistables and drain valves is to close to
prevent loss of steam which mist be available fort the turbine driven auxiliary feedwater kpunp. Also, the drain valves will close on a Main Sum line isclation signal -

regsrdles of drip leg level.

' Ibis nodifice.tian will not adversely aff.xt the safety function of any syc.tcm. rad will
inpr:w the operubility of the Main Stan line drain syrtum by armsurfre Ga dmin valves
return to their closed (fail-cafe) position after cansbnsate has benn drab 1M irmt the
drip leg.

{
!
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PIJWFr M]DIFICATICM RBQUBST: 02847 Revisicn: 0

Title: Containment Spray Pmp Minimm Flw |

Description: %is nrxiificaticn zwised the vendor manual and drawirgs for the
Containment spray pep minima f1w. %e Contairmant spray pmp minima flow was |changed to 100 gallons per minute.

|
i

Safety Evaluation: 9 tis change is a h==nt change only. Na physical
are required. Probability of occurrence of an accident will not change. plant changes .

]
-

i.

Stis change will only increase the reliability of the Containment spray peps. No i
'

reduction in the margin of safety will occur. S e intent of this change is to reduce
the probability of occurrence of malfunctions of these pmps. By keeping the minim a I
flow at an increased level, the potential for pmp damage is decreased. Se I

consequences of an accident will not change. l
!,

mis change affects only the Containment spray pm po. m are are no effects on any other
systans or cutponents due to this change. ;

,

.

b

k-

i
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PIANT MJDIFICATION RBQUIET: 02848 Revision: 0

Title: Fifth Stage Extraction Pipelines Replacement

naar ription: '1his nodification package approves generic changes of pipe sterial from
A106-B carbon steel to A335 P22 (21/4 chrane-aoly alley steel which is nore resistant
to erosion / corrosion) for the replaosnant of vertical pipe secticns in =ritately
downstream of the high pressure turidne fifth stage extraction nozzles if replacement is
required. Pipe-wall thickness data obtained during Refuel 3 (1988) indicated abnonnal
erosion / corrosion although the observed erosion / corrosion rate allowed continued service
ct least through to Refuel 4 (1990). '1herefore, the Refuel 3 disposition allowed for
use-es-is with subsequent re-exandnatica during Refuel 4.

Evaluation shows that allowable stress and thermal coefficient-of-expansion values are
the same for those two eterials at design / operating taperatures and that the small
difference in nodulus-of-elasticity values has insignificant effect on piping stresses.

Safety Evaluation: PIr*=hility for failure of subject pipe sections is not increased
upon replacement of A106-B m*vi steel material with P22 low-alloy steel eterial.
Consequences of any pipe failure are not increased since only pipo material is chsge3.
'ihe riping layout / support and internal fluici parameters aru not altesi. Piping |

configuraticn remains the sam % 'Jhe subject piping la ncn-scfety related toid is Amatc4
in the Turbine Bdiding, Trinical Specifications do not zelate to any margin of safety
pertJnent to subject piping.

3
1

I

1

|
|

j
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PIAltf MDIFICATIO4 REQUEST: 02860 Revision: 0

Title: Domineralized Water Degasifier PLmp Mcdificaticos

w gtton: he Domineralized Water Storage and Transfer Systan (DWSTS) expansion
joints installed in the degasifier vacuum punps' discharge have been replaced with
carbcn steel pipe. Se original expansion joints were causing vibration to be
transmitted to the vacuum ptmps' oil separator tank / oil mist eliminator int =umumting
piping, causing premature urtal fatigue. S e "hard piping" arrangement as installed,
has been found acceptable the anount of vibration appears to be negligible during
normal operation and the piping ocnfiguration is flexible enough to handle ncuentary
upsets caused by startup or shutdown of the vacuum pups. Additionally, this
modification allows re-routing each vacuum punp oil mist eliminator drain line to tee-in
downstream of the oil aaramtor drain solenoid valve.

Safety Evaluation %e DWSTS serves no safety functicn and has no safety design basis.
21s systan does supply Reactor Makeup Water. We degasifier is designed to runwe
oxygen to naet the required Techrdcal Specification (T/S) Reactor Coolant chemistry
limits (refermee T/S 3/4.4.7 - dissolved oxygen is to be less than or oqual to 0.1
p::ts per mill.lon or 100 parts per billion). %e degasifier vacuum pumps ptruide tho
vactryn necessary to lower the absolute pressure in the degasifier tower where it is
leiou oxygen's partial prossum in water, hus, orfgen (and other non-ccmdenciblo gases
cuch as otrbon dioxide) cre " stripped" out the domineralized unter before transfer to .k
the Reactor Makeup Water storage taruc, I

'Ine climination of the expnnian joint will lesssai damitime of the vaan n pumps due to
netal fatiguing of the interconnecting piping tatween the oil retrator and tho oil ndst
climinator tu the vacutan pap discharge. Wo re-renting of vacuum purp oil udst
claminator drain to bypase the oil separa'.or solenoid valve is expected to improve
operability of tho init.

|

|
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PIANT MEIFICM'ICM REQUEST: 02862 Revision: 0

Title: Security System Modem Board LW
|
i

W F irws: h is Plant Modification Request (PMR) allows nodification to the j
originally supplied modem board for the Security System to provide stability of - ;
operation and isolation from other no:ima boards in the ratitiplexer loop. S e PMR allows !

for the purchase of now, nodified modem boards as well as the parts necessaly to modify
the existing no:lem boards. %e nodification adds two resistors and a capacitor to each
modem board. Mixed operation with both nodified and unmodified modem boards is not
permitted. %e applicable h==ntation will also be nodified for use of the new noden
boards exclusively. (Design and constructicut related to the Security System are not
special scope. However, the p. Mares governing safeguards are vial scope.) ,

1

~ Safety Evaluation: Be Security System nultiplexer modem boards are not safety related
and do not connect to or affect the design or operation of any safety related or special i

scope system, wesit or structure. %e modifications to the nodem board create no |
spatial or system interaction that oculd affect safety relatal equipnant or create the

,

possibility of an accidsvit diffetent fran that which has riready been celuated in tw '

LEAR. %e nodification to the urden tomis do not affect any safety related or spx:iti
scope systxrn, ccqxanent or struct'n. '

|

|

.

|

|

!

|
|
\
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PIANr K]DIFICATICM REQUEST: 02869 Revision: 0

Titlet Replacanent Of lock Mechanisms On Security Gates

w rt e itwin his modification renoves the solenoids which operate the electric gate
. strike nochanisms because the solenoids frequently fall (burn out) thus preventing
ingress / egress. B is modification affects W wity Gates 3, 5 and 8. %e electric
strike nochanism and gate position alam are to be replaced by a mechanical gate lock.
Se applicable drawings are to be changed to reflect the lock mechanism replacanent as
well. Additional details of this modification are ocnsidered Safeguards Infomation.

Safety Evaluation: Security Gates 3, 5 and 8 are not safety related and do not connect
to, or affect the operaticn of any safety related systen, structure or umpent.
%erefore, there is no increase in the prnhnhility of occurrence of an accident
previously evaluated in the USAR by the replacemmit of the lock mechanism and gate
position alam with a mechanical gate lock. 4he installation of nanual gate locks for
Security Cates 3, 5 and 8, located in the Porimeter Area Boundary, does not affect the

U #ssign and cperatton of safety :: elated systems, xaptnents or structunsa. % e change
out of the electrie lock mechanism with a nochanical gate lock for Security Gates 3, 5
and 8 has to spatial er myrtam it?.aractico that cotttd affect the safety relatod4

aqtiipnant or conats the lossiN11ty of an accids?tt differett Imn thac witich has alrnady
0 ;bonn evaluated in tha USAR.

We installation of mecMnical gate locks on Reurtty Gates 3, 5 and 8 do not affect the
operation of safety related or spw.ial xx:pe equipent. Wo protability of thtu
aqcitwnt FB1 functioning as BValuatd in the DR is net inCIsased. % e Ieplacemant of
the ciectric lock ne,Mnian and gate pcaition elam with a nachan' scal gato lock on
Security Gatos 3, 5 atxi b t not affect safety relatea or sprial scope equipaent,
therefore the consequences of malfunctions which have already been evaluate:1 in the USAR
are not increased. Se instaihtien of mechanical gata locks on Security Gates 3, 5 and
8 are not safety related anxi do not connect to, or affect the operation of safety
related or special scope equipment, ccmponents or structures. %erefore, there is no
pgnhnhtlity that a Halfunction Will be created which is of a different ty;e than already
evaluated in the USAR. Se nrxilfication to replace the electric lock mecanism and
position alam with a mechanical gate lock does not result in a reduction in the nargin
of safety as defined in the design bases in the Ybchnical Specifications.

i
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PIMP M]DIFICATICM REQUEST: 02872 Revisiant 0-

Title: Cmtrol Hocn Foyer 'Nieghane

w:+tmi: This modification pemanetly installs a telephone in the control Roca
foyer and zwises design drawings as am us.iate. h telepte.ne in the Centrol Roca
fcyer uns initially installed as a tmporary modification.

Safety Evaluati m h Ocamunication Systan at Wlf Creek includes internal (in-plant)
and external systems designed to prwide convenient and effective ocumunication among
various plant locations and between the plant and locations external to the plant. 'Ihe
Ocamunication Systan is nade up of the telephone, public address, maintenance jack, and
evacuation alam subsystas. Each of these subsystens is .9:uted In separate cmduit.
'lhe Ocamunication System has no safety related design function. With the installation
of the Control Roca foyer telepheme the prninhility of occurrence of an accident
previously evaluated in the USAR will not be increased; the consequences of an axidant
previously evaluated in the W.R will not be incroaced red an accident of e differu.t

,

; type fun any previously evaluatsd in the IFAR has not been created. In Miditictt, tre
!- pctbebility of occurmnoe of malfunct.icca of. equi writ inportant to efety prwicoslyt

evaluatAd in the tfSAR has not been inerse,s.ed, the causecpences of tralfurx:tlera of
: aquirnant inportant to safety previously evaluated in the USSR ima not been incrmsFA,

and a malf 2nction of equiptent importent to safety of a differer:t type has not been
7created. N design chango does not affect the bases for any Tecinical Spe:ification 1

and hence will not result in the reductica of rargin of safety for any Technical
Specification.

!

I

!

|

:
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PLANT M DIFICATI(M REQUEST: 02875 Revision 0

Title: Instrument Air Modification

Descriptim: 'Jhis nodification installs the Instrument Air Systan wuerdons for the
~ Reactor Building Instrument Air supply outside Containment isolation valve KA W-29 and !
the containment normal sunp flow control valve IF W-96, and adds an additional
was7 don. '1he additional wis7 don, downstream of the Instrument Air header to
. Reactor Bd1Mng drain valve KA V-277, is for convenience in perfoming Icoal Isak Rate. i. 'Desting (IIRT) of penetraticn P-30. '1he nodification adds branch line isolation valves
to two of the four wisections per the existing standards. 'Jhe branch line isolatica
valves and air source connection are outside of the safety related boundary for
p=Wantion P-30.

*l
Safety Evaluation: '1he modified portions of the Instrument Air System piping do not
c.ffect the safety design bases described in USAR Section 9.3.1. LF W-96 and KA W-29

,
i

are safety related imeumatically operated valves as Mhad in USAR Table 9.3-2.
i

'Ihese valves are designed to fail in the safe position following loss of air supply.
'Jhe piping involved in this nodification is non-seismic and not safety related. 'Ihis ,

modification does not impact or cause any II/I concern, '

'Ihis Ir.:x11fication does not inpact any safety related function of valves IF W-96 and KA {W-29.

|
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PLNrf MODIFICNFION Rugunsrs 02879 Revisiant 0

Title: Sunp level Instrumentation

M@ '1his modification changes the scales on the Class lE sung level
instrumentation such that actual sunp level, measured fran the L.Als of the sung, can
be read without any conversicn. 'Ihis modificatim also recommends a corresponding
change to the banding used cm main control board sunp level indicators. Class 1E sunp
level instrumentation pennits detection of water am-lation which could affect the
operation of safety related equipnent. Due to the physical design and installation
requirements of the level sensors, the level indicated was less than the actual level
present, .if sung level was assumed to be measured frun the bottan of the sunp. By
reviewing sensor installation drawings, the actual level could be detennined relative to

- the indicated level.

Safety Evaluation: '1his change enhances the function of the sunp level instrumentation
by providing level reading which is more easily interpreted by the operators. Changing
the scales does not adversely affect the physical or operating characteristics of the
indicators.

E,

@
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Attachmint to VM 90-0060
Page 84 of 241

PIANP 10DIFICATIOi REQUEST: 02887 Revision: 0

Title: Containment Hydrogen Ccntrol System Catalyst Replacement Procedure

naa,,-intian: h technical manual for the Hydwfai Analyzer does not allow field
replac msnt of the catalyst bed assembly. Since the issuance of the technical manual, a
procedure which allows for field replacement of the catalyst bed assembly by Wolf Creek
Nuclear Operating Corporation technicians has been obtained from Camsip-Delphi Systes
Division. 'lhe suc= dure is applicable to Wolf Creek's Hydrogen Analyzer, nodel K-III.
'1his nodification is to approve the use of the procedure and revise documentation as
necessary. 'Ihis modification also allows for administrative changes to the procedure,
making the u.vwdure site specific without v.mpontsing the technical details of theg

camsip-Delpd Systes Division procedure.

Safety Evaluations h use of this procedure to replace the catalyst bed ass ably will
not increase accident and safety related equipment malfunction probabilities previously
evaluated in the USAR. Accident and safety related equipasnt malfunction consequences
previously evaluated in the USAR will not be increased as a result of this
modification. Accident and safety related equipment malfunction possibilities of a
different type than those evaluated in the USAR will not be created by this
modification. Technical specification safety margins will reain unaffected by this
modification.

.

|
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PLANT 10DIFICATIG( REQUEST: 02890 Revision: 0
..

Title: Control Building Air Conditioning Units Modification

W ntion: This nodification installs stainless steel pipe and fitting innediately
off the Control Room air conditioning units-(SGK04A and SGK04B) and the Class lE
Electrical Equipnent air conditioning units (SGK05A and SGK05B) condenser head vents and
drains to avoid galvanic corrosion at the interface between the carbon steel pipe and
the condensers' wwer/ nickel heads. In addition, this nodification installs flanges in
the Essential Service Water Systan (ESW) supply line or discharge line to the Control
Rom and Class lE Electrical Equipment air conditioning condenser units to facilitate
condenser tube bundle remwal.

Safety Evaluation: '!he Control Rocan air conditioning units and the Class lE Electrical
| Equipnent air conditioning units are seismically designed. Both of the above
| nodifications are within the seismic portions of the systen boundaries. 'Ihe

nodification for the naterial type change has been analyzed arxl has been found to have
no impact to the seismic analysis.

'1he stresses for the installation of flanges to facilitate condenser tube bundle renoval
were reviewed and the additicm of the flanges maintained the stresses below allowable
lintits for normal and seismic ccaxiition and nozzle loads on the condensers.

There is no impact on any Wolf Creek Generating Station (NCGS) Technical Specification
g . or associated design bases.

Based on the above, the prnhnhility of occurrence on the consequences of an accident or!

malfunction of equipnent inportant to safety previously evaluated is not increased; the
possibility for an accident or nalfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously is not created; and the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any NOGS
Technical Specification is not rwh M .

I

1
|

|

|

.
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Pudff MJDIFICATION REQUEST: 02893 Revision: 0

Title: Vents And Drains On Ro m Coolers

naar r4 Fir =u Because of the potential for corrosion of carbon steel stubs for vents and
drains of safety related room coclers, this modification provides for the change out of

[. the carbon steel stub ard piping / fittings to stainless steel. %e stainless steel will
L provide significantly less potential difference for galvanic corrosion than the carbon
-

steel.
_

mis modification includes vents and drains of SGLO9A and SGLO9B, the Safety Injection
pump rom coolers, SGL10A and SGL10B, the Residual Heat Renoval punp rom coolers,
SGL11A and SGL11B, the Couponent Cooling Water punp room coolers, SGL12A and SGL12B, the
Centrifugal Charging punp rom coolers, SGL13A and SGL13B, the Containment Spray punp
rom coolers, SGL15A AND SGL15B, the Electrical Penetration rom coolers, SGG04A AND'

- SG304B, the Spent Fuel Pool punp room coolers, and SGF02A and SGF02B, the Auxiliary
Feedwater punp room coolers.

Safety E7aluation %e Technical Specification 2/4.7.12, Area hwature Monitoring,
is not impacted by the change in drain and vent wy.misnt material. In addition,
'mchnical Specification 3/4.7.4, Essential Service Water System, is not impacted by the

'
material change. %ere is no tacact to any of the systems that contain the above
mentioned room coolers by tN aubject nodification.

Based on the above, the prnhhility of occurrence or the consequences of an accident of,
- malfunction of equignent inportant to safety previously evaluated is not increased; the

possibility for an accident or malfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously is not created; and the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any-

Technical Specification is not reduced.

_
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PUGFF 30DIFICATICM RBQUEST: 02896 Revisicm: 0

Title: Fire Ebctinguisher Manuals Update

W F ir=t: his nodification updates the am y iate instruction manuals to reflect
changes in nodel numbers for two of the fire extinguisher nodels used at Wolf Creek
Generating Station. %e undel nunber changes reflect a Class B and Class C fire rating
upgrade by Underwriter Laboratories.

1.
L Safety Evaluatinn: Since the fire ratings were qW for these fire extinguishers,

they exceed the miniman requirements as specified. h erefore, accident and safety
'related equipnent malfunctica pmhabilities and consequences previously evaluated in the
,.

USAR will not be increased; accident and safety related equipnent unlfunction
possibilities of a different type than those evaluated in the USAR will not be created;
and Technical Specification safety nargins will runnin unaffected. <

$

^

|'
|

|

|
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PLANT EDIFICRTIGE REQUEST: 02897 Revision: 0. '

Titles . Storage Cage In Camunication Corridor
J

WFir=: 'Jhis nodification revises the affected drawings and dm= ants to
I

pennanently inheunte into plant design the wire mesh storage onge located on '

Ccamunication nneririnr elevatica 2061 that was originally installed as a t9mry
modification. 'this modification does not require any field work.

Safety Evaluations Additicm of a metal tool storage cage will not create the
possibility of a different type of accident because of its location. 'Jhere is no
safety. related or a= f al scope equipnent in the vicinity. 'Jhis modification will not
have any inpact on safety related or special scope systems, structures or ca@anents.
As a result, the margin of safety as defined in the basis of any Wolf Creek Generating

| Staticm Technical Specification is not reduced.
!

Addition of a netal tool storage cage in the Cannonication Corridor is not a
contributing factor in any accident evaluaticn. As a result, the prnbhility of
occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in the USAR will not increase and the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the USAR will not be increased.

No nodification is being performed to any equignant. As a result the prnM bility of the.
occurrence of malfunction of equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the .

USAR is not increased and the consequences of a malfunction of equipnent important~ to
.

safety previously evaluated in the USAR is not increased.
,

'
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PLAN 1' MDIFICATI(N REQUEST: 02898 Revision: 0

' title: Supply Valve Identification

u ntion: 'this modification provides omponent identification numbers to the
existing safety related Cmpressed Air / gas supply line check valves associated with the
hwiliary Feedwater control valves (AL HV-6, -8, -10 and 12) and Main Steam at2inspheric
relief valves (AB PV-1, -2, -3 and -4). 'Ihe ocmponent numbers are required to
facilitate identification of these check valves for testing.

'Ihe nodification pertains only to the valve identification number addition. 'Ihis is the
only portion of the design docunent which makes changes in the facility as described in

,

the safety analysis reru.i.. 'Ihe check valve part number revision in the vendor
i

I instruction manual is to reflect the correct part number in the existing spare parts
I list, h part number revision does not alter the design, function or operation of any
| oanpanent, system or structure.

|
| Safet.y Evaluatirm: '!his nodification does not alter the design, function or operation
I of any cmponent, systan or structure. '1herefore, the design bases described in USAR
l' Sections 9.3.1 (Conpressed Air Systan),10.3.1 (Main Steam Supply Systan) and 10.4.9
L (Awi14ary Feedwater Systan) are not affected by this nodification.
|

| '1he only change to.the USAR is to revise Figures 10.3-1 and 10.4-9 to reflect the above
described valve identification nunibers,

i

h Since the subject modification does not alter the design, function or operation of any
I. systan, cmponent or structure, no equipnent malfunctions can result and no accidents
' are affected or created. .

1
'

h provisian of valve identification number has no affect on any Wolf Creek Generating
Station Technical Specification or bases.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ - -
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N E IFICATIN REQUEST: 02899 Revision: 0
Title:

Main Turbine Stop Valve Position Switch Replacernent
w rtion: |

position switches AC ZS-0043C, AC ZS-0044C, AC ZS-0045C, and AC ZS-0046C.his nodification provides for the replacement of Main Wrbine Stop Valve'

position switches provide input to the Reactor Protection System. %esetwo se
trip. parate ard distinct control variables used to initiate a Beactor trip an turbinemis input is one of

. Safety Evaluation:
nust conform to the requirements of IEEEAs described in Section 7.2.1.1.2.F of the USAR, these ocuponents
Nuclear Power Generating Stations" ard 'must be environnentally qualifi d279-1971 " Criteria for Protection Systes f
these cmponents need not meet seismic criteria for nounting and locati

or
e. However,

located within a non-seismic Category I structure. . %e replacement switches hon since they are-
qualified to an environment which envelopes the environnent for this applicatioave beenL

the same in fom, fit and function as the originally supplied swit hL n and are
replacement switches confonn to the requirmants of IEEE c es. %ese
cpplicable requirements of the original purchase specification.279 1971 and all of the

,
-

L

_ _. _ _ - . _ . ____ - - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ .
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PLANT MDIFICATIQ4 REQUEST: 02910 Revision: 0 I

Title: Ami1Iag Feedeter Punp Monorail 4

1

Descriptim : '1his nodification addresses the discrepancies found on various drawings i

ragaMing the capacity of the Auxiliary Feedwater Punp nonorail. rigging beams 10iF11A, '

HKF11B and HKFilC. She drawings show various capacities, ranging frm two to four
tons. - For documentation purposes and safety reasons, the capacity of the nonorails are
being revised to match the capacity of the hoist. Changes to the applicable drawings
are required to avoid confusion and mi=Laa.

Safety Evaluation: 'Ihis h=mt nodification does not change the function of the
subjtet rigging beams and does not affect the operation, structural integrity orr

|' reliability.of the hoists.

D

|

|

1
?

|

|

|
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PIANT MDIFICATICE REQUEST: 02927 Revision: 0

Title: Replacement Of Fire Protection Systan Piping And Fittings

%<,-Irtion: This modification provides for the installation of Schedule 40 pipe in
lieu of the existing Schedule 10 Victaulic piping and fittings for the Fire Protection
Systan. 'Ihis modification involves Fire Protectim System cmponents classified as
Special Scope. The piping being replaced includes the 8, 10, and 12-inch lines inside
the Circulating Water Screenhouse. 'this nodification is the result of the recent
identification of a pinhole in Fire Protection Systan pipe 1FP03AA12 and the subsequent
failed. flaw detection examination of additional Fire Protection Systan piping spools.

-In addition, the Fire Protection Systen test header is to be rerouted such that the line
1 ties into the cross-connect line and runs / discharges outside the northeast corner of the
! Circulating Water Screenhouse, h fire truck connection header routing back to the

cross-connect line is to be rerouted to the 12-inch nain header, close to where the main
Ivwiar goes to the underground piping.

I Safety Evaluation: The Fire Protection Systen test header is being rerouted to provide
1- o nore convenient testing location. 'Ibe test header design intent has not changed, h

three 2 1/2-inch fire truck m nnections header is being rerouted such that the header .

ties directly into one of the 12-inch Ivwiars. W design intent of the fire truck
connections header is not changed by this nodification.

D
.

L

|
|

|
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PIANT KDIFICATI(M REQUEST: 02931 Revision: 0 f

Title: Secondary Perimeter Fence
1

w *W: '1his nodification installs a secondary perineter fence as an enhancement !
to the Security Systan. h detaila of this nodification are ocasidered Safeguards |

Information.

Safety Evaluation: '1he probability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in
'the USAR is not increased because the installation of the secordary pr%ter fence is

not safety related and does not connect to or affect the operation of any safety related
equipnant, catponents or structures. No spatial or system interaction that could affect
safety related equipment, corponents or structureu will be created by the installation

L of the secondary perimeter fence. h secondary perineter fence will not affect the
'' margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical Specification.

$

|
|

._ _ __ .-.
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PLANT M]DIFICATION REQUEST: 02932 Revision: 0

; Title: Instnanent Snnhr Installation

untion: This modification provides for the-installation of instrument snubbers to
the high and low connections of the pressure differential transmitters to avoid
unnecessary alarm actuations created from pressure surges produced when starting
Lum.pacy Fuel Oil transfer punps PJE01A and PJE01B.

' Safety Evaluatima Failure of these ann h m will not W the safety function of
the Lim.p icy Fuel Oil System. 'Ihese pressure differential transmitters are the Control-

Room indicators for the fuel oil strainers. Snubber failure could result in indication
of a strainer problem which could be confiW by the redurriant local pressure
indicators. Therefore, failure of these itens would not disrupt the intended safety
related function that the Lim.p cy Fuel Oil System provides for the Enru.picy Diesel
Generators.

.

. _ - -
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PUNP KDIFICATION REQWST: 02959 Revision: 0

Titles. Fire Protection Valve Manhole Cover Replacement

W ntion %is nodification replaces the existing cast iron covers with cast
- cluminum for the twelve Fire Protection isolation valves that are located in manholes.
his nodification will improve the accessibility to the isolation valves because the
cast aluminum covers will weigh approximately one third of the existing covers.-

Safety Evaluation %e new, lighter weight Fire Protection isolation valve manhole
covers will inprove the accessibility to the valves. We consequences of a nalfunction
of equignant important to safety, the prehility of occurrence of an accident, or the
consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the USAR will not be increased.

%e p*hility of occurrence of malfunctions of equignant important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR will not be increased since the substitution of manhole
cover materials fran cast 1.ron to aluminum does not adversely affect any of the design
or function capabilities of the Fire Protection Systs. % ere is no possibility that a
malfunction of equipnent inportant to safety may be created of a different type than any
evaluated previously in the USAR due to the substitution of cover materials.

We substituticri of manhole cover materials to improve accessibility will not result in
a reduction in the margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical
Specification.

%e possibility that an accident of a different type from any evaluated previously in
the'USAR will not be created since this change does not affect the design, installation
or functional canahilities of the Fire protection water supply or valves.!

l'

:

1

1'
|

|
|

.
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PIAlfr EDIFICATICDI REQUEST: 02961 Revision:- 0

Title: Control Rom Rebalance

Wntim mis nodificatica replaces an orifice plate in the control Biilding
Heating, Ventilation and Air Corxiitioning (HVAC) Systs to rebalance the air
dictribution system by reducing the airflow to the console portion of the Control Rom.
%e 30 inch diameter duct will remain physically open at the section where the orifice
plate is being replaced. his condition was not the original design basis.

Safety Evaluation: A calculation was performed to verify the structural integrity of
the 30 inch diameter duct and supports during this condition. %e calculation concluded
that the duct and supports will remain structurally integral during a 0.13G Operating
Basis Earthquake and 0.25G Safe Shutdown Earthquake ground motion. hi -icity of syst e
duct work during and after orifice replacement has not been adversely affected since

L structural integrity of duct and supports are not affected by the work activity.
|'

%e Control Rom air conditioning syste provides a suitable environment during nonnal
and accident conditions for Control Rom personnel and equipnent. Redistribution of air
within the Control Room will not affect any variables associated with previous accident
occurrence prnhahility,

i

Se design operating tamamture in the Control Rom is 78 degrees Fahrenheit with a
Technical Specification (T/S) high limit of 84 degrees Fahrenheit. We redistribution
of air flow should result in Control Room t=amtures of 70 degrees Fahrenheit or
below. % us the margin of safety defined in the T/S will not be reduced.

! Changing out the orifice in the ccmon Control Rom HVAC duct will not affect the
; operation of any syste d= nam, fans, filters or nonitors. No increase in equipnent

inportant to safety malfunction occurrence will be introduced. Control Rom personnel,

| exposure to the consequences of a nuclear or toxic gas accident have not been increased
cinae syste detection, isolation, pressurization and filtration are not affected by the
inpleantation of the nodification described in the modification.

Changing out the orifice in the duct will not increase the malfunction consequences of a
system damper loss or diminishment of forced air flow due to a fan malfunction. Failure
of the filtration fan of one train has been evaluated as the worst possible failure in
the Control hilding HVAC Systs. Changing out the orifice plate in the ccmmon Control
Rom HVAC duct has been assessed as lacking the potential to create any accident, letI

alone one as limiting as that already evaluated.

|

|
l

l

|

|
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PLANP M]DIFICATIOi REQUEST: 02968 Revision: 0

Title: Moisture Separator Reheater Sanple Lines

nasun4 ntion: 'Ihis nodification reroutes the noisture separator reheater (MSR) "A", "B",
"C" and "D" drains so that they share a ocumm sanple point at the processing sanpling
ctation with the heater drain punp discharge rather than the ocndensate denineralizer
outlet. Originally, with the MSR drains sharing the sanple point with the condensate
demineralizer outlet, the sanple did not go through a sanpling heat exchanger. However,
when the sanple is routed with the heater drain punp discharge, the sanple is processed -
through a sanple cooler (heat exchanger). .h MSR drains require cooling to avoid
nelting the flow neters in'line with the sanple s uc=es.

Safety Evaluations h sanple station and associated sanple paints nentioned above
serve no safety design bases. 'Ibe change therefore has no inpact to any safety design

. basis. h subject nodificatian has no inpact on any Technical Specification or itsi

L associated bases.

|

|
.

|
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PLANT MDIFICATEN RHgUEST: 02969 Revision: 1 and 2 1

Title: Control Room Air Conditioning Unit Couplings

rm rintion: tis modification was issued to provide a rh-nt number to Bahnson
drawing included in a vendor manual but not designated as a separate unique supplier
control nud=wd account. Revision 1 to this nodificatim changed the modification
package category classification and evaluated the use of an alternate tee on the control
Room air conditioning (A/C) unit, SGK04B. Due to unavailability of the original tee,

| the nodification revision substituted the original tee with a tee and bushing on the
L. copper tubing on SGK04B. Slight tubing alterations nay have been necessary to fit the
' new tee and bushing into tubing configuration where only a tee previously existed.

Revision 2 to this nodification provides installation of two copper couplings on
SGK04B. %e couplings are to be used on the unm. tubing routed to the tee changed in
Hevision 1 of this nodification. %e affected drawing is to be revised at package
close-out.

. *

At package close-out, a note will be AMad to the affected drawing stating the
'

refrigerant piping lengths tolerances with the general layout of the piping per design,
| to facilitate refrigerant piping rework. 21s note will be generic for both Control

Rom A/C units, SGK04A and B, and both Class 1E Electrical Bquipnsnt room A/C units,
SGK05A and B.

Safet.y Evaluation he Control Building Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
- (HVAC) Systes consist of the Control Building supply and exhaust systems, the Control

Rom, Class 1E Electrical Bpipnent and access control A/C systans, the access control.-

exhaust system, and the counting rom recirculation systan. A local air handling unit
serves the Secondary Alann Station (SAS) room.

1
'

%e Control Room A/C System, including the Control Room filtration system, the control
Rom pressurization systen, and the SAS roan air handling unit provide a suitable

h. Etnosp ere for personnel and equipnent within the Control Roon.

Section 9.4.1.1.1 of the USAR defines the safety design bases of the Control Building
HVAC Systan.. In short, the Control Room A/C Systen is safety related and is required to
function following a Design Basis Accident and to achieve and maintain the plant in a
safs shutdown condition.

% e modification has no affect on the function, performance, reliability, or failure
node of SGK04B. he tee and bushing perform an equivalent function to the original tee.

Since the system function and performance are unaffected by the nodification, the safety
functions of the systan are also unaffected. We seismic qualification of the unit is
also unaffected by this modification.

2e nodification is minor and has no affect on the function, perfornance, relichility or
failure made of the Control noilcling HVAC System. None of the safety functions of the
system are affected, hence, an unreviewed safety question does not exist.

.. ._ ___ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ ._. _ _ _ _
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PIAMP EDIFICATION REQUEST: 02976 Revision: 1 through 3

Title: Bird Post-Tensioning Syst m Inspection

Descriptim: his modification package provides administrative controls for the
performance of the third Containnent Post-Tensioning Systm Inspection and releases
Specification C-158, Revision 6 which has incorporated Technical Specification
3/4.6.1.6, Juiudimit Number 31.

Revision 1 to this nodification package allows on-site testing of the tendon wire
sanples by the Post-Tensiming Surveillance Contractor provided all the Specification C-
158(Q) requirements are net (i.e., sanple size, protection of sanples, AS7M A 421-74/76,
reporting, etc.). h is disposition is applicable only for the fifth year surveillance
s upan and does not require a change to the specification. Revision 1 also addresses
safety concerns due to the assembling of scaffolding including attachment to the
containment Building dme using the Manitowoc 4100W crane located on the equipnent pad
32 feet, 6 inches south and 118 feet east of the centerline of the Reactor Building.
Any safety concerns related to the Category I buried utility and the inpact on the
below-grade portions of the Reactor Billding due to use of Manitowoc 4100W crane for i
this inspection have been previously evaluated and these evaluations remain valid for

- the third Post-Tensioning System Inspectior, also. (Reference Plant Modification
Requests 01502 and 01938.)

Revision 2 to this nodification supplements the previous revision by dispositioning the
tendon inspecticn activities inside the Awiliary Bailding and the load drop analysis

f
for the tendon gallery access hatch,

Revision 3 to this modification revised the existing safety evaluation to allow use of
the 1400 ton capacity stressing ram in lieu of the 1000-ton capacity ram to perfom the
post-tensioning surveillance activities on the horizontal tendons at Buttresses "A" and
"B".

_ Safety Evaluatim %e operations required for perfoming the third Containment Post-
Tensioning System Inspection do not alter the seismic, environmental, or equipnent
qualification of any safety related system, emponent or structure. We potential
hazards to safety related structures, omponents, and systems created by the t=nnrary
activities required for perfaming the surveillance were evaluated with regard to safe
shutdown capabilities of the plant. All affected building emponents-(structures) were

L found to be structurally adequate for the loads imposed upon the during these
| cctivities. All safety related equipnent and cmponents that might potentially be

damaged during the path of the loaded cart, or due to a postulated load drop .in the
A wiliary Building were evaluated using the same approach used in WCNOC-4, " Report on

! Control of Heavy Ioads". It was detemined that in case of an accident due to impact of
L the loaded cart or due to the load drop that could damage any safety related components,
|- only one train of any safe shutdown system would be rendered inoperable. In an unlikely

event of damage to any safety related equipnent/cmponent, limitations on plant
vrability as described in the Wolf Creek Generating Station (NOGS) Tecimical
Specification shall govern. %e potential of flooding in the Auxiliary Building caused
by any damage to Fire Protection System lines (106-KBF-4" and 157-KBF-4") in the path of
the loaded cart is bounded by previous analysis.

l
|
|
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PIANT MJDIFICATICM REQUEST: 02976 Revision: 1 thtungh 3'

Safety Evaluation: Continued

Since the loss of one train of redundant' safe shutdown systems due to a load drop or
inpact has ptwiously been analyzed and the structural integrity of any safety related

-structures is not affected by the tendon surveillance operations, it can be concluded
- that no new accidents are created nor any ptwiously evaluated accidents are affected.
Also, malfunctions of equipnant, inportant to safety, of a different type than any
evaluated previously are not created, and the probability of occurrence or the
wwwquences of previously evaluated malfunctions, important to safety, have not
increased. Finally, there are no changes to any Exis 'Dschnical Specification or
associated bases.

3

. _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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PLANP IODIFICATICN REQUEST: 02978 Revision: 0

Title: Upgrade Hydranotor Actuators

WeirM: %e scope of this nodification package which involves sking changes to
safety related ocuponents is to allow the use of enhanced ITF Barton electro-hydraulic

' actuators for use in the Essential Service Water (ESW) Punphouse and the Diesel
Generator Building Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning (HVAC) Systems. W e new
Model B-1 actuators nake use of an inproved hpiraulic systs which will make them nore
reliable and Viton seals which will significantly extend qualified life. A new test
report for the )bdel B actuator, approved by incorporation of M-627A-00222, also
included the Model B-1 actuator along_with all available options. h appurjate
drawings will be revised upon package close-out to allow use of either the original 4

Model B or the current Model B-1 actuator. W e "M190 Series Ninhaning Rules," and the |

' Catalog Number Data Sheet," 8 pages and 12 pages respectively, will also be
incorporated into ITF Barton Instruction Manual upon package close-out.

Safety Evaluatim Accidents previously evaluated in the USAR involve secondary system
heet removal, Reactor Coolant Syste flow, reactivity or power distribution changes, !

Reactor coolant inventory, or radioactive releases. %e change fran a Model B to a
Model B-1 actuator will not affect the prnhnhllity of occurrence of these types of
accidents. We change from a Model B to a Model B-1 actuator, as it will only be
c11 owed in the Diesel Generator h41rMng and ESW Pumphouse HVAC Systems, is not directly
or indirectly related to accidents evaluated in the USAR. According to the current
engineering report, there have been no changes in material or natorial usage.

. Consequently, the thermal aging, wear aging, radiation exposure and design basis event
f couponents of the qualification program are not affected by the Model B-1 design

changes. We engineering wpud. Iwm= ands that all field installed Model B actuators
may be refurbished at the first maintenance cycle and updated to the Model B-1
configuration for increased qualified life (15.95 years for Viton seals versus 5.40
years for polyurethane seals). Minor changes in weight and in the nonent arm to the
center of gravity will have no effect on vibration or seismic qualification as they fall |
into the realm of manufacturing tolerance. %e engineering report qualifies cny Model
B-1 actuator, with any or all available options, to the same level of qualification
denonstrated in the basic qualification test sv:pcu. According to Addendum II of the
engineering report, the NH91 actuator has undergone relatively minor changes to becme a
Model B-1. However, the NH96 is a nuch improved actuator as a result of the
modifications made to bring it to the Model B-1 standard. We Model B-1 (NH91/NH96) has
an improved mechanical relief valve design in the hydraulic syst s which should improve
the overall syste reliahility by an estimated one order of magnitude. W e change to
the hydranotor actuators is not covered by, is not related to, and therefore has no
inpact on the Wolf Creek Generating Station 'Dechnical Specification or any associated
bases,

i
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PUGtP M]DIFICATION REQUEST: 02983 Revision: 0

TLtle Westinghouse Alternate Pressure Gauges

h r - :Mr=: 'this nailfication allows use of pressure gauges supplied by Westinghouse
with ranges of 0 through 160 pounds per square inch gauge (psig) in lieu of pacessure
gauges with ranges of 0 through 150 psig. A Certificate of M 14anos has been supplied
with the gauges. 'lhese gauges are used in various safety arxl non-safety related
applications.

Safety Evaluation: Scales with a range of 0 through 160 psig were supplied since it is
the manufacturer's standard range. '1his change in scale will have no significant affect
on the r=iability of the gauges. '1he safety function of the gauges is to maintain the

. Reactor Coolant Systan pressure boundary, therefore the change in scale has no adverse
effect on plant safety.

1
1

,

.

1
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PIANT MEIFICATIO4 REQUEST: 02987 Revision: 0

Title: Limit Switches Replacement

Wntion: -'Ihis modificatics allows for the replacement of various NAM 00 limit
switches with NAM 00 limit switches with different model numbers than those originally

~

,

supplied. h original limit switches were supplied either as NAMOO FA170-11100 (clock- |
wise rotation) or EA170-12100 (counter clock-wise rotation). It is not possible to i

procure safety related replacement switches with these nodel numbers. 'Iherefore, this
modification replaces NAICO EA170-11100 arxi FA170-12100 switches with NAM:0 FA180-11302 j

h a u.ciate drawings will also be revised ;and FA180-12302 switches, respactively, n
. to reflect the correct nodel numbers. ihis modification is applicable to various limit i

switches in the Main Steam, Feedwater, Atviliary Feedwater, Steam Generator Blowdown,
Essential Service Water, Anviliary Turbines, Instrument Air, and Floor and B:Juipnent
Drains Systans.

L i

|- Safety Evaluaticm h FA180 switches are identical in form, fit and function to the |
h rep.acement switches (EA-180) are considered anEA170 switches currently specified, l i

enhanosent over the old switches (EA-170). |
|

, h critical characteristics of the limit switches are the same. Therefore, no new
I failure nodes and no malfunction of a different type are created and the prnhnhility of

occurrence and the consequences of malfunctions of equipnent important to safety
previously evaluated will not be affected. Due to the identical perfonnance
characteristics of the limit switches, the cap *hility for accident mitigation is not

,

increased and the prnhability of occurrence and the consequences of an accident {

} previously evaluated in the USAR will not be affected. Because the limit switches are :
Iidentical, no new accident scenarios are created so there is no possibility an accident

of.a different type frun any evaluated previously will be created. Due to the identical
perfonunce of the limit switches no bases are altered and there is no effect on the
margin of safety. ,

!

1

| $
!

1<

|

|
|

|
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PIANT EDIFICATION REQUEST: 03002 Revision: 0

Title: Envirmmental Qualification Sunmary M= ant Revision

W r* ion: %e purpose of this nodification is to update the Environmental-
Qualification Sunmary tw,nant (EQSD). %is nodification package will incorporate all
the nodifications that were nede by Environnental Qualification Work Package (EQWP)
revisions and Change Notices, eliminate the discrepancies between the_ EQSD and the
Instrumentation and Controls (I&C) Prevative Maintenance (INCPM) Data Base and correct

| several EQSD equipnent In=hara to natch the numbers listed in various drawings and
| records.

,

Safety Evaluation: Wis nodification package includes the following design changes:

A. Hydrogen Analyzers SG S02A and SG S02B
: Per information provided from the manufacturer of the General Electric ET-16

,

indicating lights, plus activation energy data fr m EPRI NP-1558, the qualified life
for the lights was extended frm 5 years to 15.4 years. Arrhenius methodology was
used in calculating the new qualified life.

B. Reactor Coolant Punp Seal Injection Flow Transmitter BG FT-0215A
mis transmitter was changed in the field from a Barton nodel 752 to a Rwant
model 1153B. Both nodels of transmitters are qualified for the application, the .
Barton in EQWP-ESE-4A and the Rosenount in EQWP-ESE-4D; however, their qualified
lives are different. %e EQSD was revised to reflect the qualitied life of the
Rosatount transmitter, which is 40 years if the anplifier board and < alibration_.

) board are replaced at 33.8 years.

C. Steam Generator Atmospheric Relief Valve Transducers and Positioners AB PY-001, -2,
-3, -4, and AB ZC-001, -2, -3 and -4
%e transducers and positioners for the atnespheric relief valves had their NUREG-

- 0588 Appendix E Loss of Coolant Accident (IOCA) and Main Steam Idne Break (MSLB)
categories changed frm Category A (i.e., nust function during and following a IOCA

~ and MSLB) to Category C (i.e., nay fall in any manner during or following a IOCA or
MSLB).

~D. Attvi1iary Relay Racks AB 008 and AB 009
Panels AB 008 and AB 009 were unwi per Plant Modification Request (PMR) 02261. . We
safety evaluation for that design change was included with the PMR. As the EQSD had
not been released at the time of PMR 02261, but the initial issue was in the review
process, it was not possible to include the new panels in that issue of the EQSD. .
Bis PMR, then, ackis the two panels to the EQSD Master List.

E. he remaining changes are corrections of typographical errors.

_ _ _ _ _ - - -
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PIANr KDIFICATION Rf00EST: 03004 Revision: 0

Title: Engineemd Safety Features Actuation Systs Status Panel Window Engraving

W ntion: Engineered Safety Features Actuation Systen status panel displays SA066X
and SA066Y are incorrectly labelled. h current engraving on the status panel displays
indicate that valves BN W-8806A and BN HV-8806B control flow from the Residual Heat
Remwal Systan (RHR) to the Safety Injection (SI) pumps. 'Ihe valves actually control
flow frm the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RNST) to the SI punps. 'Iherefore, this
nodification changes the window descriptions to "RWST TO SI PMP SUCP" fran "RHR 'IO SI
PMP SUCP" so that the correct source of water to the valves is indicated, h correct
function of the valves was indicated on the valves' control handswitch nameplate,
therefore the operator nonnally would be reading the correct function when operating the
valves.

Safety Evaluation: Inplanentation of this nodification renoves conflicting information
frm Control Rocan displays, therefore elindnating a source of possible confusion to an
operator.

h
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PIANT M]DIFICATION REQUEST: 03009 Revision: 0

Title: Downgrade Of Pressure Indicators

n==rw4Firwu Ubis nodification downg=h BG PI-113 and BG PI-114, local discharge
_ pressure indicators for the Boric Acid Transfer (BAT) punps, frun designation as quality
(Q) to non-Q and renoves these instruments from the G-list. Reference to these
instruments will be renoved frun IEAR, Table 3.11(B)-3.

Safety Evaluaticm h BAT punps transfer barated water frun the Boric Acid Tanks to
the Volume Control Tank or to the suction of the charging punps, h pressure
indicators perfonn no control function and are not electrically or mechanically linked

,

to any other ca ponent. They do not directly or indirectly affect any other ocnpcment
or systan, h BAT Systen does not require this cmponent to perfonn its function. h
associated pumps are shed frun the bus upon accident initiation.

! These pressure indicators are used locally to detect a failure of the associated BAT
punp in addition to a punp notor start relay position indication' (open) located on the
nain control board. h pressure indicator provides no control of either BAT punp and
does not affect the punp's ability to borate the Reactor Coolant Systen.

h associated process piping and instrument tubing are ASME, Class 3. The pressure
indicator is separated frun the process fluid by a hydraulic isolator. An isolation

'. valve exists for each pressure indicator.

[ These.ladicators are not required to function following an accident and are located in a
mild environment and have no environmental qualifications.E

:

h hazards analysis ~section of the USAR (3B) does not list BG PI-113 and BG PI-114 as
safety related instrumentation located in the Boric Acid Tank roms. It also states
that non-safety related equipnent is seismically restrained and does not adversely
affect safety related equipnent.

|

l

|

|
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PIANP M]DIFICATIOi REQUEST: 03028 Revision: 0

Title: Electropneumtic Transducers Replacement

u ntion: 'ntis modification accepts Masonelilan/ Dresser model number 8005N
transducer as a replacement for nodel number 8005A transducer. h electropneumatic
traneducers are physically attached to several safety related valves, h transducer's

- function is"to convert electrical signals frm a pressure transmitter into pneumtic
control signals required for control valve positioning. 'lhis nodification requires
updating the appropriate specifications, parts list, Vendor manuals and drawings to
reflect the model nunder change.

Safety Evaluatims _ 'Ibe two transducers perform the same function and exhibit negligible
differences in physical characteristics. '1he new 8005N transducer has undergone testing
to denonstrate its ability to perform in the same anner as the 8005A model. 'Iherefore,
the prnhability of an accident previously evaluated in the USAR has not been increased.
.h affected valves are virtually identical to previous configuration as far as form, _
-fit and function. h attributes of the valve that could affect the consequences of an
accident have not been altered by this modification. Anvillary Feedwater System and
Main Steam System cupsits are affected by this modification. Accident conditions for
these systems have not been charxyed nor have any new accident conditions been introduced
as a result of this change. h replacanent transducer is qualified to perfonn to
requirements of the original transducer. N prnhability of occurrence of mlfunctions
is the same as it was with the original. Since the affected ocuponents are equivalent
to the original couponents and no new functional requirenants are required, the-
consequences of an equipnent an1 function are unaffected. h affected valves will

p - perfonn their design function as originally intended.~ Nothing has been added that would
create a malfunction different frm any previously evaluated in the USAR. Since the
replacenent is equivalent to the original, the manJ n of safety has not been reduced.i

i

|
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PIANT 10DIFICM'ICM REQUEST: 03034 Revision: 0

-Titlo Site Auxiliary Power Transfomer Disconnect Links

M D: 1his nodification allows for the removal of the requirenant for
installation of Site Awiliary Power transfomer disconnect links. This requirenant is
being renoved due to the difficulty associated with installation of the disconnect
links. 'Ihe applicable drawings are also revised as part of this modificatim package.

Safety Evaluation: Removal of the transformer disuaust. links does not affect the
functim of the transformer. Akiitionally, the subject transfomsrs and associated
dicoonnect links are not safety related. Subject transfomers are not part of any
tecident scenario. She removal of the transfomer links will not result in a reduction
in the margin of safety as defined in the bases for the Technical Specifications.
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PWF EDIFICNYIN REQUEST: 03039 Revision: 0 -

Title: Replaoment Relief Valves Ebr Cmtrol Building Heating, Ventilation And Air
Conditioning Valves

w :+ ir=is uhe safety relief valves on Control Room Heating, Ventilation and Air
Conditioning (HVAC) units SGK05A/B were supplied per Specification M622.1 but

,replacement valves which ocmply with all the provisions of the original specification '

are no longer available. Deviations frcan Specification M622.1 for replacanent valves
have been addressed and the dispositions verify that the replacement relief valves will

,function in the same way as the original valves and meet all of the specification- '

requirements which affect the ability of the valves to perform their function, incitxiing !
ASME Section III requirements. 3his modification is to in u raete the vendor drawings !

of the replacement valves into the ccritrolled h=arit system.

' Safety Evaluation: Damage to the Control Rocan HVAC coolers due to failure of the relief j
E

valve to lift or failure of the relief va]ve to close are not initiating events for any I

design basis accident. There is no effect on the parhability of occurrence of design i

. basic accidents since there are no design basis accidents identified. '1he change in the i

.rell-f valve does not affect the prnhmhility of failure of safety related systans and
- non-safety related systems which may inpact the performance of safety related systans
'cinae the new relief valve function is the same as the original relief valve. Since the

3new relief valve functicn is the same as that of the original valve, the failure modes (are the.same. Sherefore this change does not represent a new type of malfunction. i

Since the function of the new relief valve is the same as that of the original valve, !
the probability of an accident has not been changed. Since the operaticmal capability |

of the new relief valve is the same as that of the original valve, there is no impact on
the cceeptance limits which form the basis for the 3bchnical Specifications.

|

L

t
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Titles sanitary Sewar Fbr Quality Assurance Trailer

wptim: This nodification allows connection of the Quality Assurance trailer's
sewage systan to the Sewage Treatment Plant. 'Ihis nailfication revises the storm sewer
configuraticn, USAR Figure 2.4-3.

Safety Evaluatim There are no accident scenarios associated with, or affected by, the
These sewers and their installaticn have no affect cn accidents previouslysewers.

evaluated in the USAR. The area of the plant site that is being nodified does not
anocmpass any features that could alter the consequences of an accident. 'this
nodification does not affect any safety related systan, structure or -rusnt, nor does
it affect any of the radiological aspects of the plant.

This nodification has no affact on equipment inportant to safety and will not create a
nalfunction of equipnent important to safety that is different than any previously
evaluated in the USAR. 'lhis modification does not affect any porticn of the plant that
is addressed by 'Inchnical Specifications.

C

;
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Title: Penetratim Annulus Gap Dinension

W ntion: 9 tis modificatim allows for use-as-is of Fire Protection Systen
penetration closure for penetration OP134S0877. % e annulus gap dimension (between the
pipe and the lead seal) exceeds the gap tolerance of -0-inch, + 1/4-inch on the positive
side. %e applicable drawings will be revised to reflect the as-built dimensions at
package close-out.

Safety Evaluation: Since the mly change is a small change in the annulus gap dimension
of penetratim OP134S0877, which does not inpact the design function of said
g=e. ration, the probability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated cannot be
increased. As the pe=destion closure has not significantly changed, the consequences
of an accidet previously evaluated is not increased. Since the design function and
characteristics of the design have not changed, the prnhnhility of occurrence of
malfunctions cannot be increaseri and the possibility that an accidet of a different
type cannot be created. Since the overall function of the penetration remains the same,
the consequences of a malfunction are not inpacted and as such are not increased. Since
the penetratim closure design function is not changing, there is not a possibility that
a nalfunction of a different typw any be created. % e subject pi. d detion closure is
not described or related to any Technical Specification, therefore timre will be no
reduction in any margin of safety as defined in the bases for any Technical

{Specification.

|
.

i
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Title lubricating Oil Storage, Transfer And Purification Systan

h -H ntion: Wis nodification package was initiated to evaluate the as-ballt j
configuration of the Imbricating Oil Storage, Transfer and Purification System. We

;

system walkdown and evaluation has concluded that the tyrary support on line CP-010- |

HBD-3" attached to support 0-CF03-R002/434 is not required. Apparently the support was
installed during the start-up phase of the plant; however, this can not be readily
confinned. W e support shall be reworked such that the original configuration of the
support 0-CF03-R002/434 is achieved. Additional instrument type isolation valves and
onpped lines associated with valves CF V-014 and CF V-016 are acceptable as installed. -

We addition of the 1/4-inch line provides additional sanpling points. Valve CF V-036
was evaluated as to whether or not it should be depicted as no m lly open. Upon review,
it was determined that the valve should be open to the oily waste drain. Wis
nodification accepts the instrumentation arrangement for the Steam Generator feedwater
punp turbine lubricating oil Conditioners *A" and "B" for PDI-25 and PDI-26 which is
actually configured differently than as reflected on the associated drawings. Valves CF |
V-055 and CF V-058 are not required to be shown locked closed on the drawings, therefore
this nodification reflects the valves as closed. The plastic electrical type tie-wrap
used on certain valves is not required. W e tie-wraps shall be rw oved to avoid
confusim with " locked" valves. mis nodification also reflects the as-installed
configuration of line CF-002-HBD-2" which includes a two-inch by one-inch threaded
reducing coupling and a one-inch threaded plug.

Safety Evaluation: We Inbricating Oil Storage, Transfer and Purification System is
) designed to unintain purity of the lubricating oil used in the Main Turbine-Generator
j and the Steam Generator feedwater punp turbines, and to provide for the storage and

transfer of clean and dirty lube oil. %e systan is designed to purify the total volume
of lubricating oil in the Main hrbine-Generator and the feedwater punp turbines at the
rate of approxinately 21 and 32 percent per hour, respectively, under normal operation
conditions. We system is designed to provide storage for one emplete filling of clean
lubricating oil in the nain and feedwater punp turbines and oil conditioner, and an
equal capacity for the storage of dirty lubricating oil ne Imbricating Oil Storage,

| Transfer and Purification System las no safety design bases.
1 2e individual nodificatims in no way inpact design basis accidents that are analyzed.

System walkdown and analysis confh4 that the structural integrity of support CF03-
R002 is acceptable. Since the support is not requixed and analysis has confirmed this
to be the case, no credible failure could result due to this part of the nodification.

Since the additional sanpling valves are downstream of nontally closed isolation valves
and the additional valves CF V-101 and CF V-102, are normally closed, the lines are
capped, and the Imbricating Oil Storage Tanks, iCF01A and 'ICF01B, are nonially isolated,
no crailble failure scenario could result due to this part of the modification.

Since the drains off of Mist Eliminator TCF02 would back-up if CF V-036 was actually
closed and the mist eliminator operating, the nodification to reflect the valve open

1
__
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Safety Evaluations Continued

actually reduces the possibility of indirect challenges to the plant safety systerm. !

'the as-built reflection of the installed instnnentation arrangonent for the Steam
Generator feedwater punps turbines lubricating oil Conditioners "A" and "B" has no

3

inpact on any safety design bases or design bases accidents. '

As CF V-055 and CP V-058 are in lines downstream of valves that are nonnally isolated,
,

the additional administrative control on these valves would not provide any significant
additional confidence level that the tanks would be inadvertently drained. 'Ibe threaded
reducing coupling and threaded plug will provide an equivalent design to a threaded cap,
therefore this does not really create a design change.

)

L
1
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Title: Acosptance Of As-Built Penetration Closure

r- =H r*i rm: '1his nodification accepts the as-built installation of penetraticrt closure
OP121S0241. h penetration closure provides radiation and fire boundary separaticra and
in flexible for designed pipe novement but is not installed per design. In addition,

the existing installation includes an annulus gap dimension violation at the lower end
disposition for thisof the slab penetration. 9 tis nodification provides a use-as-isa a

candition.

Safety Evaluations h basis for acceptance of the as-bul.lt penetration closure is that
the overall function of providing radiation and fixe boundary =aparation has not
changed. Maus, the prr**hility of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated will
not be increased; the consequences of an accident previously evaluated will not be
increased; the possibility that an accident of a different type fran any evaluated
previously will not be created; the prnhability of occurrence of malfunction of
equipnent important to safety will not be increased; the consequences of a nalfunction
of equipnent important to safety previously evaluated will not be increased; there is no
possibility that a nalfunction of equipnent important to safety of a different type ney
be created. No Technical Specification is applicable or inpacted by the as-built design
change and as such, no reduction in any unrgin of safety results.

*
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Title: Seismic Qaalificatica For Replacement Cmpmssors For The Control Rom Air
Ccrxiitioning thits

u pticm : 'Ihis nalificaticn addresses the seismic qualificaticn of the replacement
cmpressors for the Control Rom Heating, Ventilation arri Air Conditioning units.

Safety Evaluation: 'Ihis nodification addresses seismic qualificatica only. Since the
replacement empressors are seismically equivalent to the original, consequences of an
accident have not been changed and the probability of occurrence of an accident is the
same as with the original equipment. h Ctatrol Rom Heating, Ventilatica and Air
Conditioning Systan and wip wits will behave in the same nanner as before the
modification with regard to seismic response. No new accidents will result from this
modificatica. h replacement empressor is equivalent to the original wip.wsor
seismically and therefore, will not affect the preawhility of occurrence of nalfuncticas
of equipnent inportant to safety and will not increase the consequences of a malfunction

- of equipment inportant to safety. Safety equipment in the vicinity of the air
conditioning units would be the only equipnent to be affected. Since the replacment
c.mpwsor is seismically equivalent to the original unit, nelfunctions of equipment
important to safety will be the same as before the nodification. Safety nargins have
not been affected by this modification.

Ei
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Title: Coapling Dv1 Bearing Material Change

W F ir=tt h Turbine Driven Mwiliwy Feedwater Punp (AFP) myling erri bearing is
ev=y=ad of an outer shell metallurgically bonded to a babbitt insert. 1his outer shell
mterial was changed from cast iron to steel due to bonding problems with porous iron
castings. Uhis noilfication approves the sterial change fran ASIM A-46 Class 30a cast
iron to AS7M A-513/A-519 steel. h appropriate drawing will be revised at package
close-out to reflect the material change.

Safety Evalm tion: Although the tensile strength and iInpact properties have changed,
the new material meets the functional requirements of the accident analyses in USAR
15.1.1.1 and 15.1.2.1. h only crailble failure node is bearing fracture and the
preparties of the new material decrease the probability of this occurrence,

f
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Title: Attachment Of Sensors To Mator Operated Gate And Globe Valves j

Descriptim his nodificatim allows the pemanent or tarporary installation of
Liberty Technology's Valve Operation Test and Evaluation System (VCyrES) force sensors en
the outside of the yokes of 115 safety related ASME Section III motor operated gate and
globe valves. We installation of the VCTrES force sensors on these valves will pemit
installation of the VCTTES Monitoring Systen to detemine valve op=hility utilizing a
strain gauge nounted to the valve yoke to give direct measurement of valve stan loads.

Safety Evaluatim: %ese valves are in 13 different safety related systens. % erefore,
these safety related valves have varying design basis as identified in the USAR. ,

However, with the sensors located on the outside of the yokes, the function and
reliability of these valves and their systems are not affected. We structural
integrity of these valves will be unaffected by the addition of the VCyrES sensors due to
their very small relative weight (approximately 1/4 pound).

A walkdown of 88 valves was perfomed and a detennination was nade that the sensors can '

be located on the outside of the yokes, and that no II/I concern exists with regard to
the valves themselves. Furthermore, no otler II/I concern exists with regard to the
sensors due to their insignificant potential energy. W e addition of these sensors will
clso have no effect on any Pipe Break, Missile, Flooding, Seismic or Fire Hazards
Analyses.

p Both the seismic and environmental qualifications for the safety-related valves were
- evaluated .to reflect the addition of the VCTIES force sensors. Since the chemical

properties of the adhesive epoxy and sensor will not have any adverse effects on the
valve yoke and the added weight of the sensor is insignificant, both tle seismic and
environmental qualifications to the valves are unaffected.

%e addition of the sensors to the outside of the valves' yokes will not affeet or
create any accident or any nalfunctions of equipnent because the installed location of
the sensor and its insignificant size and mass will not affect the structural integrity,
function or reliability of the valves.

M3 Wolf Creek Generating Station Technical Specification or bases is affected as the
design bases of the subject valves and associated systans remain unchanged.

i

|
1
|
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Title: Main Turbine Imbricating Oil Conditicner Piping Modification

Deecdptim: 'ntis piping no:iification to pnwent oil leaks in the Main Turbine
Imbricating Oil Conditioner skid has been implernented and represents an as-built
condition. Piping was rerouted, a valve was deleted, a valve type was changed, two
valve locations were switched, arxi socket weld fittings were utilized.

Safety Evaluation: 'Jhe replacement naterial is of equal or higher standards than the
replaced material. '1he function and operation of the Main harbine Imbricating Oil
Conditioner is not affected by this atxilfication. As dismissed in USAR Section 10.2,
the Turbine Generator serves no safety function and has no safety design basis. '1he
subject modification has no impact on any Wolf Creek Generating Station 'Dschnical
Specification or associated bases.

3

1
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Title: Maintenance And Modifications Organization milding Utilities

naam4pticm: 'Ihis nodification provides a pennanent design to supply fire f

protection / detection and potable water to the Maintenance arxi Modifications Organization
(MO) Building.

Safety Evaluatim: 'Ihis nodification affects non-safety related portions of the plant
only. Design and implementation have no inpact on accidents previously evaluated in the
USAR. 'Jhis nodification is located outside of the Power Blocc and away fran any
structures above or below grade that could contribute to an accident. 'therefore, an
accident of a different type fran any evaluated previously in the USAR will not be
created. Malfunctions of equipnent inportant to safety have the same prnhnhility of
occurring as before the modification. 'Ihe MO milding and its associated utilities
will not place additional burden on equipnent inportant to safety and therefore, will
not increase the consequences of a malfunction of such equipnant. Malfunctions of
equipnent important to safety will be of the same type as previously evaluated. 'Ihis
design change does not affect any portion of the plant addressed by Technical
Specifications.

!

I

i
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Title: Electric Actuator Parts Replacement

Descriptim: his nodification allows for changing the brake shoe saterial of Raynend
Otntrol Systes electric actuators Madel MAR 25-30 frm nitrile (Bana-N) to
polyurethane. % ese actuators are designed to control various Heating, Ventilation and
Air Conditioning (HVAC) isolation danpers on the Control B2ilding HVAC, Turbine Blilding
HVAC, Miscellaneous HVAC, A=iliary Bii1riing HVAC and Contalment Air Purification and
Cleanup System.

%e notor is equipped with a brake shoe to ensure shaft rotation is halted, which
prevents over-travelling of output shaft, when the solenoid coil is de-energized. %e
brake must canpletely disengage when power is applied. hs, the function of the brake
shoe is safety related.

Safety Evaluations h brake shoe will still naintain its function and provide adequate
brake torque. %e new naterial is conpatible with the brake disc naterial.

%e effects of the natarial change of the brake shoe on the environmental qualification
of the danper operators have been evaluated. (Polyurethane paterial is also used for
ctator insulation of the actuator.) It is detemined that the life of the polyurethane
brake shoe is less than that of nitrile. Based on the qualification report, the
polyurethane brake shoe will have to be replaced every 6.3 years. Maintaining the
requirments of the qualification report will ensure that the original qualification of
the actuator is not adversely affected.g

Changing the naterial of the brake shoe does not adversely affect the design function of
the brake shoes. As such, the functions of the actuators and the affected danpers are
still naintained.

In addition, a design change evaluation has been perforned to ensure plant design bases
are maintained. We affected danpers will perfom the intended isolation upon receipt
of a Safety Injection Signal following a Design Basis Accident (DBA).

h affected omponents nay in no way ccntribute to the probability of a loss of Coolant
Accident (LOCA) or any DBA since none of the accidents evaluated are caused by the
garability or inoperability of the danper operator. Wus, this activity does not
increase the probability of any USAR analyzed accidents,

h safety function of the affected danper operators is to isolate Auxiliary Bailding
arri Control Rom upon receipt of a Safety Injection Signal. h is function ensures that
the radiological consequences of a LOCA are naintained below 10CFR100 and Appendix A
GDC19 limits. We change in brake shoe naterial has been detemined not to advorsely
affect the isolation function of the danpers. hus, the consequences of any analyzed
accidents which results in radiological releases have not increased.

Appendix 15A of the USAR contains the paraneters used in analyzing the radiological

4
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Safety Evaluatimt Oontinued '

consequences of postulated accidents. We nooels used assumed release paths. Wis
activity will not create a new release path since the iso.lation functicn of the danpers
is still maintained. Bus, no new accident scenarios ney be created by this activity.

%e preventive naintenance sw.dare ensures that the brake shoe is replaced
periodically based on the qualification report, h is ensures the qualification
raguirunents of the danper operators are maintained. In addition, the weight of either
brake shoe (2 ounces) is negligible and does not impact the seismic qimlification of the
actuator. Rus, this activity does not dagrada the reliability of the danper actuators
or da==ra.

%e nest adverse failure node of the danper operator is not closing the danper upon
| receipt of a Safety Injection Signal. W e consequences of this failure have been
i analyzed and counteracted by " defense-in-depth design philosophy" in which redundant

isolation danpers are available. his activity does not increase the consequences of a
danger falling to close since equipnent qualification is naintained and redundancy is

| unaffected (i.e., no ocamon failure modes have been created). B erefore, the
consequences of single failure and associated radiological consequences have noti

increased.

%e failure node of the damper operator noy be electrical (loss of power) or nachanical;
both may lead to the inability to close the isolation da==m. Replacing the brake shoe t

natorial does not lead to a nalfunction of a different type since brake shoe failure is
bxnded by analyzed single features (i.e., failure of the danper to close).

%e basis for the Control Rom Bnergency Ventilation System, Technical Specificatica
(T/S) 3/4.7.6, is to ensure that the Control Rom will runnin habitable for operations
personnel during and following all credible accident canditions. It is partially based
on limiting radiation exposure to Control Rom personnel to 5 rems or less whole body,
or equivalent. Control Rom isolation danpers affected by this nodification will
perfonn as intended by design. Wus, the nargin of safety as defined in T/S bases is
unaffected.

- -- - - - - -. - - _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ -_
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Title: Access Door For nwTar Inspection

W r+%: This m:xiification allotes the addition of an access door for d=rar
inspection. Additicn of the access door affects the Centrol ndiding Heating,
Ventilation ard Air Canditioning (HVAC) Syste and hwiliary hd1 ding HVAC Systan.
Specifications approve the installation of access door where required and constructed of
the same material as the ducts. 'Ihe galvanized duct work shall be constructed of lock-
feming quality sheet steel, ASM A527 or ASM A526, coating designation G90, which
shall be hot-dip galvanized with 0.9 ounce of zine per square foot total for both
sides. The duct work shall be leak tested for air-tightness after installation of the
access door per the requirment of specificaticms. Gasketing materials are prequalified
for its resilience in a radiaticn field. The access doors are provided for easy viewing
of the danper blades and seals required in wurdon with periodic maintenance of
dangers. The access doors will enhance the overall systan design by n,rtpading the
maintenance standard.

Safety Evaluatim: 'Ihe design change does not affect the overall system performance in
any way. The radiological consequences will Imain the same before and after the
installation of the access door. h probability of occurrence of an accident,
consequences of an accident or an accident of a different type previously evaluated in
the USAR is not increased in any way. The naterial and design bases of the access door :
is the same as duct work itself. The access doors are designed to remain functional in
the event of a Safe Shutdown Earthquake. Furthaumore, the HVAC System is designed such
that no single failure urunises the systan's safety function. 'Ibe system redundancy
or independency remains unaffected by this modification. Frequency of operation of the
systen is unchanged. h systan protection features are not %W, deleted or
modified. The access doors do not change the location or general routing of the HVAC
Systm. Per 'Dschnical Specifications 3/4.7.6 and 3/4.7.7 there are two canpletely
independent ventilation systans operable in the Alviliary/ Control Building. This
requirement is applicable for Modes 1, 2, 3 and 4 as a mininum. 'Ihe design change does
not change this condition in any way.

.

.
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Title: Maggering Of Room Cooler Motors

Descriptim: '1his nodification ratovos the wir:wming contingency fmn the Mechanical
aquipmmt Qualification work package fmn the nguipnent Qualification Sunmary W= ant
for the Rocan Cbolers notors. 'Ibe qualification test sequence for the M412 notors
(notorettes were actually tested) did not include maggering of the notar stator in
determining insulation acceprahility. Because of this, = y;=r4ng of the stator
insulation is not an envis-asital qualification requirenent but instead is a general
reocamendaticn of the vendor and shoald be applied to the applications at Wolf Creek
Generating Station (WOGS) in the sans nenner as other reocarnandations of this type
(o.g., oil change frequencies, cleaning of electrical panels, etc.).

Safety Evaluation: '1he only Design Basis Accident (dea) which causes a harsh
environment at WOGS in which the Rocan Coolers are required to function is a Loss Of
Coolant Accident (IDCA), and the only envirmmental paraneter which reaches a harsh
level as a result of a IOCA is radiation, which reaches a navt== of 16 Mrads. Since

l the insulation systen used in the Rocun Cooler notors has been successfully tested to
over 200 Mrada, it is highly inprobable that a IOCA will cause any detrimental effects
to the Rocan Cooler notors.

Reoving the environmental qualification contingency of neggering the notor stator every
5 years will have no effect on the accidents evaluated in Ompter 15 of the USAR. As
demonstrated in the qualification testing for the Rocan Coolers in which maggering was
not performed, the notor naterials are not measurably affected by the harsh environments
they will be arma=3 to during a DBA. Removing the mrwaing contingency will have no
effect on the ability of insulation naterials to perform their safety function;
therefore, the consequences of a DER will not be increased. '1he Rocan Cooler notors have
been fully qualified to withstand envirmments nuch nore severe than they will see
during post-Din at NOGS. As the insulatica naterials of the notors are essentially
unaffected by the 16 Mrads of radiation they will see during post-IOCA, removal of the

| maggering contingency will not result in the creation of a different type of accident
than those previously evaluated in Chapter 15 of the USAR. As the Roczn Cooler notors at
WOGS were qualified to well in excess of WCGS environmental requirements without being

;

maggered, the raroval of the ocntingency will have no measurable effect on the
prnhnhility of ocutrrence of Halfunction of the coolers or on any other inportant to'

saf;ty equipment evaluated in the USAR. Removal of the maggering contingency will have|

| no effect on the consequences of a malfunction of the Rocan Coolers, or any other
L egaignant inportant to safety evaluated in the USAR. Removal of the meggering '

contingency will not result in the creation of any type of malfunction of equipnent
inportant to safety beyond those previously analyzed in the USAR. As the Rocan Coolers
were fully qualified to environmental parameters well in excess of the postulated|

i envirmments at WOGS without being maggered and the Rocan Cooler naterials are not
'

measurably affected by 16 Mrads of radiation exposure, the nargins of safety defined in
the bases for the Technical Specifications will not be affected Ly the renoval of the
maiw u=ing contingency.

,

|
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Title: Stiffening Of Containment Coolers

W Mion: 'Ihe scope of this modificaticn is to provide structural support to the
Containment cooler housing to enhance the housing's ability to withstand seismic loada.

Safety Evaluaticn With the acklition of structural bracing, fan cooler unit attains
structural rigidity bringing the stress well within allowable limits. 'Ihis modification
does not adversely affect any system, structure, or conpanent such that the perir*hility
of an accident will increase.

'Ihis modification enhances the as-installed condition of the Containment coolers. 'Ihis
nodification also has no adverse inpact on safety related plant sys+m. 'therefore,
accidents of a different type previously evaluated are not credible.

'the Containment coolers provide a means of cooling Cmtninment to reduce pressure and
thus the potential for Containment leakage of aiduwe and gaseous radioactivity to the
envixmment. 'Ihis modification assures availability of the Contairunent coolers by
providing sufficient support during a seismic event. The consequences of accidents
evaluated in the USAR (e.g., Main Steam Line Break) are now nore in line with those
previously stated since this modification ensures operation of the coolers as originally
designed. E

'the only safety related equipnent affected by this change is the Containnent coolers.
'the equipnent will be less likely to malfunction, as the sole purpose of this
modification is to ensure operaticn of the coolers after a Safe Shutdown Earthquake
(SSE) and Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE).

'! hic design change minimizes the probability of failure of the Containment coolers
during an SSE and OBE. No other safety systems are affected by this desicjn. 'Iherefore,
the consequences of a nnifunction of equipment inportant to safety is the samn as it was
before the modification.

'Ihic design, including its installation, adds no active cmponent to the plant that
could malfunction nor does it interface with any other safety systen. Structurally,
this design change enhances existing design, therefore a malfunction of equipment
important to safety different than any previously evaluated is not plausible.

Section 3/4.6 of the Technical Specifications addresses the Containment Cooling Systen.
'Ihic modification does not affact the way the coolers operate, it only ensures their
operation after an SSE and OBE. 'Iherefore, margins for safe operation of the plant are
unaffected.
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PLNitt NODIFICATION RHQUEST: KN84-071 Revision: 13 and 14

Title: Installation Of Breathing Air Systm Oatside Contaiment

rrWirm: Revision 13 to the miification package was issued to accept the as-built
of the Breathing Air Systm with respect to the installation of cne air supply
compressor. The air wigwesor was installed under a tenporary nodification. h
tarporary ncxiification was within the basic design / safety criteria of the original
design package, with the exception of cooling water, (Central Chilled Water Systen
instead of the Service Water System) and canpressant fluid, (Damastic Water Systan)
m i s dans.

Revi? ion 14 to the modification package was issued to t= paria the classification of the
nodification fmn special scope to safety related. 'Ihis Plant Hodification Request
(PMR) installation and inplanantation phase includes installing post-applied plates and
core drilled pecautions in the Alviliary M1rting.

Safety Evaluation: Per IEAR Section 9.2.4, the Dtanestic Water Systan serves no safety
function and has no safety design basis. '1he Dcznestic Water Systen supply to the'

Breathing Air Systan air ccupressor skid booster punp is provided with a backflow
prevention device of the reduced-pressure zone type to protect against polluticn fmn
the basater punp since this water is not being used for drinking, cooking, or washing as p~

required by the systen descripticn. Review of the current design capacity of the
Dtzmestic Water Systan indicates that the additicral demand t==ad by the Breathing Air
System wipossor skid will not exceed the Damestic Nater Systen capacity. Per USAR
Secticn 9.4.10, the Central Chiller Water Systen serves no safety functicn and failure
of the systan does not affect the safe shutdown of the plant. Review of the current
design capacity of the Central Chilled Water Systan indicates that the additional danand
innposed by the Breathing Air Systen wipossor skid will not exceed the Chilled Water
Systen capacity. h Breathing Air Systan interties will not affect the function,
operability or design bases of the Damastic Water or Central Chiller Water Systems as
descrihari in USAR Sections 9.2.4 and 9.4.10. Previous safety evaluation addressed the
g ial scope (II/I) and safety related (Containnent penetration) aspects of the
Breathing Air Systen. '1his revision does not alter that earlier safety evaluation.

Design and calculations were perfonned according to the systan classification. Revision
14 does not impact design documents except for the classification of this PMR.

l
|

|
|
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N 30DIFICMON RIQUEST: WOB2-KC016 Revision: 0

-Title: Fire Protecticn Valves Accessibility

rr : Finn: This nodification involves addition of chain operators on Fire Protection
Systen hooder isolaticn valves KC V-064 and KC V-457 located in the Turbine Building at
the 2029 and 2018 elevations, respectively. At present, these valves are not easily
aoosesible and this change is being nede only to facilitate their operaticn. The chain
operators will be attached to the existing handwheels; therefore, the handwheels will
still be available for use if necessaty. Also, these valves have positicn switches
dtich will be retained; therefore, indication will be provided to the operators if they
are inadvertently left in the wrong positim.

Safety Evaluation: The weight aMad to the valves by installation of the chain
operators has been evaluated and is inocnsequential with respect to both the valves arri
the c.ffected piping systans and supports. 'Jhere is no safety concern due to this change
since the Fire Protection Systan does not perform a safety related function (except for
isolation of an unaffected Centainment p e tion) and the change is in an area W ere
there is no safety related equignant or II/I piping.

|
|

|

|

}
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PLNrf KDIFICATION RICUEST: WO82-KC017 Revision: 0

Title: Storage For Fire Brigado B;[uipnent

w tions h scopo of this nodification is to provide secure, safe and easilyr
accessible areas in the Aiwimry Building ard the Consmndoatim Corridor for the
storage of fire brigade gear. 911s madificat.ica adds standard industrial type lockers
and cabinets for the storage of fire hH@ gaar.

Safety Evaluations h only structural nodifications associated with the madification
involve installing expansion anchors. Per design dotm ants and Wolf Creek Nuclear
Operating Corporation omstruction procedures, the drilling of expansion anchor holes in
safety related structures (even for ncn-safety related use) shall be perfonted in
accordance with the appruriate specification. No safety related systens or conpanents
are located in the vicinity of the provided storage facilities and therefore, the
structural acceptability of the attachments to floors ard walls are not a safety related
consideration.

A II/I review has been performed for the installaticas in safety related areas and found
the location / configuration acceptable. Die II/I Hazards Analysis has been updated to
reflect this review. h other storage facilities are looeted in the Comunication

i corridor which is a non-safety related structure and therefore an evaluaticn of II/I
_

hazards is not necessary, f

h addition of these storage facilities does add to the fixed combustible loadings for
the affected fire areas. h added combustible load does not affect the ability of the
suppression syntes to control or extinguish a fire and thus, is acceptable. Die Fire
Hazards Analyses in USMt Appendix 9.5B for the affected fire areas has bnen revised to
reflect the addition of the fixed combustibles.

If not gu.werly ocatrolled, fire fighters accessing the gear being stored could
potentially obstruct personnel egress. The basis for accepting this nodification is
that the storage of naterials and un of the storage facilities will be administratively
controlled so that egress frun the area will not be obstructed, h new loads inposed
on the existing structt.ral floor due to this nodification are acceptable providing they
are naintained within allowablo suparinposed design live loads,

211s nodification has no impact on the Wolf Creek Gmerating Station (NCGS) 'Iechnical
Specifications or associated bases.

Based en the above, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
nalfunction of equiptent important to safety previously evaluated is not increased; the
possibility for an accident or nalfunction of a different type than any evaluated
previously is not created; and the nargin of safety as defined in the bases for any NO3S
Technical Specification is not reduced.
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PIRff K0IFICATION REUESr WOB4-KE028 Revision: 1 and 2

Title: Load Indicaticn 01 Spent Fuel Bridge Crane Holst

I W y M rwit '1his nodificatica ackis a load cell for the Spent Fuel Bridge Crane hoist. ;

The acklition of the load cell cm the hoist will provide display of the actual load thus
1providing an additicnal utnitoring feature beyond the existing underload, load, and ;

overload indicating lights. h load indicator consists of a clevis assembly installed
within the hoist and a display meter c19 to the pendant station.

~

Revi^1cn 2 alle= the use of a calibrated spring scale in lieu of standard weights to i
onlibrate the load cell attached to the two-ton Spent Fuel Bridge Crane electric hoist. !
Sinco the spring scale calibration is accurate to within only plus or minus 50 pounds (1 i
percent of maximm scale reading of 5000 pounds), the displayed reading will have an |
additicual uncertainty of plus or minus 50 pounds.

s

Safety Evaluations h two-ten electric hoist of the Spent Fuel Bridge Crane is
primarily used to transfer fuel assemblies. '1he crane is designed to maintain its
integrity during a Safe Shutdown Earthquake (SSE). 'Jhe additicnal weight of the load
cell assembly is insignificant. Additional power requirement for this asacably does not
pose any safety hazard. Addition of the load cell will not increase the probability of
an accident or the consequence of an accident or create a differant type of accident,

than that already evaluated in the USAR. E

'Ihe subject crane's seismic qualification report analyzes the five-ton hoist for SSE and
Operating Basis Earthquake (OBE) seismic loadings with the hoist load at three separate
locations (midspan, at end of crane girder, and six feet three inches from and of crane
girders). Fran review of the seismic cable tensile forces for the five ton crane, the
dcuinant node shapes, the corresponding systan frequencies and associated floor response
spectra, the mavi== seimnic forces attributable to the two-tcn hoist loading condition
can be calculated to be no greater than 11,200 pounds and 16,700 pounds for OBE and SSE
earthquakes, respectively. When canbinect with maxima dead load of 4,000 pounds, the
maxima tensile load in the cable is 15,200 and 20,700 pounds.

|

Since the crane cable / hoist arrangement is such that the load cell will carry one-half
of the crane hcx)k load, the maximum seismic and dead load forces required to be resisted

'

by the load cell are 7,600 and 10,350 pounds for OBE and SSE earthquakes, respectively.

! '1he heat treatment of the Type 17-4 steel from which the clevis bolt load cell is made,
| produces an ultimate stress of 155,000 poands for the load cell. Considering failure to

be due to shear the ultimate load capacity cf the load cell can be calculated to beI

| 17,000 pounds. h maxian allowable load on the cell to preclude recalibration would
u be 3,000 pounds,

i

L Since 7,600 and 10,350 pounds are less than 17,000 pounds, the load cell shall maintain
| its Ctructural integrity during and after an OBE or SSE earthquake so that the load will
"

not be dropped, and its functional integrity so that the load can be put down. It is
not necessary for the load cell to maintain its calibratica during or after the subject
earthquakes, h crane and ccuponents were procuted, fabricated and erected in a
controlled manner.'

i

b
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PIAN 1' EDIFICATICM RIQUEST: WOB4-KE028 Revision: 1 and 2

Safety Evaluation: Continued

'Jhe purpose of the load cell is not to determine the weight of the fuel assenbly
accurately but to provide within see reasonable accuracy, visual indications that the
fuel assably is neither stuck nor loose during the fuel novenant. Geared-type upper
and lower limit switches are provided in the control circuit of the electric hoist / Spent
Fuel Bridge Crane System such that the nax4== lift height is limited to naintain a safe
shiriding depth for a fuel assenbly whenever spent fuel is handled. In addition, a
weight operated hoist upper limit switch is used in the electric hoist system to prevent
vertical novament beymd a certain limit if the geared-type limit switch were to fail by
cutting off power to the hoist. Also, a load limit switch is provided to prevent
hoisting of any load greater than 2000 pounds (slightly above the dry weight of a fuel
assenbly) which does not interfere with the lowering noticn or any other notion of the
crane. 'Jhis load limit switch is a control circuit type ard autmatically resets itself
when the load decreases below 2000 pounds. None of the settings of these limit switches
is affected by this revision. In addition, a fuel handling accident defined as the
dropping of a spent fuel ass a bly onto the fuel storage area or refueling pool floor
resulting in the rupture of the cladding of all the fuel rods in the assembly has
clready been analyzed and evaluated in the USAR, Section 15.7.4.

Based on the above, the prnhnh4lity of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipnmit important to safety previously evaluated is not increased; tim
possibility of an accident or nalfunctica of a different type than any previously
evaluated is not created; and the nargin of safety as defined in the bases for any Wolf,

Creek Generating Technical Specification is not reduced.

l

1

,_ _
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PIAWf NODIFICATION RBQUESr WOB4-ZE086 Revision: 0

Title: Essential Service Water Punphouse Iadders And Handrail

Descriptim Miis nodification installs a handrail and laMar extensions at the two
existing bay openings of the Essential Service Water (ESW) Punghouse. The north and
south bays of the ESW Punphouse are accessed by renoving a secticn of grating and
descending a ladder. Nttile accessing these ladders the section of grating remains open
thus creating a personnel safety hazard. This modification adds grab rails, renovable
standard railings, reovable thrds, Imovable. gate and v.4cicdcms at each of the
two ladders. Stis nodification is classified as safety related due to the drilling of
holes for the installation of concrete expansion anchors into the walls.

Safety Evaluaticn: An evaluation of the safety related equipnent belcw these openings
determined that even if the handrails and ladder extensions fail, the safety function of
the safety related equipment would not be affected. Additionally, safety related
equignant will not be affected by the installation of the landrails and ladder
extansions. Sie nrdification does not affect any safety related e:ptipnent and will not
reduce the margin of safety as defined in the ibchnical Specifications.

M

_ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_ _
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SAFEIT EVAImrICW: 87-SE-017 Revision: 4 I

Title: Isolatim Of %e Service Air Header Prun %e Instrument Air Subsystem

n-rintim: he subject tarporary modification revisicm is being made to isolate the
service air handar frun the instrument air subsystem by closing valve KA V-004, while

,

check valve KA V-214 internals are runwed and the 9511mir Canpressor is installed per
Revision 0 of this modification. Valve KA V-004 will be maintained closed by this

- mailfication revision and only opened in caso of an emargency, i.e. an " Air Cnpsr A/B/C
Trouble" alarm or a % pass Air Press Ic" alarm, or as determined necessary by
Operations. Se check valve internals will remain remwed under this alignment
ocmfiguration to allow, in case of an sepicy, the 9i11 air C=possor air to flow back
into the air dryers / filter train of the Ocmpressed Air System (CAS) to be processed into
instrument air for subsequent use.

Safety Evaluation: Normal plant alignment for manual gate valves KA V-003 and FA V-004
is the open position. Wese valves provide isolation of the main servios air bandar
frcan the plant's wwwwssed air supply (three plant cappressors.) A bypass line around
KA V-003 and FA V-004 exists and is normally isolated by KA V-005. Check valve KA V-214
is in the main service air header downstream of the isolation valves (KA V-003 and FA V-
004) and bypass line/ isolation valve (KA V-005) which is positioned between these valves

-and the service air loads. Maintaining KA V-004 closed isolates the plant's cww.asors &from supplying any service air loads. Se check valve internals will remain remmed
under tus alignment configuration to allow, in case of an ==picy, the Sullair
-possor air to flow back into the air dryers / filter train of the CAS to be sucessed
into instrument air for subsequent use. mis configuration is desired since the
reliability of the existing plant compressors is low in view of the extensive
maintenance they have demanded. With the servios air systan isolated fran the
instrument air subsysten by the actions of this nodification revision (KA V-004 closed),
the function of the check valve is inconsequential.

Se current systan configuration basically isolates the three plant ocmpressors fran the
Sullair ocmpressor. % e service air loads of the plant are supplied by the Sullair
ccmpressor and the instrument air loads are supplied by the plant ocmpressors. If all
three plant ocmpressors fail, instrument air needs can be supplied frun the Sullair
ccmpressor by opening the isolation valve KA V-004. %e qtmlity, quantity, and pressure
of Sullair Cu r assor air, if it were to be used during an w e g icy, is adequate to
supply the requirenents of the instrument air systen with no da-iation to supplied
systan ocmponents. We air fran the Sullair Cweassor is essentially oil-free
(conpletely eliminates all lubricant aerosols of .01 micron in size). We Sullair
Ocmpressor, if needed in an anergency, can adequately provide the instrument air loads.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - . - - -
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SAFETY EVAulATION: 87-SE-017 Revision: 5

Title: Tie-In of Sullair Conpressor Into Ompressed Air Systan

w r* h : 'Jhis safety evaluation was revised to re-evaluate the installation of thet
Sn11 air Conpressor into the Cm pressed Air Syste (CAS) due to the recent design changes
incorporated per Plant Modification Request (PMR) 2815 and the restoration of check
valve KA V-214. 'Ibe recent design changes and restorations now eliminate the potential
for contaminates, particulates or intersystem rupture flows from entering the instrument
air subsystem from the service air subsystan with the Sullair Conpressor package hard-
piped into the construction air header. 'Ibe Sullair canpressor can now provide air to
both the instrument and service air subsystem. 'Jhe mode selected depends upon plant
needs and is controlled by the systm line-up goculare.

Safety Evaluation: '1he quality, quantity, and pressure of Sullair Cwpossor air is
adequate to supply and meet the requirements of the instrument air subsystem with no
da-iation to supplied system omponents. '1he air frm the Sullair Conpressor is
essentially oil free. Since this v.mpossor is not oil free and can be used as an
instrument air supply, testing of the Sullair Cwrossor shall be conducted so that the
instrument air subsystem is not contaminated with oil. Test methods and acceptance
criteria shall be consistent with those comitted to in Generic letter 88-14 response,
- (i.e., not greater than one part per million). '1he quality of instrument air is ,

maintained; therefore, all equipnent operated by this air will not be subject to a '

different type of malfunction possibility since normal syste air quality is maintained.

Overpressure protection of the plant CAS and Sullair Cw w ssor skid are provided. '1he
CAS and Sullair Ompressors function is not essential to achieve a safe plant shutdown,
'Ihe location of the skid-mounted Sullair Cwwassor outside of the power block precludesa

it frm causing a different type of accident due to its presence or failure.

los2 of instrument air has been evaluated (reference USAR 7.3.8.2) and the analysis
states that this event cannot cause safety limits as given by the 'mchnical
Specification to be exnaahd. The subject change actually provides nore margin of
safety against a loss of instrument air event since it provides the means for increased
instrument air capacity. Providing additimal instrument air capacity reduces the
probability of losing all instrument air.

Consequences of a loss Of Coolant Accident (IOCA) have not been increased since
Containment integrity is maintained. Ioss of air to containment isolation valves has
been evaluated; this change will not affect their safety function. Containment
isolation valves upon loss of air will still fail in their safe position. Instrument
air supply to these valves is not a safety related syst m . All instrument air operated
valves fail to their safe position upon loss of air. Functional integrity of the eight-
hour backup supply of cmpressed gas in the ammlators are not affected.

.
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SAFETY EVAURTICM: 87-SE-033 Revision: 1 through 3

Title: T-wwy Hard Piped Connecticn In Seomdary Liquid Maste Systan

Description %is tyrary nodification was originated to prwide a piping connection
between the discharge of the Oily Waste Int =voyLcr PLmps (CMIP) and the inlet to the

'

high Total Dissolved Solids (7DS) tanks to allow for sanpling and neutralization of
these normally non-radioactive fluids without having to utilize contaninated lines.
Revision 1 of this nodification made another hard piped wastion between the-

discharge of the CMIP to the low 2DS tanks. %e new tie-in line was created to
provide tho option of going to either the high 2DS or low TDS tanks. mis additiencl
option was desired because the high TDS tanks boccme unavailable during a Condensate
Danineralizar regeneration guc.=ss. %e old and new wusrciens from the CMIP discharge '

. to the high and low 108 tarias provided a method and location to neutralize and analyze
the normally non-radioactive Turbine Bitirling stmp wastes prior to discharging to the
environment without having to run it through contaminated lines.

Revisions 2 and 3 to the t-mrary nodification change the piping configuration
,

installed by Revision 0 and replaces the design oordiguration approved by Revision 1.
Be CMIP to high IDS tanks womyc.icn line had two valves installed by the original
nodification. We CMIP to low 2DS tanks connection line design had a single valve
configuration by Revision 1. We new pipe routing configuration runs the connection ..

line from the CMIP into a tee. An isolation valve is provided on the connecticn lines "

out of each side of the tee (one to the high TDS tanks and one to the low 2DS tanks).

ne following restrictions apply to the utilization of the mustion lines

! 1. Chly one of the two valves added by this nodification is open at any one tine.
2. When discharging the Interceptor Tank contents via the CMIP to the high 3DS

tanks, the high 3DS transfer punp discharge valves, HF V-165 and HF V-178, shall
be throttled to prevent dead-heading the CMIP.

3. When discharging the Intw. cap ^h Tank contents via the CMIP to the low 2DS tanks,
the low 2DS transfer punp discharge valves, HF V-219 and HF V-242, shall be
throttled to prevent dead-heading the CMIP.

Safety Evaluatim: he function of the SWS is to process Condensate Danineralizer
regeneration wastes and potentially radioactive liquid wastes collected in the Tarbine

. Building. Wis system is segregated into two drainage subsystens, one being drainage
from potentially radioactive Turbine Building drains and portions of the Auxiliary
Billeling drains which do not normally contain radioactive wastes. We other drainage'

cubsysten consists of drainage fmn non-radioactive sources. %e drainage is collectedi

and then routed for processing based upon chemistry, radioactive contamination, and
Technical Specifications limitations for recycle within the plant or discharged.

Prior to discharge or processing, this waste is processed through an oil intercuptur to
renove oil which might be present in the sunps. %is function has not been bypassed
because the new connection line is downstream of the oil interceptor. W e new tie-in
line also does not prevent or bypass the waste fmn being sanpled or processed by
ev poration, filtration, charcoal adsorption and/or danineralization. All discharges,

l

1
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SAFETY EVAURTION: 87-SE-033 Revisiant 1 through 3 ;
)

Safety Evaluation Continued

radioactive and nm-radioactive, are nonitored for radioactivity levels, and the
discharge is autmatically terminated if the activity is above permissible levels or
dilutim flow rate is insufficient. Siis is inherent to the plant's design and this

.

feature han not been bypassed by the creaticn of the connection. All releases are J

oontrolled by plant pwc dures. The probability of creating an uncontrolled or
unnonitored release to the envirement has not been increase:1. He ability to nonitor
cll discharges to the envirersnent is retained and no increase in the probability or |
possibility of releasing radioactive netarials to the envirersnent outside of acceptable i

limits has been created. )

The cau.ection line will be stainless steel piping of at least prinary rating class 150
and will run in the north and of the condenser pit in the Turbine Bailding. Both points
of the tie-in are non-D-augmented, stainless steel ANSI B31.1 piping lines, prinary

|rating class 150. Isolaticn valves of at least primary rating class 150 are provided in'

the connection. h prnhnNlity of pipe rupture is not increased, and
overpressurization protection is provided by tank overflow lines. She cwus::t. ton and-

! ,
associated supports do not introduce any II/I seisntic concerns. the discharge capacity -

of the high and low TDS transfer ptmps is 450 gallons per minute (gpa) at 78 feet. 'Ihe
| discharge capacity of the OEP is 150 gpn at 51 feet. The 2DS transfer punpa are the

sLuipu. punpa ocupared to the OGP. Siis resins true even after the approxinate 3
feet elevation advantage of the ORP over the 7DS transfer pumps is considered,

l Resictive losses between the pumps and the tie-in point emnon to them all is
conparatively the same, h high and low 1D0 transfer punpa will have to be
adntinistratively controlled by throttling their respective discharge valves such t:.at'

I the OEP are not dead-bmiai. If the OEP are dead-headed, the loss w:x11d only be
| econmical in nature. Subsequent overflow of the Int =u.c pior 7hnk to the Turbine
| Building drainage field would result if the OWIP were lost. Failure of the Circulating

Water expansicn joints in the Turbine Building condenser pit has been evaluated and this ,

previously evaluated accident is foreseen to envelope all potential failure consequences
introduced by the connecticn lines and their use.

Routing waste from the discharge of the OGP to the SIMS high or low UDS collection
tanks does not increase the consequences of previously evaluated accidents since the
SIMS has been evaluated to handle ocntamination as a direct result of a Steam Generator
tube leak, (reference UShR 10.4.6.2.4). The possibility of spreading contamination into
systems not evaluated to contain potentially radioactive naterial has not been created
by the connection.

Based upon this evaluation, the cannection has not introduced an unreviewed safety
questions.

_ _ . . . - - _ . _ _ .__._
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SAFE 1T EVAIDLTICM 88-SE-020 Revision: 0

Title: Dnergency Supply 'Ib Safety Related 125 Volt DC Bas Fran Spare Charger

Wnticm: %e subject share provides the means to naintain power on a NK safety
related 125 volt DC) bus during its nonnal battery charger's failure by utilizing (the
spare charger and tenporary junper cables. he spare (NK25) and nonnal (NK21, NK23)
battery chargers are powered frun Ioad Group 1 (NB01). ) tion Battery Charger NK21 or
NK23 fails, the iu.Mure isolates the failed charger, spare, and associated 125 volt DC

1

bus. 'amporary cables are run frun the spare charger to the DC input terminals of the
associated NK bus. Power is then restored to the DC bus through the spare charger when i

it is energized. Battery Chargers NK22 and NK24 are powered fran Ioad Group 2 (NB02).
'

When one of these chargers fail, the pdure maintains Class lE independence by
determinating the NB01 nonnal power feed to the spare charger and enploying an,

' additional junper to supply the spare charger frun NB02. mis additional junper
prevents cross tying NB01 to NB02, which would 54a separation of Class lE AC power
ocuroes. h power frun the spare to the DC bus of failed Battery Charger NK22 or NK24
is then made in the sane manner as was performed for Battery Chargers NK21 and NK23. 'Ib
provide indication to the Control Roczn of the spare charger's output anperage since it I

only has a local anp neter, a junper fran the spare charger's anp meter to the Control
acan anp neter of the failed charger is also provided by this gMure.

Safety Evaluations h spare charger has a Inted output of 300 anpa and is identical to
the nonnal battery chargers, all of which are Class lE. Each battery charger has
sufficient capacity to restore the battery fran the design mininun charge (one duty
cycle) to its fully charged state while supplying the largest canbined demand of the
steady-state loads. W e full load rating of the battery chagers is 59 anps. IEAR
Section 8.3.2 states that the spare battery charger is centrally located and is used in
the event of failure of a charger or inverter by misdng it to the affected system.
Barefore, by design, the spare charger is suited for this use; however, the electrical
wss.cticns between the spare charger and affected DC systen are not provided by
design. his iu.Mure was developed to have the pre-approved manns to connect the
spare charger, if needed. W ie procedure is not essential for plant safety because
normal charger failure has been analyzed and is addressed by the Technical
Specifications. h battery bank, after stWat charger failure, is designed to
carry its bus's nonnal load and, if required, energency loads for 200 minutes.

We cables, spare charger to bus, Control Room metering cable, and NB02 power feed to
the spare charger are identical to the cables used by design for the respective
connections. Werefore, because cables identical to design are used, the possibility or

| probability of equipnent malfunction or creation of a different type of nalfunction frun
previous analyses has not been increased, h junper cables are tenninated, for the,

i nost part, at the landings where the failed charger's cablos have been determinated and
I pulled back. Sone tenninations between tammy cable and field cable are a bolted,

snug-tight cannection with an electrical tape wrap. h se bolted connections do not
W the conductors function and are not exposal to a harsh environment. No splices
exict in the cables. h battery chargers are all in a mild environment and are not
exposed to a harsh environnent.

-. ._ -. . -- - ..
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SAFE Y FXAu mTION: 88-SE-020 Revision: O

Safety Evaluation: Otntinued

he tmporary cables, when needed, are routed throagh the hallway and switchboard Itxrns
on the 2016 level of the Centrol Nilding. Se tanporary cables are festocned off of
the floor by wing them with tie wraps or ropes to existing unistrut, pipe supports
and cable trays. W4ng the tenorary cablos to these wipW.ents is not to be-

considered or construed as being seismically qualified. Se taiporary cables are
gathered together after installation and held up fran the floor for convenience,
personnel safety and protection fran possible <%radation. Se Battery Rocure are not in
e high-traffic-volume area of the plant and these acticos are viewed cs not essential to
jtmper cable function. Failure of the tie wraps or ropes will not affect the function
of the jtnper cables because sufficient slack at the tennination ends and drape between,

| tie off places will allow the cables to lay on to the floor without conductor failure or
malfunction.

,

%e junper cable runs fran the opue charger in the Non-Vital AC Switchgear and,

i

Transfonner Room to Battery Chargers NK21 and NK23 in Switchboard Rooms 1 and 2, '

resp ctively. mese runs are tied off to the unistrut in the Ibn-Vital AC Switchgear
and Transfonner Room and, when it runs into either Battery Charger NK21 or NK23

gSwitchboard Rocuns, the runs are tied off to the seimmim11y qualified cable trays. We
cable trays the tamnnrmry cables are tied to are of the same separaticn group;
therefore, group separation is maintained. B ese trays are alnost void of cable, and
the additional load of junper cable mass is insignificant. W e seismicity of these

| cablo trays is not cupmised by having the jumper cables tied to them.

In the case of the junper cable run fran the spare charger to Battery Charger NK22 in
,

! Switchboard Roca 3, the run exits the Spare Charger Rocan and runs down the hallwy, then
I into the east-west hallway through Battery Rcon Number 2, before encering Batte y-

| Charger NK22. %e run to Battery Charger NK24 is down the north-south hallway before
! entering Battery Charger NK24. Wese runs are attached to the unistrut in the hailways

and to the pipe hangers / supports in the hallways before entering the chargers, where
they are tied off to the seismically qualified cable trays. S e cable trays the
tewy cables are tied to are of the sane separaticm group; therefore, group
separation is maintaincd. We pipe hangers / supports the cables are tied to are II/I
qualified and the seismically qualified cable trays will not be d=yads f by the
insignificant load'the terporary cables present. S e unistrut locations the cables are

|
' tied to are capable of carrying the additional load of the cables. % e cable runs will

be relaxed, not taut, and will not violate the mininum bend radius criteria. %ece
,

routes hre not over any rotating nachinery or adverse tarperature envirarnents which
could cause the potential for a nuclear safety concern. Routing the power and Control

i Rotun netaring cables together is not expected to cause any interference within the
m.tering cable because this cable is shielded. Interference, which could occur, would

. only affeet the Control Rocan output ampare indication of the spare charger. % e spare
charger's local anp neter renains unaffected by the esbles and is available for operator
information. mis local anp noter shall be ocxtpared to the Main Control Board indicator
after jtnaper installation for any possible indicator interference effects. We
operability of the spare charger to feed the DC bus it is cannected to is not affected
by this routing configuration.

_ _ - _ . - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _. - - -- .
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c SAFEN PNAUDEIOf t 88-SE-020 Revision: 0
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L Safety Evaluatims Continued

USAR 9.4.1.2.3 states that the quantity of air exhausted fran each of the Battery Rooms
by the Control hiiriing Exhaust Systau is well in excess of that which was calculated as

, necessary to maintain the concentration of hyiluvpsi in the roans under the worst
'' conditions below the flannability limit. mis design feature renains unaffected by the

p -:--bre.

( Se cables will be identified by tags and are visually ineperwd to be in good working
condition; that is no insulation nicks, cuts or rhmetation present prior to use. Inu

L conclusinn, the promb :e actions do not c'+y 'a Class lE electrical power sources or
distributicm and ac:a.ity enhance the plants nuclear defense-in-depth safety features by
pxviding the meanu 6 utilize the spare charger when the normal charger is unavailable,

,

Steps in the geure verify that systems are de-energized and isolated, polarity is |
checked, and fire inmimants issued on all fire doors breached by the cable runs. |

-

Sese gMure requirunents and controls maintain the prnhability, possibility and |
consequences of previously evaluated accidents within previous analyses. h g d ure j

| . controls prevent an increase in t m possibility or prnhahility of a short circuit,
!.. ground fault, electrical fire, or backfeed between load groups from occurring.

1

[ Wia procedure uses equipnent that has been designed into the 480 volt system for this
'

I purpose.. h probability of a station blackout or loss of emergency power has not been
. increased by the procedure actions because it doos not rh=ia these vital sources of
power or their distribution system.

L ' %e s d ure uses the spare battery charger as designed and within design. h
| - poedbility of an electrical short has not been created by the t=pnrary jumper cables.
L . Appuplately skilled technicians, in a well lighted and relatively noise-free

environment, will install the jumpers. Breakers are opened to isolate Class lE Ioad
. Groups 1 and 2 when the jumpers are installed; thus, the possibility of cross connecting -

load groups has not been created.
Battery Roan ventilation is not degraded by having the roan fire doors open. Fire
inmimants are issued on all fire doors left open by this pt-+kre. Short, Battery
Roan fire and loss'of power have all been previously evaluated. h possibility of

. creating a different type of malfunction other than these is not foreseen as being
introduced.

Utilizing the spare battery charger to maintain power to the Class lE DC power
subsystens during normal charger failure maintains the instrumentation and control power
of the Reactor Protection and Engineered Safety Features Systems. Bis action will
maintain plant safety features and no logic Wtion or malfunction of equipnent
inportant to safety will be increased because the power to the vital circuits will be
constantly available and uninterrupted without canplete reliance on the battery bank.
Se Energency Diesel Generators renain available and are not affected by the procedure.
%e use of the battery chargers, normal and spare, are within design. We tenporary

.
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Safety Evaluation: Continued

_ jumper cables used are identical to those used by design, and Class IE integrity is k
- maintained. h consequences of a station blackout have not been increased because the
- anstgency Diesel Generators and the battery banks runnin ream _hle to provide electrical
power to enable a safe shutdown.

L
The enamhility of the AC and DC power sources and' associated distribution systems
required by Technical Specifications 3.8.2.1 and 3.8.3.1 are maintained by this
p.dore with no reducticn in the margin of safety.

_

k

_

_

_
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SAFR1Y EVIRATICN: 88-SE-119 Revision: 0

Title: Revision 'Ib Procedure AIM 02-102, Revision 14

Mpticn: h subject pwcedure is used to verify and provide the reason for
mintaining the correct locked position of valves, breakers and ocmponents necessary for
saf3 plant operation and personnel safety. Piping changes nede to the Solid Radeste
Systan by Plant Modification Request (PMR) 01509 have changed valve descriptions and

L added valves to this system. Specifically valve IC V-169 has been changed fram a locked
closed secondary resin storage tank to bulk mate disposal station to a locked closed
Reactor ske-up mter to primary bulk mate disposal station isolation valve. Valve C
V-255 has been changed fran a locked closed Reactor nake-up uter to bulk mate disposal
ctation to a locked closed Reactor nake-up uter to prinary bulk mate disposal station
isolation valve. Valve FC V-283 28 added by PMR 01509 and this valve is being added to
the pwcedure. This valve will be locked closed and provides isolation of the secondary
spent resin storage tank to the seccndary bulk mate disposal station.

;

Safety Evaluations h current USAR revision does noc reflect the above design changes
nede by PMR 01509. h subject procedure change is being nede to reflect actual plant
locked valve status as changed or introduced by PMR 01509. '1he valves are naintained in
the closed locked position by the procedure change which naintains the approved design
ccnfiguration. 'Ihe change of description of valves 10 V-169 and IC V-255 and the
addition of valve 10 V-283 to the s.ucedure do not increase the possibility, prnimhility N
or consequences of previously evaluated accidents or nalfunctions, or create tle
potential for a new or different type of accident or nelfunction since the proccdure
change does not alter or change the approved PMR 01509 design or valve position / status.

| 'Ihis safety evaluation evaluates the subject procedure changes brought alnat by the !

| previously approved design change.

|
|

|

|
|

|

|
1

-

!

!
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SAFEIT EVAURTIOlt 88-SE-120 Revision: 0

Title: Revision 'Ib Procedure CKL 10-120, Revision 5

unthm 'lhe subject procedure provides the position of the Solid Radwaste Systm
. equipent for normal syste operation. 'Ihe change to this checklist p.vculure is
' directly due to the approved piping changes mde by Plant Modification Request (PMR)
01509 to this syst m . PMR 01509 has added valves and changed the function of existing
valves in this system.. (Refer to Safety Evaluatica 88-SE-119, Revision 0 for details of ;

PMR 01509). |
!

; Safety Evaluation: '1he current USAR Ievision does not reflect these design changes, i
hence the subjoct s.vcedure change to reflect the current systm configuration is a
change to the facility fran its description in the USAR. 'Jhe change of desc::1ption of

| s m a valves and the addition of m re valves in the procedure does not increase the
| possibility, prnhability or consegmaces of previously evaluated accidents or
'

malfunctions, or create the potential for a new or different type of accident or ;
malfunction since the procedure chance does not alter or change the approved PMR 01509 '

design or system align mnt, '1his safety evaluation evaluates the subject procedure
changes brought about by the previously approved design change.

6

;

;

)

|

!

,

.

i

|'

i
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|
|

:
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SAFETY EVAURTION: . 89-SE-002 Revisicn 0

Title: Bypass Supply Line 'Ib Auxiliary Boiler System

u ntion: '1his tatporary modification is en the fuel oil supply line to the
A=114ary Boiler Systan. 'Ibe fuel oil supply line to the suction side of the booster
punps of the boiler is underground, located in the exterior yard area bounded by the
Demineralized Water Storage Tank, the Cantairutent/ Auxiliary NiMing, and the A=i14ary
Boiler Building. 'this line has developed a leak and the modification to be made is to
bypass the portion of the line which is leaking by using hard pipe and a bypass hose.

Safety Evaluation: 'Ihe Auxiliary Boiler System is not essential to plant safety. '1he
bypass hose and associated piping shall be rated at or above 75 peig and 100 degrees
Fahrenheit, which will maintain or e_w-i systan design. 'Ihe bypass hose shall remain
uninsulated for leak detection purposes. Should the external tenperature fall below the
fuel oil freeze / gel state, the worst case scenario would be shutdown of Auxiliary
Boiler. No safety related equipnent or systans would im je-niized by this
occurrence. '1his nodification does not degrade or alter fire barriers, zones or
suppressica systems.

.
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SMTIT EVAURTION: 89-SE-004 Revision: 0

TLtle: Degasifier Skid Piping Changes

u ltion: 'Ibe Danineralized Water Storage and Transfer Systm (DWSTS) stores water
for use upon demand for makeup within the plant. '1he DWSTS receives filtered and
denineralized water fran the Demineralized Water Makeup Systen (DWMS). For Reactor
makeup, a degasifier renoves oxygen frun the demineralized water as it is transferred.
The effluent frun several systems which process waste, which can be recycled within the
plant, are passed through the DWSTS degasifier before being transferred to the Reactor
Makeup Water Storage Tank (RMHST). On the degasifier skid, to prevent oil mist
eliminator drain line to drain spatter,' the second stage drain line has been routed
ir&radently fran the first stage drain line to the ccanon drain. 'Ihe expansion joints
on the discharge of the degasifier vacuum punps have been rmoved and replaced with hard
pipe (suction side expansion joints reain). 'Ihis action was taken to secure the oil
mist eliminators and prevent their vibration. 'Ihese changes occur on the non-seismic,
non-augmented piping in the Turbine Wil'iing.

Safety Evaluation: Tne DHSTS serves no active or passive safety function, has no safety
design basis, ard is not required to achieve or maintain safe shutdown. '1hese changes
are not detrimental to the degasifier skid's operability. '1he quality of Reactor makeup
water has not been degraded by the changes. '1hese changes do not increase the
possibility or consequences of a fire since drain and vent flow routes have not changed.

t

_ _ _ - _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _
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SAFETY EVAURTION: 89-SE-005 Revision: 0 and 1

Title: ' Disable Liquid Radwaste Relief Valve

mery*irmu Liquid Radwaste relief valve IB 7160 is leaking by and is to be disabled
' by the subject nodification. Relief valve IB 7160 is connected to the recirculation
line of the Reactor Coolant Drain Tank (RCDT) downstream of the point at whicih the valve
leakoffs, flange leakoffs, and excess letdown enter the recirculation line. mis relief
valve and RCDP are part of the Liquid Radwaste System which collects, sucesses,
handles, stores, recycles and disposes of liquid radioactive waste.

Revision 1 to the tamrary modification provides for the renoval of relief valve HB
7160 for the performance of maintenance on the relief valve. While the relief valve is
renoved, the line will be blanked off by ANSI 150 pound blind flanges. %e blind
flanges maintain the piping integrity and system isolation capability. % e application
of a freeze seal for systen isolation while the relief valve is being removed or
r=1ami is performed and controlled by plant sveedures and provides an adequate
isolation boundary.

Safety Evaluation: W e Liquid Radweste System has no safety design basis except for its
Cantainment Isolation valves / piping and the Ccmponent Cooling Water side of the RCDP
heat exchanger. %is system is not essential to shutdown or to maintain the plant in a
safe shutdown oorxiition. Normally, the cool recirculation water leaving the RCDP heat
exchanger is more than sufficient to mix with hot letdown and potenHally two-phase
mixtures entering from hot leakoff connections, thereby condensing any steam and cooling
the mixture. %e RCDP heat exchanger is sized to maintain the RCDP contents at or below

; 170 degrees Fahrenheit, assuming an inleakage of 10 gallons per minute (gpm) at 600
' degrees Fahrenheit. We location of HB 7160 was selected because, in the event that the

recirculation systen or the RCDP heat exchanger should fail, this relief valve could
relieve any steam present in the hot leakages directly as steam, instead of relieving a
volumetric flow rate of liquid equivalent to the volumetric inflow of steam. Disabling
HB 7160 will renove this system feature but will not limit or fault the systan's
function since alternate relief is provided.

During certain modes, the RCDP punps are uH14=1 for draining or purifying the
refueling cavity water, draining the a&-lators or the Reactor Coolant loope, arxi
. draining or cooling the Pressurizer Relief Tank. Such operations require isolation of
the drain tank (and relief valve HB 7160) by closure of valves HB HV-7144 at the tank
inlet and HB IN-7127 at the tank outlet. In these situations, overpressure protection
for the RCUT punp suction-is provided by relief valve IB 7169 connected to the 4-inch
RCDT outlet pipe at a point downstream of check valve HB 7128. Overpressure protection
is provided principally by removable spool pieces which preclude the possibility of
overpressurization events. Disabling relief HB 7160 shall occur after HB HV-7127 is
removed fran service in the open position (valve fails open on loss of air) such that
relief valve HB 7169 may satisfy the overpressure protection requirenents of the RCDP.
Valve HB HV-7127 does not serve a safety function. If a Reactor Coolant Pump (RCP) seal
failure (10 gpn design maximum) occurs when HB 7160 is disabled, the systen's ability to
renove flashing steam and quench the incaning tank flow is not as easily acccnnodated.
However, the RCDP, associated piping and RCDP pumps will not be subject to an
overpressure event since adequate relief protection is provided by HB 7169. Relief
valve HB 7169 discharges to the Containment normal sump inside Containnent which is the
sane discharge point of relief valve HB 7160.

. . . . . _ . . . .. . . . . . . _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _
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SAFEIT EVAHRTION: 89-SE-005 Revision: 0 and 1

Safety Evaluation Continued

'therefore, the radiological ocmsequence of a RCP seal failure or Reactor Coolant Syste
lenkoff remain confined within Contalment and to its radiological drainage systes
designed to contain and aan.vg.iately process radioactive materials. By design, the
==vi=un anount of hydrogen which can be supplied into containment via the RCDP relief-

due to a failure of the hydrogen gas pressure control and venting system is limited to
two 194 standard cubic feet bottles. 'lhe consequences of this failure event have not
been increased frm previous analysis since only the pressure at which the hydrogen gas
is discharged to the Containment sunp has changed. 'Jhe consequences of a loss of RCDP
heat exchanger cooling have not been increased with HB 7160 disabled since only the set
pressure of relieving the system has been altered by the nodification actions.- In
conclusion, the increase in pressure the system will see as a result of riistabling HB-

7160 prior to the systs being relieved has not cupunised the ability of processing
the leakage flows or ovw.p. assure protection of the RCDP.

Reoving the disabled relief valve and blanking the line off will affect the systm's
relief features in the same way as disabling the relief valve, but this action will not
limit or fault the system's function since alternate relief is provided. Re oving the
rHstahled relief valve and blanking the line off still requires valve HB HV-7127 to be
r e oved fr m service in the open position (valve falls open on loss of air) such that
relief valve HB 7169 m y satisfy the overpressure protection requirements of the Reactor
Coolant Drain Tank (RCar). If a Reactor Coolant Punp (RCP) seal failure (10 gallons per

=; minute design maxinum) occurs when the line is blanked, which is no different than
having the relief valve disabled, the syst m's ability to retove flashing steam and
quench the incming tank flow is not easily ace- - hted. However, the RCDP, associated
piping and RCUT pumps will not be subjected to an overpressure event since adequate
relief protection is provided by HB 7169.
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SMTPY EVAURTIO4: 89-SE-006 Revision: 0

Title: Defeat Turbine vibration Trip

marv4 r*irm: 'Ihis nodificaticn etnsists of lifting leads to defeat the high vibration
trip of the Main Turbine. Normal alam indication of high vibration in the main Control
Rocan is maintained. Control Roam personnel will still be capable of tripping the Main
Turbine if high vibration alams occur.

Safety Evaluation: 'lhe Main Turbine serves no safety functica and has no safety design
basis. 'Ibe turbine generator unit and associated piping, valves, and controls are
located canpletely within the Turbine mileling. 'Jhere are no safety related systems or
conpanents located with the Turbine Building; hence, any failures associated with the
turbine generator unit will not affect any safety related equipment. Failure of turbine
generator equignant does not preclude safe shutdcun of the Reactor Coolant Systan.
" Annunciator /Hi-Hi Vibration" alann in the Control Rocxu is not affected by this change
and will still offer control over the Turbine. Turbine missiles have been evaluated in
USAR 3.5.1.3 and high speed missile prnhabilities have not increased since 'Dirbine
overspeed protection is still available and is not affected by this change. -Defeating
the Main Turbine's automatic high vibration trip does not increase the prnhnhility,
possihi1ity or consequences of previously evaluated accidents since these accident
analysis, assunptions or initial conditions have not been affected by the change.

3
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SAFMY EVAURRIN: 89-SE-008 - Revision: 0

Title: Defeat Air Conpressor "B" Im Service Water Pressure Switch

naam-iptims . She air umigassor "B" Service Water pressure switch (KA PSL-002A) in the
Service Water cooling line would not calibrate and was damaged during calibration. Air
unipassors "A" and "B" are powered fIan Class lE busses and are normally cooled by
Service Water until accident canditims are present when they switch to Essential
Service Water. Uhe low pressure switch's function of stopping the uairassor when
Service Water pressure to the uniewssor reaches 30 psig is being junpered out. A
pressure gauge is being installed in the Service Water line at the location of the
pressure switch to provide indication of water pressure for manual operational control
and nonitoring.

Safrdy Evaluatim: h purpose of the low Service Water pressure trip is to protect the
uniwassor fran "-,g "-=i operation caused by lack of cooling or leakage into the air
side of the system. Defeating the low Service Water pressure switch of the compressor
will not have any adverse effect on equipment important to safety since no credit is
taken for the operation of the 0---*sor during the accident analyses previously
evaluated in USAR Section 15.0. '1he pressure switch provides for equipnent (o:mpressor)
protection and is not an Engineered Safety Feature designed to protect plant safety
barriers, h portion of the Ccmpressed Air Systan with a vital function will not be
e 5-t daed by this subject change. h safety related backup cmpressed gas (nitrogen)
supply for the Auxiliary Feedwater cantrol valves will not be affected either. She 8
hours of' reliable congressed gas in the an-ilators (nitrogen at 750 peig) for these
valves will not be unipuuised by defeating the low pressure switch function. - Uhe
safety related pieumatically operated valves are listed in USAR Table 9.3-2. All listeda

valves fail in their safe position upm loss of air supply. She prnMbility or
possibility of these valves not going to their safeguards position upon loss of air
supply has not been increased by this subject change. Uhe quality of air supplied for
instrument use will not be P since the operation and systen setpoints for the
treat 2nent of the air (drying and filtering) have not been affected. Defeating the low-
pressure switch, therefore, does not increase the prnM bility, possibility, or
consequences of previously evaluated equipnent inportant to safety malfunctions or
accidents.

-. _ _..._ . . .
.
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SAFETY EVAURTION: 89-SE-009 Revision: 0

Title: Renoval Of Solenoids m Perineter Gates

MFirwu Electronically controlled perineter gates 3, 5 and 8 have had their
solenoids removed. 'Ihese electronically supervised gates are used infrequently and have
prevented ingress or egress due to the solenoids sticking. The subject nodification
renoves the solenoids fran the gates and replaces thsn with chains and locks which are
controlled by the security department.

. Safety Evaluation: Chain and lock control of the subject gates is equivalent to renote
electronic supervision. This action provides equivalent control over the plant's
perimeter with no reduction in the security g.vgmu.

_ - - _ _ _ - _ _ . _ _ _ - _ __....:_
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SAFETY EVAURTION: 89-SE-010 Revision: 0
TLth:

Recirculation Of Chilling Water In Boron '1hermal Regeneration Syste Chiller
Descriptima

Chiner", allows operation of the letdown chiller portion of the Boron 'IbermalProcedure DC S-0901, Revision 0, " Recirculation Of Chilling Water In BIRS
Regeneration Systs (DIRS) without the mode selector switch in either the borate ordilute position.

A junper will be placed in the letdown chiller heat exchanger shen-
side outlet tenperature control valve, m ' ICV-386, control circuit to anow the valve to
be opened without the node selector switch (M HIS-27) being in either the borete ordilute position.

obtain a nore representative sanple of the chiner water without having the BIRS in'lhis almomal node of operation is desired to enable Chemistry toeither the borate or dilute node.
water by running a chiller punp and jumpering open m 'IU/-386 when the system is inThe procedure provides for recirculating the chillerstandby.
BIRS subsyst s to actuate.'Ihe jumper on BG ' ICV-386 does not cause other interlocked valves within the

not place a load on the letdcwn chiner heat exchanger as no Reactor Coolant Systs'1his recirculation node of operation of chiller coolant win
- (RCS) letdown flow through the heat exchanger will be present since the BIRS is notplaced into operation, i.e., either borate or d nute.
Safety Evaluations

- (CVCS) and is not part of the CVCS associated with emergency boration via Boric Acidh BIRS is a subsyste of the Cbe=W1 and Volume Control System
Reactor Coolant pressure boundary isolation or Containment isolation. Tanks or Refueling Water Storage Tank, charging for Brmymcy Core Cooling System,

achieve and naintain the plant in a safe shutdown condition.are safety related and required to function fonowing a Design Basis Accident and to
'Ihese portions

water without BIRS processing does not increase the possibility or prnhahOity of
Recirculating the chiller

.

equipment important to safety nalfunction occurrence since none of this equipnent isaffected by the use of the procedure.

h BIRS is designed for power generation to anow load-follow operations as required bthe design load cycle,
h BIRS portion of the CVCS is designed and fabricated in - y

amwhnce with quality group D (augmented) requirements and has no safety designbasis.

concentration to cmpensate for the xenon transients during load-follow operationsthe BIRS is capable of controning the changes in the Reactor Coolant boron
without adding makeup for either boration or diluticn. ,

- A boron dilution accident through the Reactor makeup portion of the CVCS has beenevaluated in USAR Section 15.4.6.
accident has not been increased since the procedure does not introduce a BTRS dilutionThe probahility of increasing the occurrence of thisprocess mode of operation.

ihe consequence of a dnution event has not been increased
since the CVCS dilution isolation function and associated isolation valves have not beenaffected by the procedure.

I

;

. .
. - -- -
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SAFETY EVAURTICN: 89-SE-011 Revision: 0

Title: Fire Protection Systan Valve Operability And Flow Tests

Wption: A new gocedure, S'IN FP-432 is being written to address performing thet

L valve operability and flow test for the 13 hose stations inside Containment on an
alternating Fafueling Outage basis. Currently, suci:dare S'IN FP-431 perfonns this check
and hydrostatically tests the station's fire hose every three years. S'IN FP-432 ms

I written to separate out frm S'IN FF-431 the valve operability and flow tests frm the
hydrostatic' tests and specify an alternating Refueling Outage basis for these tests.
Following S'IN FP-432 approval, the valve operability and flow tests will be deleted frm

- S'IN FP-431.

Safety Evaluation: We three year test requirunent for hose station valve operability
and no flow blockage came about frm the original plant Technical Specification / Standard
'Ibchnical Specification. %is test requirmant es renoved frm the Technical |
Specification by Amendment 15 and is no longer a 'Ibchnical Specification requirment.
Wis three year period for valve operability is not based upon equipnent service use or
code requirment. National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) code does require, at

Ileast once every three years, a hose hydrostatic test. mis test is conducted by S'IN i
FP-431. It es because of the specified three year hose hydrostatic test requirment by |NFPA 1962 that the three year time period for the hose station valve and flow test es

I
chosen. %erefore, the hose station valve and flow tests were assigned a three year |o

surveillance interval based upon the service conditions of the station's hose. Checking )
the valve operability and eter flow on an alternating Refueling Outage basis is !

M equivalent to at least once every three years. Testing on this basis does not lower the l

f reliability or onamhility of these fire hose stations since the three year time period
| originally specified as arbitrarily chosen and nonnally there will be at least two

Refueling Outages in a three year time period. W is test schedule also aligns itself
with AIARA and system feasibility objectives because the Containment fire protection
standpipes are nonnally dry and the vw d.une time to flood and drain them is during ao
Refueling Outage. Past testing of the syst s valves and piping has revealed no,

indication of dagmdad raliability or opamhility; therefore, no increased testing!

echedule is warranted frun past testing experien .

1

%e procedure does not relate to or affect the gambility of the Containment's fire
i detection and alann systan, fixed manually charged sprinkler syste over the cable

trays, portable fire extinguishers, or the oil collection systs for the Reactor Coolant
Punps.

%e USAR states that the prnhability of a fire occurIEnce in Containment is greater
i during Refueling and maintenance operations. %e USAR also states that no postulated

fire frun fixed or transient ombustibles in the Reactor Building will prevent safe
. shutdown of the plant. A single postulated fire could affect the Residual Heat Renoval
(RHR) loop suction isolation valves; hoWever, the USAR fire hazards analysis states that
one train of RHR is required to be open in a minimum of 30 hours following initiation of
shutdown. W e USAR states that this length of time is long enough that one train of RHR
valves can be opened nanually. %e consequences of this previously evaluated fire
hazard have not been increased by this procedure change since the capability to fight
this fire and have it controlled within 30 hours to enable RHR operation renains readily
available.
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SAFETY EVAIIRTION: 89-SE-012 Revision: 0 !

Title: Wmry Procedure For Flow Information On Essential Servloe Water System

u ption: %e subject tyrery p.vcedure was written to obtain post-Ioss Of Coolant
Accident (IOCA) flow informaticn m the Essential Service Water (ESW) System. In
support of gathering this information, t&m_q gauges are being installed on the ESW
main supply lines of each train to take pressure and differential pressure readings.
We temnf gauges are installed off of existing vent, drain and flow element taps.
%is instrumentation is not reflected on USAR Figure 9.2-2; therefore, the procedure has
introduced a change to the ESW system from its description in the USAR.

Safety Evaluation: h e ESW piping is Seismic Category I and its design pressure is 200
pounds per square inch gauge (psig). he total deadhead of an ESW punp is 361 feet,
i.e.,156 psig.- We u--iu.e.ial pipe fittings / connectors employed in attaching the
gauges are capable of maintaining system pressure design. We added weight of
approximately 5 pounds for each gauge is not rigidly connected to the systen, but are
connected via a flexible uetal hose or equivalent. 21s tgmq connection method
does not alter the seismicity of the ESW piping. Attaching the test gauges on the ESW
piping does not increase the prr+ah41ity or possibility of the occurrence of equipnent'

malfunction or failure.

$

1
|

|

|
l
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ShPIRT EVAUATION: 89-SE-014 Revision: 0

.

Title: Installation Of Pressure Gauges To h Auxiliary Feedwater Piping

MMin t: This t=mrary nodification installs two pressure gauges on the kwilia7
Feedwater System suction piping for the turbine driven f @ g . The pressure gauges,
with burst pressure ratings of 150 pounds or better, are coupled to the syste via a
flexible metal hose rated at 150 pounds or better. h gauges are installed off of a
test point and drain connection. 2his instrumentation is not reflected in USAR Figure
10.4-9; therefore, this nodification has introduced a change to the hwillag Feedwater
Syst e description in the USAR.

Safety Evaluations h Awiliary Feedwater System piping is Aaiamic Category I and is
rated to 150 pounds. 'Ihe w..sM pipe fittings /wunctse enployed in attaching the
gauges retain this rating. The added weight, appwwinately two pounds for each gauge,__

is not rigidly connected to the syst s but is connected via a flexible metal hose. This
tyrary connection nethod does not alter the aaiamicity of the subject lines.

J Attaching the test gauges to this piping does not increase the prnhability or
possibility of the occurrence of equipment nalfunction or failure. 'Ihe subsequent
oansequences of test connection or gauge failure would be inconsequential to syst s
operation.

i

_

i

M
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SMTtY EVAHATION: 89-SE-015 Revision: 0

Title: Revision 'Ib Procedure AIM 05-107, Revision 1

WFirm: 'Ihis sMure revision removes the requirment for certification to
standani SNT-T-1A for Wolf Creek Generating Station (NOGS) W&nvel who schedule,

,

review and accept exam data sheets for NOGS non-destructive examinations (NDE). Since '

SNT-E-1A does not define qualification requirments for supervision of NDE activities )
or im&Kivel, supervisory W&ivel are not required to be certified or qualified to ;

SNP-T-1A if they do not perfom or evaluate NDE.

Safety Evaluation: 'Jhis pdure revision removes the requirement for personnel who
supervise NDE activities to be qualified to SNT-K-1A as long as they do not perform or
evaluate NDE. SNT-E-1A does not define qualification requirments for imE&avel who
perfom a purely supervisory role over such activities. USAR Section 17.2.10.7
(Qualification of NDE Personnel) likewise requires pe. m l who supervise NDE to meet
the qualification requirements specified in SNT-T -1A. '1his is an unnecessary statement
since SNT-T-1A has no such requirments. Reaval of this requizment will not have any
affect on any aspect of plant safety. A USAR change will be submitted in connection
.with this revision as well.

'l

i

-

,

i--i-m-i iiiiii
.
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SAFF11Y EVAURTIGi: 89-SE-016 Revision: 0

Title: Raoval Of Icop Seals Prm Degasifier Piping

naacri,rtion: To renove back pressure on the discharge side of the degazifier vacuum
punps on the degasifier skid, the loop seals in the exhaust lines are being reoved.
'Ihis action is being taken to prevent oil carry-over frm the vacuum punps to the
condenser air renoval radiation monitor. 'Ihe drainage path after the loop seals are
ruoved is maintained by the modification since the drainage flow is routed to the same
drainage systs. '1his change occurs on non-seismic, non-augmented piping in the Turbine
Building.

|: Safety Evaluatim: h D eineralized Water Storage and Transfer System (DNSTS) stores
' water for use upon demand for makeup within the plant, h DNSTS receives filtered and
L demineralized water fr m the Demineralized Water Makeup System (DWMS).' For Reactor
l makeup,,a degasifier ruoves oxygen frm the deineralized water as it is transferred.

h effluent frm several systes which process waste which can be recycled within the
. plant, are passed through the DNSTS degasifier before being transferred to the Reactor
Makeup water storage tank. 'Ibe DHSTS serves no active or passive safety function, has
no safety design basis, and is not required to achieve or maintain safe shutdown. 'Ihis
change'is not detrimental to the degasifier skid's r=p rability.- N reliability and
eparahility of the condenser air removal radiation monitor is actually enhanced by the
change since the ability.to decant the oil mist from the vacuum punp exhaust gases is
improved when the back pressure is eliminated, h quality of Reactor makeup water has
not been cierW by this change. '1his change does not increase the possibility or

- consequences of a fire since drain and vent flow routes have not changed.

!-

:
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SMTIT EVALLATIG4: 89-SE-017 Revision: 0

Titles h @ rery Procedure For Measuring Essential Service Water Underground Piping
Flow

nasv-ri Fi r=1: 'Jhis tamnnmry sucisiure was written for manauring the flow of the
Essential Service Water System (ESW). In support of this s veadure, test gauges are
being installed on the ESW main supply lines of each train to take pressure readings.
'Ihe test gauges are installed off of existirxJ vent, drain and flow element taps. 'Ihe
test gauges, with pressure ratings of 150 pounds or better, are to be coupled to the
systan via a flexible metal hose rated at 150 pounds or better. 'Ihis test
instrumentation is not reflected in USAR Figure 9.2-2; therefore, this t v a ry_
swadore has introduced a change to the ESW from its description in the IEMt.

Safety Evaluations h ESW piping is Seismic Category I and is rated to 150 pounds.
'Ihe va..ux.ial pipe fittings / connectors employed in the attaching of the gauges retain
this rating. h added weight, approximately two pounds for each gauge,.is not rigidly
connected to the systan but is connected via a flexible metal hose. 'Ihis taamrary
connection method does not alter the seismicity of the ESW line. Attaching the test
gauges on the ESW piping does not increase the possibility or prnhahi1ity of the
occurrence of equipment malfunction or failure. h subsequent consequences of test
cuusction or gauge failure would be inconsequential upon system operation.

E
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SAFETY EVAUATICN: 89-SE-018 Revision: 0

Title: Replacment Of Sanple Return Pump Diaphragm

n== -intion mis tatporary nodification was revised to reflect that a single teflon
dicphragm in lieu of a double mtal diaphragm pung is being tarporarily utilized in the
Primary M14ng Syste (PSS) panel. We subject pump 1P2 is one of many small sanple
punps utilized in the PSS panel. Punp 1P2 is a sanple return punp which discharges the
sanple and does not draw the sanple for analysis. Utilization of this alternate punp is
limited until a replaosnent is found, which is expected to take four to five nonths.
Over this tim period, the teflon diaphragm is not foreseen to significantly degrade
cince radioactive samples are only taken three times a week and, aftenerds, the punp
and sanple lines are flushed with deminamlimi water and purged with nitrogen.
Diccussion with the punp's manufacturer concerning this intennittent exposure of the
punp to radioactive fluids omcluded that the teflon diaphragm could last indefinitely
under this type of service. NU? jig-0737 specifies the acceptable regulatory requirments
for the PSS, one of which is that the equipnent utilized is to be empatible for its
service. h PSS collects sanples fra the Reactor Coolant Systan (RCS) and auxiliary
systems and brings then to the sanple rom in the Auxiliary Building. his system is
nonnally isolated and manually initiated on an intermittent basis to provide sanple
analysis during nonnal operation and post-accident. % e Wolf Creek PSS has been
reviewed and approved by the Nuclear Regulatory Comission as meeting the requirenants
of NUREG-0737, reference NUREG-0737 Safety Evaluation Report (SER) response. Since this
SER is part of the USAR, the t=nnmry replacement of the netal diaphragm punp, which is
guitable.for radioactive service by the teflon diaphragm punp, is a change to the USAR.

Safety Evaluaticm his punp is not safety related or special scope (D-augmented),
reference USAR Table 3.2-1, nor is it seismically qualified or qualified for service in
a harsh environment, reference USAR Table 3.ll(B)-3. %e PSS panel, of which the punp
in a part, is not normally powered from a vital power source, but upon loss of power,
can be loaded onto the Di m pocy Diesel Generator. h very existence or nonexistence
of the pump will not increase the consequences of any previously evaluated accident.
%e PSS is used post-accident to detennine the extent of core damage and has no role in
mitigating the damage or supporting any equipnent important to safety. We Containment
isolation valves of the PSS system, which are the only cmponents of the systen
essential for plant safety, are not affected by the change.

Post-accident oore damage assessment capability by the Containment high area radiation
I mmitors are not affect by the change. h ability to sanple the RCS and auxiliary
| systems during normal and post-accident conditions remains available with the use of the

teflon diaphragm punp. h use of the pump is not expected to last for nere than sixi

'

months; but if it does, it shall be re-evaluated at that tine. N use of the diaphragm
punp on a tapnmry basis does not increase the probability, possibility or consequences
of any previously evaluated USAR accident since this pump is not a plant safety feature.
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SMT1Y EVAURTION: 89-SE-019 Revision: 0 I
|

Titles hyu. dry Air Supply To Auxiliary Feedwater Pump Rom Sung Punps

mar =-t r* i nn 'Ihis tanmrary modification uses a hose frm the Instrument Air Systs to
i

tb Service Air supply line to the Mv414ary Feedwater (AEW) punp rom sunp punps.
hee sump punps are nonnally provided motive air frun the Service Air subsystem. Since
the Service Air subsystem is out of service for Phnt Modification Request 02815
inplenentation, the sunp punps are to be operated with Instrument Air, h tmporary i

hose and associated fittings shall meet cleanliness Class C requirements as a minimum,
and maintain ANSI 125 pound class or better. Valve KA V-285, the AEW pump rom sump
puup Service Air isolation valve, shall be closed to limit Instrument Air use to support
sunp punp operation only, and to isolate the Instrument and Service Air subsystes.

Safety Evaluation: 'Ihe AEW punp room sunp punps are not designed to mitigate the
consequences of an AEW pipe rupture or any other flood occurrence. 'Ihese sung pumps are
not essential to plant safety or AEW Syst e operability. h connection points are not
aatamim11y qualified; therefore, no seismic degradation has been introduced nor has any

L II/I concerns been introduced by the tarporary hose route on the 1974 elevation of the
| Anvilla g Building, h Instrument Air supplied to the sunp punps is consumed by the
4 punps and not recirculated back into the Instrument Air Syst e. h solenoid valves on
l the'sunp punps fail closed upon loss of electrical power, h possibility for oil or

moisture contaminants or particulate contaminants being introduced into the Instrument
Air subsystem has not been increased since the t=pnvary hose shall meet cleanliness
requirments. Using instrument air to drive the sunp punps via this change does not'

increase the pr * bility, possibility or consequences of any previous USAR accident or
equipnent malfunction. h added load _of the sunp punps is not significant to the

l' overall Instrument Air Syst s capacity.

|

|
|

L.
!
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SAFEW EVAURTICH: 89-SE-020 Revision: 0

Title: Use Of Special Soope Filter In Reactor Coolant Filter Assmbly

wFirwu ' '1his terary modification is to install a special scope filter in lieuh Reactor Coolantof a qualified filter in the Reactor Coolant filter assembly. N filterfilter is located in the letdown line upstream of the Volume Control Tank.
collects resin fines and particulates fr m the letdown stream. 'the filter which fits
into the Reactor Coolant filter assembly is designated as part number SESC-10770-2EGL70-

'1he special scope filters are also designated as part number SESC-10770-2EGIO-22.22.
The filters are manufactured by Pall Trinity and are the filters used in the
Westinghouse supplied qualified Reactor Coolant filter assembly. _ Westinghouse buys
these filters frm Pall Trinity and supplies them, with a certificate of conformance (C
of C) which makes th e qualified.

Safety Evaluation: '1he filter cartridges pass 250 gallans per minute while withstanding
75 pounds per square inch for inside to outside flow. The cartridge envelope is
maintained at 16.3 square feet of filtration area. % filter is made frm epoxy

The filter housing
inpregmated cellulose fiber media and stainless steel hardware.The qualified and special scope filters aremaintains ASME Section III Class 2 status.'1he lack of a C of C fram Westinghouse to designatenot shipped or stored differently.
these filter cartr4 % qualified does not change the fit, form or function of this

'1he probability, possibility or consequences of previously evaluated USARitem.
accidents or equiptent malfunctions has not been increased by the lack of a C of C for
the filter used by the subject change.

-

!

- _
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SAFETY EVAURTION: 89-SE-021 Revision: 0 and 1

Title: Installation Of 'IWporary Junper Across Battery NK12 Cell 10

n==m4reirn: This ta-mmy nodification anows for the installation of a tmporary
junper across een 10 of the Class 1E 125 volt battery bank NK12 which had a stripped
post. Revision 1 was issued to clarify the safety evaluation.

Safety Evaluation % oell was junpered out using a cable which maintains system
design. The cell runnins in the battery bank; therefore, seismic design has not been
affected. 'Ihe USAR describes the Class 1E DC System as a 125 volt system frm which,
cfter loss of AC power, 333.3 Anp-Hours is drawn from the bank over the duty cycle
duration of 3.3 hours. 'Jhe USAR states that the battery bank is sized in excess of 150
percent of the system requirements. 'Ihe bank is rated at 900 Anp-Hours (8 hour rating)

' and the 333.3 Anp-lburs drawn over 3.3 hours frm the bank only takes 333.3/900 or 37
percent of the rated capacity frun the bank. 'Jhe last scheduled battery perfonnance
test (capacity) verified the bank's capacity to be 120.7 percent of rated capacity.
When the bank was tested it took 9.66 hours for a een in the bank to approach the
reversal criteria of IEEE 450-1980. '1he renoval (electrically) of a cell from the
cubject bank has been calculated to renove 2.7 percent of the rated capacity of the
bank.- Because the system's function only requires 37 percent of the total system
capacity, the loss of a celli which represents a 2.7 percent capacity loss, is
insignificant to the system's function. The calculation has also shown that it would
require the renoval of at least five cells before voltage would drop below 105 volts
.(minhnum required) during the worst case load, i.e., station blackout. During a station
blackout, AC and charger power are lost; thus, the fully charged battery terminal

y voltage with one junpered out cell would be expected to drop to an initial naminal
terminal voltage on the order of 120.95 volts verses 123 volts for 60 cens. 'Ihis lower
voltage will not affect the functional requirements of the battery bank. At no time
during the station blackout will battery terminal voltage drop below the overan minhnum
battery voltage of 105 volts. In addition, the renoval of one een or 2.25 volts (if it
were a good cell) fr m the bank which floats between 132-135 volts will not have any
noticeable effect upon the system since this loss is within the described float voltage
range. It-is re- --ded that the float voltage with one een jtmgmwi out be adjusted-

from 133.8 volts to 131.6 volts to keep the float voltage per cell within the
instruction manual's rm--wded range. 'Ib provide the same mininum battery voltage of
105 volts with one cell jtarg=.wi out, it should be noted that the individual cell
voltage has changed fra 1.75 to 1.78 volts.

I
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ShPETY EVAIIRTION: 89-SE-021 Revision: 0 and 1

.Safet.y Evaluation: Continued

'Ihe nodification to jumper across the cell will cause an imblance alam at the systs
trouble window in the Control Rocxu. h imMlance alam will stay in when the cell is
jumpered out. With cell 10 jtmpered out, if another cell between 31 through 60 were to
?--p-b, this condition will clear the alam window. If a cell between 1 through 30
were to W while cell 10 is jtsipu.a3 out, this condition would not change the alam

! window status indication. 'Ihese responses are the indications the inibalance nenitoring
instrumentation will provide when considering another degraded cell in the bank
concurrent with one cell jtmpered out or already dagrwiari. Junraring out a cell,
therefore, does not create the possibility of a different type of imblance alam
canittian fra that provided by design. 'Ibe_ other syste alam indications are not
affected by the jtmper. h trouble window will re-flash along with an audio alam
sh:mid any of the other nine conditions occur.. Local individual alam indication
remains available. h jtmper placed by the nodification has not introduced any alam
indication abnomal to the nonitoring systm's design.

h jtaper which electrically removed cell 10 from bank NK12 has not degraded the bank
from fnifillmant of its safety function. Excess capacity beyond that required for
previous accident evaluations is available. h jtmper has not increased the
probability or oansequences of previously evaluated accidents or malftmetion
occurrences.

4
1
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SAFETY EVAURTION: 89-SE-023 Revision: 0

Title: Procedure For Installation Of Pressure Gauges On Reactor Coolant System Branch i

Piping

W tion: 'Ihis tamrary gveadure was written to investigate instances of highI
- pressure build-up in the Safety Injection (SI) System. h procedure introduces a
change to the USAR description as it allows for the t=mrag installaticri of pressure
gauges at test vuibKtion locations on Reactor Coolant System (RCS) branch piping.

Safety Evaluation: 'Ihis tamrary installation does not increase the ptr*whility,
possibility or consequences of syste leakage because the tamrary gauges and
associated fittings are adequately suited for system pressures and tamrature. The
tamrary pressure gauges do not derada the seismicity of the test connection because

;

they represent an insignificant mass at the test connection. The tamrag gauges are |
installed hside containment which is a radiologically controlled area. Any potential
leakage from the gauges remains within a radiological drainage field. 'ihe gauges are
installed off of the RCS branch piping whose failure has been evaluated.

'the use of the SI test line in the procedure remains within the bounds of normal
equipment use. 'the automatic closure function of the test line's containment isolation
valves has not been affected by the gue lure actions. 'lhe geare, in its use of the
test line valves, cbes not vent the piping between the cold leg Inu.picy Core Cooling
System (EOCS) check valves which would introduce a drainage path for the ECCS
Em =lators. M - 1ator level loss via back leakage past check valves EP V-010, 20,
30, and 40 has not been observed when venting the SI system pressure via the test line.

,- 'Ibe past leakage history of these check valves has shown that they are leak tight, which i

agrees with current observation. h procedure vents the SI system pressure by the same
snethod; therefore, no adverse affect to a m - lator levels is foreseen.

'the procedure does not affect plant operations or safety features. 'Ihe SI test line has
no safety function other than pressure boundary and Containment isolation. 'Ihese
functions are not affected by the g veadure.

_
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SAFETY EVALUNFION: 89-SE-024 Revision: 0

Title: T-gery Modification For Essential Service Water Waming Line Repairs

Wntim: To make weld repairs of the 30 inch Essential Service Water (ESW) A train
mming line downstream of ESW traveling mter screen lA wam eter header downstream
isolatim valve, EF V-264, this valve and the removable spool piece between EF V-264 and
EF V-262, ESW traveling water screen 1A wam wter header upstream isolation valve, are
being removed. Valve EF V-262 will be closed to isolate the waming line supply. To
provide additional personnel safety, a te=mmry blank is being bolted onto the mating
flange connection of EF V-262 by the subject h=mmry nodification. h 30-inch
waming line provides freeze protection of A train ESW during its operation, (reference
USAR 9.2.1.2.2.3). By 'lbchnical Specification interpretation, it has been determined
that the warming line need not be operable when the cooling lake ton-mture is above 35
degrees Fahrenheit since the frazil ice hazard is not present. Currently the lake
te= m m ture is around 57 degrees Fahrenheit and is heading towards summertime-

taperatures. h weld repair to the line is expected to last no longer than two
weeks. Operations monitors lake tan = mture and shall begin taking actions to expedite
restoration of the line should the lake temmature approach 38 degrees Fahrenheit (two
degrees above fmal ice formation).

Safety Evaluation: h 30-inch warming line is a branch off of the 42-inch ESW return
line fram the plant as it goes back to the ultimate heat sink. 'Ihe design condition for
the return line is 50 pounds per square inch gauge and 200 degrees Fahrenheit, h
temmary 3/4-inch carbon steel blank is adequately capable of retaining and providing
an; isolation should the isolation valve EF V-262 fail. Hence, the possibility of,

flooding the valve pit and subsequent spill over into the purap house has not been*

created. h supply capacity of ESW cooling has not been diminished by isolating the
warming line. 'Iherefore, the consequences of previously evaluated accidents will not be
increased because the cooling capability and ultimate heat sink circuit has not been
degraded. h line is encased in the valve pit walls and its seismicity is not

-adversely affected with the valve and spool piece re oved.

System back pressure required for pump operation during Ioss of Coolant Accident is
retained since the restrictive flow orifice in the return line upstream of the warming
line branch off has not been changed.

'1he subject temmrary change introduced to facilitate the repair work has not introduced
an unreviewed safety question.

. . _ . _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ . _ _ _
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SAFETY EVAU RTICN: 89-SE-025 Revision: 0 through 3

Titles hery Bypass Of Fire Protection Systen Piping

his t=pnmry nodificaticn, revisions 0 through 2, (evaluated in safetyWntim:
evaluation revisions 0 through 3,) provides for the tmmary bypass of certain Fire

AtProtection Systan (FPS) piping located at the Circulating Water Screenhouse (CWSH).
the CHSH, a tatporary discharge line frm the electric drim fire pump to the
_ur&qpuand connection to the power block, and a portion of 1 1/2-inch discharge piping
from the jockey punp, which maintains systan pressure, was replaced by the original
tammry nodification. Revision 1 of the +=mrary nodification incorporated a 12-inch
valve flanged to the tee on this tenporary line.

Revision 2 of the t=pnrary modification incorporates a +anmmry 12-inch line from the
diesel punp out to the t=rnary valve installed per Revision 1. Also, the nodification
includes a t=mrary blind flange at the normal systen diesel driven punp line to the
underground pipe flange connection to the power block. % is blind flange allows the use
of the crossover line in the power block. me changes nede by this nodification are
desired because the existing 12-inch lines frm the electric and diesel punps have been
taken out of service. W e t = nnm ry discharge line added by Revision 2 runs outside the
CWSH and is supported by dunnage spaced per ASME Table NF-3271.4-1 and has thrust
restraints sized per American Water Works Association. T==iintely outside the CWSH
this line will be anchored to the concrete slab. %ese +=mvary supports will
adequately handle the static and operational conditions the line is exposed to with

_

reasonable assurance.-
5

Safety Evaluations %e FPS is described in USAR Section 9.5. We major components of
the water supplied FPS are two fire pungs (one electric notor driven, the other diesel
engine driven), a jocisy punp, distribution mains, fire hyirants with hose houses,
standpiraa and sprinklers. mis systan is not required to shut down the plant or
maintain it in a safe shutdown condition. mis systen is not important to safety and is
not designed to withstand the effects of natural phenomena such as earthquakes,
tornadoes, floods, etc. mis systen does not have to meet the single failure criteria
of safety related systans.

WeSe FPS piping is not II/I eva3uated nor aai-imlly qualified at the CWSH.
t=nnrary discharge line frm the diesel driven pung will be fabricated frm carbon
steel 12-inch Schedule 40 or better pipe and fittings. his pipe material exceeds
systan design pressure and t=namture requiranants of 175 pounds per square inch and 95
degrees Fahrenheit. Bis tenporary 12 inch line will be hydrostatically tested in
accordance with systen requirements prior to use. % e relief valve at the discharge of
the diesel driven pump is not affected by the t=nnrary line nor are the pump's
controls. Isolation of the electric and diesel punps is available by the tanporary
valve added by Revision 1. his tarrmary valve shall be normally locked open.
Capacity flow was verified after installation of the tanporary line installed under
Revision 1, therefore the systan's surveillance requirenents need not be verified to
declare the temporary line added by Revision 2 operable. We line installed in Revision
2, which connects to the line installed in Revision 1, is the sann size and has not
introduced a note limiting restriction in the formerly tested flowpath,

i
|
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ShPEIT EVAumrICE: 89-SE-025 Revision: 0 through 3 j

Safety Evaluation: Continued
''Ihe punping capacity of the FPS is based on the -4== demand, a flow of 2300 gallons

per minute (gpn) at a residual pressure or 80 pounds per square inch gauge measured at
the nest limiting interface point between the site and Turbine Building supply, plus
similtaneous flow of 1000 gpn for outside hose streams for a total of 3300 gpn. '1his
capacity is maintained under conditions of failure of one fire punp. 'ihe +vrary
lines added by this modification maintain this system feature.

'1he Fire Protection Manual requires two fire punps to remain operable when the plant is
in Modes 1 through 4. With one punp out of service, the manual requires the out of
service punp be returned to service within seven days or an alternate punp of equal or
greater capacity and pressure be provided. C71ianoe with the Fixe Protection Manual-
will be maintained and has not been violated by this modification. '1he added terary
line maintains ocmpliance with the Fire Protection Manual because suppression is
cvailable in the event of a fire.

]

|
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SAFErr EVAIDEIGN:- 89-SE-026 Revision: 0

Title: USAR Change Request

untim: his USAR Change Request replaces USAR Change Request 88-025 which was
cancelled. 'Ihis USAR change is to reconcile the USAR document with the 'Ibchnical
Specification and Offsite Dese Calculation Manual (CDCM). %e area of change is the
Alert and High Alam setpoint values for the 10 Abierne Process Radioactivity Monitors
(APRM) listed in USAR Table 11.5-3.

Safety Evaluation: Six APRM monitorb, nanely the Containment Atmospheric (GT RE-31 and
32), Fuel Building Exhaust (G3 RE-27 and 28) and Control Rocn Air Supply (GK RE-04 and
05) have had the listed value of their high alam setpoints cSlanged to the Technical
Specification limit value listed in Table 3.3-6 of the Technical Specification. %e
alert alarms for these manitors are administratively set at a value below the high alam
setpoint, usually one %4a lower. %ese setpoint value changes to USAR 'luble 11.5-3
do not reduce the margin of safety since 'mpliance with the 'Ibchnical Specification is
maintained. Wis EAR change reconciles the USAR with the Technical Specification.

%e two Containment Purge System APRM (GT RE-22 and 33) have had their alert and high
alam values, as listed in tht, USAR Table 11.5-3, changed frm a numerical value to a
referenced footnote. We footnote states:

"High alarm is set to ensure that the 'Dr*miml- Specifiantion limits (the 10 CFR 20
geneml p=1ation Ibse Rate for the controll.ing isubcpwi at the brwdary of the
restricted ama) are not exceed. See Offsite Dose calmlation Manual."g

'1%chnical Specification 3.3.3.11 and Table 3.3-13, which addresses these monitors, state
that their alarm / trip setpoints are detemined and adjusted in aemniance with the
methodology and pamdu=s in the 00CM. % erefore, the change to the footnote reference-

for these monitors in USAR Table 11.5-3 does not reduce the margin of safety because
r=nliance with the Technical Specification is retained and agreamsnt between the USAR,
ODCM and Technical Specification is achieved.

%e controlling isotope for GP RE-22 and 33 in USAR Tables 11.5-3 and 12.3-3 has also
been changed fom Kr-85 to Xe-133 as Xe-133 cmprises 85 percent of total noble gas
activity expected (see Offsite Ibse calmlation Manual, Section 3.1.2). %is change is
in agreement with the methedalngy for the setpoint calculation of these monitors as
specified in the ODCM and Power Generation Design Basis One in USAR Section 11.5.1.2.

%e eight nonitors addressed above, GT RE-31 and 32, G3 RE-27 and 28, GK RE-04 and 05,
GT RE-22 and 33 have been and remain set in accordance with the listed values in the
%chnical Specification. None of these monitors will require being physically reset as
a result of this USAR change.

x--_____--_____-_-__-___-_______ . __ __ _ - - ___________ _ __
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SAFRIT FVAU RTIGil 89-SE-026 Rerision: 0

3afet.y Evaluatirm Continued

We Auxiliary Ventilation Dchaust (GL RE-60) and Access Control Area ventilation Dthaust
(GK RE-41) Monitors have been deleted fzun USAR uble 11.5-4 which lists the Airborne
Effluent Radioactivity Manitors (AD W). mese nenitors are Airborne Radioactivity
Monitors (AiRM), not effluent nonitors, and are listed in USAR Table 12.3-3. %ese
nonitors prwide for inplant worker protection in accordance with 10 cm 20, uble I,
Colunn I. %e effluent nonitors ptwide for unrestricted area protection in accordance

,

with 10 cm 20, Table II, 00hunn I and ensure site boundary doses do not. exceed 10 Cm I

50, Appendix I levels. Monitors GK RE-41 and GL RE-60 are inplant and upstream of )filter aW+=r unit nonitors which do not nonitor the radioactivity concentrations at j
the effluent release point. Manitors GK RE-41 and GL RE-60 have an alann function only
(no isolation or Engineertd Safety Features Actuation Systan function) and are not ,

addressed by the Technical Specification. .

%ese nonitors are non-Class 1E powered and are not restored after loss of offsite
power. Se hi and hi-hi alann setpoint values for these nonitors as listed in USAR
Table 12.3-3 have been changed. Se new setpoint values have been calculated by
qualified chemistry personnel and ptwide protection for 1 Maximan Pennissible
canoentration (MPC) and 10 MPC for inplant worker protection. %e new setpoint values
are nore conservative than the old values as previously calculated by the ODCM
nethodology because they are based upon process rather than effluent criteria where
dilution is a fe. tor. Wese two nonitors will be piysically reset fran an effluent
based setpole to a process based setpoint. W ese two monitors were erroneously
referred to in the ODCM paragraph 3.1.4 as effluent nonitors; this paragraph has been] corrected by Revision 4 to thn ODN, (reference Safety Evaluation 88-SE-053).

%e changes nede to USAR Tables 11.5-3 and 4 and 12.3-3 do not increase the consequences
of prwious USAR accidents since the setpoint changes are in W 4anoe with the
Technical Specification and the OD N. We changes nede to these USAR tables will align
this dce==nt with the ODCM and Technical Specification.

;
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SAFETY EVAR WrION: 89-SE-030 Revision: 0

Title: 'Amporary Banding During Battery Cell Replacanent )
;

Description: Stis temporary nodificaticri revision is to provide seismic protection j
during replacxanent of cell 10 in Class 1E battery bank NK12 which has a stripped post.
Cell 10 was electrically jtmg=M out by the original tammry modification (reference

i

-

Safety Evaluation 89-SE-021). j

Class 1E battery bank NK12 consists of 60 cells which are physically confined and racked
into four rows of 15 cells each, which thereby groups cells 1 through 15,16 through 30, l
31 through 45, and 46 through 60 together. Die revisicri to the tarporary nodification !
bands the remaining good cells in the rack together to provide seismic protection when a
void will exist in the racked group of cells ntmi=M 1 through 15. Uth will enable
renoval and replaoament of cell 10 without d=yading the seismic integrity of the-

battery bank. h tw>-hour Limiting Cbndition for Operation allcmed by 'mchnical
Specification 3.8.2.1 is not sufficient to perform both the nachanical and electrical
work involved in replacing cell 10. h mechanical work involves cell ratoval and
replacement, whereas the electrical work involves junper raioval and connection of the |
replacement cell. 'Ihe nochanical portion of the job will be perfonned while the bank is
q= mble.

Safety Evaluation: 'Ihe IEAR states that the batteries, racks and chargers are
designated Seismic Category 1 and are designed to maintain their functional capability
during and after a Safe Shutdown Earthquake. Banding the runnining cells in the rack
will secure them such that the bank's seisntic ability will not be degraded. h cells

[ will be bound together with nylon slings and straps, in good working candition, of at
least a 5,000 pound rating. Design engineers have reviewed the banding nothod of'

securing the operable cells and have concluded that it provides adequate seismic
protection to ensure the operability of the bank, nie cells will be bound only for the
brief .rariM of tine (estinated to be less than one hour) needed to facilitate the
replacement activity. As soon as the replacement cell is put in place, the seismic
qualification of the rock will be returned to normal. Conductor failure probability is
not increased by the subject actions.

The probability, possibility or cxmsequences of previously evaluated accidents have not
been increased because the q=mbility of the bank is not degraded or reduced by the
banding actions. 'Ihe malfunction consequences of the bank remain within the envelope of
previous analysis.

!

i
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SAFETY EVAUATION: 89-SE-031 Revisicm 0

Title: Domineralized Water Storage Ard Transfer Systan Drain Ibse

Descciptim %is tagerary nodification attaches a drain hose to a capped low point
drain line at the Dominaralised Water Storage ard Transfer System (DNSTS) degasifier
vacuum punps second stage to Turbine Railding heating, ventilation and air conditioning
drain valve AN V-148, which is nonnally close:1. Tnis changes the system fran its
description irt the USAR (reference 1 EAR Figure 9.2-16.) We drain hose is being
wii.ecund to prevent oil carry over fran the vacuum pumps to the condenser air runwal
radiatim monitor. %e drain hose flow is routed to the Turbine Biiiding drainage
system.

Safety Evaluatim: h is change occurs on non-Seismic, non-augmented piping in the
Turbine Biilding. %e DNSTS stores water for use upon demand for nakeup within the
plant. he UWSTS receives filtered and domineralized water fran the Domineralized Water
Makeup System (DedS). For Reactor nakeup, a degasifier renovos oxygen fran the
domineralized water as it is transferred. We effluent fran several systems that
process waste can be recycled within the plant and are passed through the DWSTS
degasifier before being transferred to the Reactor Makeup Water Storage Tank (RMWST).
W e DNSTS has no active or passive safety function, has no safety design basis, and is
not required to achieve or maintain safe shutdown.

Wis change is not detrimental to the degasifier skid's operability. Se reliability
and rYarahi14ty of the condenser air remwal radiaticn ironitor is actually enhanced by
the change since the phility to decant the oil mist fran the vacumn punp exhaust gases,
is improved. Se quality of Reactor nakeup water has not been degraded by this change.
This change does not increase the possibility or conscquences of a fire since drain and
vent flow routes have not changed.

_ . . . . . . . . . _ _ _ . _ . . . __
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SAFEPY EVAURTION: 89-SE-032 Revision: 0

Title Installation Of Wmg Pressure Gauges

Descriptim: In support of gathering data m the Essential Service Water (ESW) System
pressure at the Class 1E arxi Control Room air conditioning units, this tymg
ncxilficatim installs tamporary pressure gauges on the drains to each unit's candenser.
'Ihis instrumentation is not reflected on USAR Figure 9.4-1; therefore, the nrxiification
has intr W M a change to the Control Bailding Heating, Ventilation and Air
conditioning (HVAC) System from its description in the USAR.

Safety Bealuatim: 'Ihe Ocmtrol Building HVAC drain piping is Seismic Category I and its
design pressure is 200 pounds per sqtare inch gauge (psig). The total deadhead of an
ESW punp is 361 feet, i.e.,156 psig. 'Jhe camercial pipe fittings / connectors enployed
in attaching the gauges are capable of naintaining system pressure design. 'Ibe added
weight of approximately 5 pounds for each gauge is not rigidly wird to the system,
but are w esected via a flexible metal hose or equivalent. 'this tanporary connection
method does not alter the seismicity of the Control hittilng HVAC drain piping.
Attaching the test gauges cm the Control miltiing HVAC drain piping does not increase
the prnhnhility or possibility of the occurrence of equipnant nalfunction or failure.

1

1
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SAFETY EVAIIRTICM 89-SE-033 Revision: O
and 89-SE-040 Revision: 0

Title: Installation Of h q w y Pressure Gaugesr

Descdption: In support of gathering post-Ioss Of Coolant Accident (IOCA) flw
infornetien on the Essential Service Water (ESW) system, a tmporary sucedure has been
written to install tmpnrary gauges on the ESW main supply lines of each train. We
tyrary gauges are to be installed off of existing vent, drain and f1w elenant taps.
mis instrumentation is not reflected on USAR Figure 9.2-2; therefore, the nodification
has introduced a change to the ESW system frtan its description in the USAR. '

Revision 2 to the taporary gdure, and its associated Safety Evaluation 89-SE-040,
reduces unnecessary conservatism found in Revision 1 to the temmry sucadure and its
associated Safety Evaluation 89-SE-033, by deleting the use of a pamilar error with the i

reading of the gauges used in the test and using flw element errors as found in hCRE01,
'Ibtal Plant Setpoint D:cument and correcting Attachnnent B for the ::SW punp, PEP 01B
Curve with Enlarged Area of Interest. %ese clanges will calculate nore realistic flw
values with the data obtained in the test. '

Safety Evaluation: he ESW piping is Seismic Category I and its design pressure is 200
pounds per square inch gauge (psig). % e total deadhead of an ESW punp is 361 feet,
i.o., 156 peig. %e cannercial pipe fittings / connectors enployed in attaching the
gauges are capable of maintaining system pressure design. 'Jhe added weight of
approximately 5 pounds for each gauge is not rigidly connected to the system, but is

] connected via a flexible metal hose or equivalent. mis t=pn=ry connection method
| does not alter the seimnicity of the ESW piping. Attaching the test gauges on the ESN

piping does not increase the prnhnhility or possibility of the occurrence of equipnent
malfunction or failure,

i
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SAPRIT WAURTION: 89-SE-034 Revision: 0 ard 1
ard 89-SE-043 Revisicn: 0

Title: USAR Ard Administration Procedure Change

h =-rintions h subject USAR change ard p.veasure change are administrative and
editorial in omposition. 'the Results Engineering Group will no longer perfom
maintenance of the Wolf Creek quality (Q)-List at the parts level. '1his responsibility
has been transferred to Nuclear Plant Engineering. 'lho change to USAR Section 13.1,
" Organizational Structure of the Operating Agent,a is ackiressed in Safety Evaluation 89-
SE-034. 'ihe change to Procedure ADM 01-047, " Classification of Parts," is addressed in
Safety Evaluation 89-SE-043. Revisicn 1 to Safety Evaluation 89-SE-034 was issued to
clarify the evaluation.

Additionally, the maintenance of the Omputer Setpoint Drument ard technical review of
safety related purchase requisitions will be deleted frm the Results Engineeringi

Group's scope of responsibility as described in this USAR section. 'ihese tasks will be
perfomed by other responsible groups, i.e., 'Ibchnical Support and Nuclear Plant
Engineering respectively.

Safety Evaluation: '1hese changes are administrative and editorial in nature ard lack
the potential to involve an unreviewed safety question. '1he administrative change is
demed to lack the potential of possibly introducing a different type of accident.
B;[uipent hardware is not affected by the change; therefore, its malfunction probability
or consequences is not increased. 'Ihe frequency and consequences of accidents

] previously evaluated in the USAR have not been increased because the barriers of safety,
F both physical ard operational have not been affected. 'Ihe functional requirements of

the ensite and offsite organizations and the qualification requirements of the unit
ctaff as specified by Technical Specifications 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 are maintained with no
reduction introduced.

i

(
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SAITN WAUATICM: 89-SE-035 Revision: 0

Title: USAR Change Request

wrtion: The subject USAR change is ackninistrative and editorial in ompositicn.
h changes occur in USAR Section 13.1, *0rganizational Structure of the Operating
Agent." 'Jhe areas of change are the title changes frm Health Physicist / Site Health
Physicist to Manager Radiation Protectica in this USAR section and the updating of the
resme of the Manager Radiation Protection. h qualifications of the Manager Radiation
Protection have not been affected by the subject USAR change.

Safety Evaluation: hse changes are administrative and editorial in nature and lack
the potential to involve an unreviewed safety question. Assessment of the subject
change is chart incapable of having the potential to have the possibility of creating a
different type of accident. Ikguipasnt nalfunction probability has not been increased
because equipment integrity has not been affected by the change. Malfunction of
equipnent consequences have not been increased by the subject change because plant
hardware is not affected. Consequences remain within previously evaluatM limits
because no safety barriers, pysical or operational, have been affected by the change.
The frequency of accidents previously evaluatM in the USAR has not been increased by
the subject USAR editorial changes. h functional requirments of the onsite and
offsite organizations and the qualification requirments of the unit staff as specified
by 'Dechnical Specifications 6.2.1 and 6.2.2 are maintained with no reduction introduced.,

3
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SAPRTY EVAURTIO(: 89-SE-037 Revision: 0

Titles byxury Cooling 'Ib Class 1E Switchgear

r -- -: Firm: 'Ihis evaluation supports a taammry procedure to initiate temry
cooling to Class lE 125V DC (NK) roms and Class 1E 4.16KV (NB) switchgear roms upon
the loss of both Class lE electrical equipnent air conditioning (A/C) units, SGK05A and i

SGK05B. '1his puesdure will be used to provide cooling for the NK battery roms and the |
vital switchgear roms and the Engineered Safety Features switchgear rooms upon the loss 1

of both SGK05A and SGK05B. 'Ihis is necessary should SGK05A/B fail, for whatever reason, l
and the other SGK05 unit is out-of-service for maintenance / testing. If, during the !
naintenance on the out-of-service SGK05 unit, the other unit t+>-w inoperable, the |
plant will canply with the provisions of Technical Specification 3.0.3. |

l

If a Safety Injection (SI) occurs and the SGK05 unit that is in-servloe falls to |

operate, this gvcedure will use the access control fan coil unit, SGK03, and a
tvary A/C unit, both ncn-safety A/C units to provide cooling,

h nonnal supply ducts fran SGK03 will be isolated and taporary supply lines (adapters '

with " elephant trunks") will be routed through doors and hallways an the 2016 level and
2000 level of the Control bilding to the battery roms and the switchgear roms. 'Ihe i

tv=vy A/C unit can be placed in the hallway on the 2016 level and tamn=vy ductwork ,

routed to where the cooling is ps==iaa.

Safety Evaluatim: '1he tymry ductwork is flexible and of a low mass and will not ,

adversely affect the seismicity of the installed ductwork.

During the time that these units are in operation, it is assumed that a loss of offsite
power does not occur. h prnhnhility of a SI signal occurring and a SGK05 unit failing
to start has been placed at 5.8E-5/ reactor years. '1his wac the postulated prnhnhility
for 144 hours. If, however, the necessity for operating the taporary non-safety
related A/C unit is for .less than 24 hours, the probability han=aa 9.6E-6/ reactor
years. A loss of offsito power concurrent with this has an extremely low probability.

I

'1he equipnent that will be used is non-safety related but will have to operate for less
than 24 hours. During this short period of time, the reliability of this equipnent is
judged to be adequate. Should a SI signal occur and the in-service SGK05 unit fails to
operate, the unit undergoing maintenance / testing can be returned to service in less than
24 hours. 'Ihis unit would then pick up the cooling loads of the battery and switchgear
rooms.

Train separation in the roms cooled by this procedure is acccmplished using fire doors
between the ro ms. h fire imnat==nt g%uun will be ocmplied with and should a fire
occur in a room, the doors to the rom will be closed and croling ductwork rerouted
am.vgiately.

!
_ .
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SAFH1T EVAURTIOf: 89-SE-037 Revision: O

Safety Evaluation Continued

'1he cooling capacity of the 93K05 units is 30 tons of cooling each. 'the ocabined
cooling capacity of SGK03 and the t===ry A/C unit is 151/2 tons. However, if the
t7my unit is placed inside of the Ccutrol Biilding, the effective capacity of the
units is the 12 1/2-ton capacity of SGK03. 'this is because the heat zejected by the
+==mry A/C unit nust be raioved frczn the building by SGK03. 'the tanporary A/C unit
can enhance localized cooling in selected areas.

'the heat load of the battery rooms is 2500 Britiah thermal units (fr1U)/ hour each, the
switchgear rocuns are 35,000 NIU/ hour each, and an ESF switchgear room is 150,000
BIU/ hour for a total of 225,000 B1U/ hour or 18 tons of cooling. '1he offactive cooling
of the SGK03 unit and the +==mry A/C unit is 121/2 tons. 'the 18 tons is required
for the worst case and for an extended duration. 'the tammry cooling will only be
necessary for less than 24 hours.

We predict that the t= =mture in the recuns cooled by SGK05A and B would not rise
enough to fail the equipnent aantained in these rocans during the time required to
restore one SGK05 unit or bring the unit to a safe shutdown.

Mditionally, a +==m7 eight-ton unit exists outside of the control Building. If
conditions existed such that the control Biilding could be opened to the outside, this
unit could bring the cambined cooling capacity of the three units to 201/2 tons, which

f exoseds the 18-ton ==4== requirement.

311ess the t===vy eight-ton unit is baing utilized, the Control Biilding pressure
boundary will runain intact and the control Rocan pressurization system will remain
operable. All plant gdures governing fire tamimant control and security access
will be acDered to.

'1he equipnent necessary to perform this kvcdiure is staged in the areas that it is
required and it is estimated that the cooling can be initiated in well under the 30
minutes it could take for these rooms to heat up to the point that the operability of
same of the equipnent would be in jeopardy.

'1herefore, this gvcedure can maintain safety related plant equipnent in a r.vru-
environment for the tine necessary to restore safety related A/C sources or bring the
unit to a safe shutdown and does not pose an unreviewed safety question.

__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _______.__ ..
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ShPETY EVAU ATICM: 89-SE-038 Revision: O and I
and 89-SE-039 Revision: 0 and 1

Title: Modification Of Control Building Air Conditioning Unit
i n==-r4 ntion: 'Ihis tenporary snodificatim replaces the worn out packing at the control

Rom air conditioning (A/C) unit (SGK04A) canpressor's discharge valve with a non-
qualified 0-ring to prevent the leakage of refrigerant. Ioctite gasket eliminator
sealant will be applied to the paper gankets of several valves on the refrigerant side
of the unit. Additicnally, included within the scope of this modificatim will be the

,

'

replaosnent of the kinked 3/4-inch w tubing to the condcaser's shellside pressure
tranaritter. Revision 1 to this ta'erary nodification, and associated Safety ;

Evaluation 89-SE-039, adds the replacement of the nipples on each and of the 3/4-inch 1

copper tubing that connects the condenser's shellsides and pressure transmitter. I

Revisions to the safety evaluations were issued to clarify statanants made in the safety )
evaluaticns and to provide for the pennanent replaosnact of the non-qualified 0-ring I

with packing as socn as possible (reference Work Request 02819-89).

Safety Evaluation: 'Ihe Oontrol Rom A/C unit is safety related and provides the Control I
Roca personnel and equipnent with a canditioned atnosphere during nonnal and accident )

I canditions. 'Ihis unit is in a mi.ld environment post-accident (reference USAR Table 1
! 3.ll(B)-3, Sheet 111); therefore, the qualifications of this unit need not meet the i

requirunants for harsh environment exposure. '

'Ihe O-ring to be utilized adequately fits the physical dimensions of the area to be
sealed. 'Ihe O-ring will be used on the discharge valve of the %esor which is only

1

g used during maintenance of the unit and is not manipulated during unit operation. Non-
qualified 0-rings have been used on the refrigerant side of an A/C unit at the plant
with no adverse effects or leakage incurred.

'Ibe application of the gasket eliminator sealant, which has been used in the past on
non-qualified A/C units, has proven to be of benefit. 'Ihis sealant will enhance the
refrigerant's pressure boundary by preventing leakage at the gasket. 'Ihe replaosnent of
the 3/4-inch copper tubing is with like material; therefore, systan integrity is
maintained.

. Ihe subject changes do not increase the ptrhaH1ity or possihi14ty of system malfunction'

because they all ensure the integrity of the refrigerant's pressure boundary. Loss of
, refrigerant could occur during normal system operation. 'Ihis system failure would
I adversely affect the cooling capnhility of the unit. 'Ihe subject changes made to the
| refrigerant side of the unit lack the potential to create a new or different type of
' system failure or malfunction from that previously evaluated because loss of refrigerant

19 foreseen as the limiting failure which can occur. 'Ihe subject changes do not affect
system setpoints or perfonnance variables.

'Iherefore, the ability to maintain the Control Room within the allowable limits as
cpecified by the 'Ibchnical Specification is maintained. 'Ihe subject changes do not
affect the filtration or pressurization functions of the Control Rom Heating,
Ventilation, and Air Conditioning Systan.

-- - . - ,. . . - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _
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SAFE T EYN EATICM: 89-SE-041 Revisicrt: 0 and 1 ]
Title: Madification Of Class 1E Rpipnent Air Conditioning Blit

n-w49: 'Atis tarrpnmy nodificaticri replaces the worn out packing at the Class lE
Bpipment air conditioning (MC) unit (SGK05B) omipressor's discharge valve with a non-
qualified 0.-ring to prevent the leakage of refrigerant. Ioctite gasket eliminator
sealant will be applied to the paper gaskets of several valves on the r=My=nt side
of the unit. Revision 1 to the safety evaluaticri was issued to clarify statanents made
in the safety evaluation and to provide for the permanent replacenant of the next-
qualified 0-ring with packing as socri as possible (refermee Work Request 02819-89).

Safety Evaluatim: 'Ihe Class 1E Bpipnent MC unit is safety related and provides the
Class 1E Rpipnent with a conditioned abwe@i:ge during normal and accident conditions.
'atis unit is in a trild ah.=mt post-accidait (reference USAR 'Inble 3.11(B)-3, Sheet
111); therefore, the qualifications of this unit need not meet the requirenents for
harsh environment exposure.

'the 0-ring to be utilized adequately fits the physical dimensions of the area to be
sealed. 'Ihe O-ring will be used on the discharge valve of the ocmpressor which is cutly
used during maintenance of the unit and is not manipulated during unit operation. Man-
qualified 0-rings have been used on the refrigerant side of an MC unit at the plant
with no adverse effects or leakage incurred. @

'1he application of the gasket eliminator sealant, which has been used in the past on
non-qualified M C units, has proven to be of benefit. 'Stis sealant will enhance the
refrigerant's pressure boundary by preventing leakage at the gasket.

'Ihe subject changes do not increase the probability or possibility of systen malfunction
because they all ensure the integrity of the refrigerants pressure bourdary. Ioss of

i refrigerant could occur during nonnal system operation. '1his systen failure would
adversely affect the cooling capability of the unit. '1he subject changes made to the
refrigerant side of the unit lack the potential to create a new or different type of
system failure or malfunction frun that previously evaluated because loss of refrigerant
is foreseen as the limiting failure which can occur. 'Jhe subject changes do not affect
system setpoints or performance variables.

'Iherefore, the ability to maintain the Class 1E Rpipnent within the allowable limits as
specified by the 'Ibchnical specification is maintained. 'Ihe subject changes do not
cffeet the filtration or pressurization functions of the Class 1E Rpipnent Roan,

Heating, Ventilation, and Air Conditioning systans.

L
I

|

t
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SMTrY EVAMWr1CH: 89-SE-042 Revision: 0

Title: Modification Of Control Building Air Cmditioning thit

N -rintlan: Due to lack of suitable safety related replacenant material, this
modification supplements the worn out packing at the Control Rocan air omditiming (A/C)
unit (SGK04B) ocapressor's isolation valves with ncm-qualified O-rings to prevent the
leakage of refrierant. loctite gasket eliminator sealant will be applied to the paper
gaskets of several valves on the refrigerant side of the unit.

Safety Evaluation: 'Jhe Control Room A/C unit is safety related and provides the Control
Roca [ .wimi and equipment with a conditimed atmosshere during normal and accident
conditicms. '1his unit is in a mild envirmment post-accident (reference USAR 'Dable
3.11(B)-3, Sheet 111); therefore, the qualifications of this unit need not meet the
requirunents for harsh environment exposure.

'the O-rings to be utilized adequately fit the physical dimensions of the area to be
sealed. 'Ibese O-rings and the gasket eliminator sealant have been used on the
refrigerant side of an A/C unit at the plant with no adverse effects or leakage
incurred.

'Jhe packing already in the valves is not being removed. 'Ibe valves are nonaally open
isolation valves and any O-ring riaywlation due to ocmtact with the refrigerant will not g
inhibit the valves from performing as they would with any nonnal packing rwyaelation.

'Jhe subject changes do not increase the prr+=hi14ty or possibility of syistern malfunction
because they all enhance the integrity of the refrigerant's pressure boundary. Ioss of
refrigerant could occur during nonnal system operation. 'the subject changes lack the
potential to create a new or different type of systan failure or malfunction from that
previously evaluated because loss of refrigerant is foreseen as the limiting failure
which can occur. 'Ihe subject changes do not affect systen setpoints or performance
variables.

'Iherefore, the ability to maintain the Control Rocan within the allowable limits as
specified by the 'Ibchnical Specification is maintained. 'Ibe subject changes do not
affect the filtraticn or pressurization functions of the Control Roca Heating,
Ventilation, and Air Conditioning System.
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SAFErr EVAIIWrION: 89-SE-044 Revisicm 0

Titles hgoreg Procedure For Control Room Air Conditioning condenser Flow Data

r- .. W r= : 'this tmporary sucadare was developed in support of gathering system
cooling water potessure data of the Control Rocan air canditioning units, SGK04A and B.
'Denparary pressure and differential pressure gauges are being installed by the s w.dare
off of the drain and vent m .ecticms at each condenser. 'this instrmentaticn is not
reflected in IEAR Figure 9.4-1; therefore, the modification has introchaced a change to
the Control Building Heating, Ventilation and Air conditicming (HVAC) System from its
description in the LEAR.

Safety Bealuationt 'Ibe Essential Service Water (ESW) and the Control Bitiriing HVAC
piping is Seimic Category I and its design pressure is 200 pounds per square inch gauge
(psig). 'the total deadhead of an ESW punp is 361 feet, i.e.,156 peig. 'Ihe w....w.@
pipe fittings /musectors enployed in attaching the +v=ry instrumentation are capable
of maintaining system pressure. 'Ibe acht weight of agiroximately 5 pounds per gauge is
not rigidly maced to the system, but are wu.ected via a metal flex hose or
equivalent. 'Ihis ta='mrary connection method does not alter the seismicity of the
piping. Control Roam air conditioning unit rparahility and raltability are not affected
by ths +=mmry instrumentation because this instrumentation does not interface or
adversely affect system perfomance. Attaching the test gauges on the ESW and the
Control Billritng HVAC piping does not increase the prnhability or possibility of the
occurrence of equipnent malfunction or failure nor increase the consequences thereof.
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' anntrY EVAURTIG4: 89-SE-045 Revisicm 0

Mdition Of Electrical Maintenance Shop Building, title:

his waluation addresses the 30 feet by 75 feet addition to the
Electrical Maintenance Shop Bdiding, north and west of the Turbine Rdiding.Description

his addition does not intMa an impediment to the drainage
%e initiators of a flood occu.cs event have not been increased orSafet.y Evaluations

Review of the floodaround the plant.

affected by the Electrical Maintenance Shop Building addition. analysis has ocmcluded that no increase in flood hazards has been incurred by%e site flood
inucugsting the addition to the Electrical Maintamance Shop Rdiding. An
hasards analysis has not been wwidsed by the introduction of this addition.h is addition
above plant grade flood level event has not been created by this change.is remote to the hd1 dings housing equipment important to safety and does not #1ysically%erefore, this addition lacian the
or electrically interface with any plant equipnent.
ability to increase the malfunction consequonosa of plant equipment or influence theA Iwiew of the %chnical Specifications found no
reenwhility of any plant equipnent.
nargins reduced as a result of this addition.

ii311
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SAFlftY EVAURTICM 89-SE-045 Revision: 0 )
Title: Auxiliary Systm Heating, Ventilaticn And Air Conditioning Systm Valve Lineup

no-,** i mi t his sve dare change is being made to change the nomal positicn of globe
valve E V-148 fr m the open to closed position. %e subject sucadare specifies the
norm 1 Auxiliary kilding Heating, Ventilation and Air conditioning (HVAC) Systa valve
lineup status. mis valve is shown on USAR Figure 9.4-3 in the open position; hence, |
the ruc dare change introduces a change to the facility fra its descriptica in USAR. '

However, in USAR Secticn 9.4.3.2.3, the operation of the hwiliary hilding HVAC Syste
ic W ihad. Review of this text material leads one to the conclusion that this valve
should normally be in the closed positicn.

Valve E V-148 is in the hard pipe portion of the u wsdon between the containment-

hydrogen purge subsystem (HPS) puedaticn piping and the HVAC ductwork of the Bnergency
Exhaust Systa (EES). mis ocnnection feature is provided to control the ombustible

gaa concentraticn in Containment post-Ioss Of Coolant Accident (IOCA)losed.W e penetration
L

. ,

13 provided with motor operated isolation valves which are nomally c i

Following a IDCA, if the HPS is used, the air purged fra the Containment is ducted to
th3 EES for processing and release through the niit Vent. 'Ib protect the ductwork fra
over-pressurization mx1 to provide a means of maintaining the HPS flow within design
limits, globe valve GL V-148 is provided downstream of the outboard hy&ug-i purge ;!

'

Contalment isolation valve. Valve E V-148 is located in the South Electrical
; Penetration Rom and is manually adjustable fra there. Provided imediately downstream
j' of the valve is a pressure indicator for manitoring system pressure. - 2e syste flow

can be maintained within the design limits as the Containment pressure decreases by|

adjusting the valve as necessary to achiem the required down=Laam pressure.I

Safety Evaluaticm Changing the subject valve's status position to normally closed
removes the prv*mbility and possibility of over-pressurization of the ductwork upon '

occurrence of an inadvertent opening of the HPS puedation post-IOCA. %e ability to
control the purging of Containment post-IOCA has not been w uuised by the subject
change. Containment integrity is not affected by the subject change because the
Cantainment HPS isolation valves are not affected. After review and assessment of the
subject change, it is concluded that the change does not increase the consequences of
any previously evaluated USAR accidents or equipnent malfunctions, nor does it increase
the prnhah411ty or possibility of these events.

,_
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SMTIT EVAuWrION: 89-SE-047 Revision: 0

'Jitle: Off-Normal Procedure Change

'Ihe subject gMare change provides directicn to the Control Rocann=c%+4rwn:
operators on how to mitigate a Steam Generator (SG) tube leak within the capacity of one
Centrifugal carging Puup (CCP). '1his gMare change was initiated as a result of a
Westinghouse Owners Group letter en the potential for plug top laabga from instaHed
Westinghouse mechanical SG tube plug (s) due to stress corrosion cracking.

'Ihe gemiare actions added involve taking manual control of the Atmospheric Relief
valve (ARV) of the affected SG and closing it or running it from operation by closing
its manual block valve. This actim is taken when shutting the plant down after theIn the SGReactor and Turbine are manuaHy triged at approximately 30 gu t power.

USAR analysis, the Reactor trips autmaticany at 100 percent power
tube rupture (SGIR) faulted SG is assued in autmatic ocmtrol until RCS and secondaryand the ARV of the
pressures are equalized, h Control Rocan operators would enter the ==va cy gMure
in this situation as one CCP would not be capable of maintaining system pressure.-
Additional suci=:iare changes can for using the leaking SG(s) with the least activity
when the intact SGs are not available for cooling down and offsite power has been lost,
i.o., steam dunps to the Menser are not available.

Safety Evaluation: 'Ihese pdure changes were initially assumed to affect nuclear lil
safety in a way not previously evaluated in the USAR. However, after reviewing the
USAR, it is ocmcluded that these procedure changes faH within the bounds of the SGIR
accident analysis.

The Chapter 15 SGIR analysis considers a conplete severance of a single SG tube with
subsequent Reactor trip and a coincident station blackout. 'Ibese plant conditions
result in a steam discharge to the atmosphere through the SGs Safety and Relief Valves.
'Jhe control Rocan operators are expected to detennine that a SGIR has occurred and to
identify and isolate the affected SG within 30 minutes.

In calculating the radiological consequence of this acciuent, the steam releases frun'Ihison the SGs to the abaspere is considered until eight hourc after the accident.
accident discharge assumes that 17 percent of the Reactor coolant leakage flashes to
steam and is released directly to the environment along with an the noble gas activity
in the leakage flow. 'Ihe Residual Heat Removal (RHR) System is assumed to be in
operation to cool down the plant eight hours after the accident.

'Ihe Off-Nonnal Procedure actions of isolating the leaking SGs and isolating its
associated ARV are within the bounds of the previously evaluated USAR SGTR analysis.
The procedure action of taking manual control or blocking an ARV is not limited to just
cne SG if more than one SG has a sman primary to secondary leak. 'Ihese actions are in
a msnit with the USAR mitigation actions, (i.e., identify, isolate, cooldown). 'Ihev
SGIR analysis assumes that the SGs are au controHed (automatically) at the ARV
settings because it nodels the maxinum activity release. h ARV is not essential for
providing overpressure protection of its SG and associated piping because the Code

|

|
1

-

.
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EAPRIY EVATD tim : 89-SE-047 Revision: 0
,

Safety Evaluatim Ccntinued

Safety Relief valves remain avanable. 'Iherefore, razioving the operation of the
affected SG(s) ARV does not create or increase the possibility of a different type of
accident or equipnent nalfunction nor the consequences thereof. Failure of an ARV has
been previously evaluated, (reference USAR Table 10.3-3). Otly one ARV is required to
cool the plant down to there RHR can be cut in.

h geure does require that at least cne SG be naintained available for cooldown.
'!his action ocmplies with the Technical Specification in that it does not allow for
isolation of all SG ARVs. 'Ihis situation is possible if one ARV is out-of-servios, say
for naintenance, another ARV is considered as a single failure and the remaining two SGs
both have tube leaks. 'Jhese leakage conditions would have to be within the capability
of one CCP for the subject p d ure to be used. It is considered more likely that this
cituation would be handled by the amu.vancy sucedure.

h radiological consequences of this plant event would remain within the bounds of the,

| previously evaluated USAR SGIR analysis because the leakage flow would release less
'

activity to the environment than a break flow. Additionally, this conclusion is further
| supported by the evaluation made on the inpact of leakage frczn the secondary Code Safety
I valves on the Chapter 15 Accident Analysis. 'Ihis evaluation asstuned a leakage from the'

Safety Valves of up to 66 pounds per minute per SG after isolation of the affected SG
; during the SGIR accident, h radiological consequences of this event were well within
; the consequences of the Chapter 15 MIR analysis. 'Ihe radiological consequences of
5 using a leaking SG to cooldown the plant would be similar to those of a leaking safety

valve during a SGFIR which has been shown to be well within the bounds of the SG'IR
accident analysis.

,
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SMTW EVAIDATIOf: 89-SE-048 Revision: 0

Title: Installation Of locking Device On Generator Exciter Air Cooler Valve
!upticm '1his t===>y nodification allows for the installation of a locking bar

and backup locking device to generator exciter air cooler Closed Cooling Water Systm
(CtrWS) outlet t=pamture control valve EB W-36, to lock the valve in the fully open
position. 'Jhe operating lever to EB W-36 broke between the valve qmtor and sta
cllowing the valve to go closed, cutting off ~the cooling utw; Lu the generator exciter ,

#coolers. By locking EB W-36 in the fully open positicn, downstream gate valve EB V-14
can be throttled to control the tanperature until EB 'IV-36 can be permanently Ispaired. '

r
Safety Evaluation: 'Jhe CIONS receives heat frm the Turbine Biiiding miscellaneous
plant equipnent and rejects it to the Service Water Syste. 'Jhe CIfWS serves no safety

I function and has no safety design basis. In the C[cWS heat exchanger, heat is rejected
to the service wter passing through the tubes.

'Ihe USAR states that cooling wter flow rate to the elmsydraulic control (DC)
ooolers, Steam Generator feed pm p turbine lube oil coolers, and generator exciter air
cooler is regulated by autanatic control valves. Control valves in the cooling wter

,

outlet from these units are throttled in response to +vature signals frm the fluid -

being cooled. '1he subject modification provides conpensatory actions for the removal of|

| this valve's function kr manually throttling downstream gate valve EB V-014. 'Ihis -

ocupensatory action is satisfactory for the exciter's air cooler operation. It is '

,
Iwv=anded that exciter air taramture be monitored and valve EB V-014 be throttled-

b accordingly to neet oooling needs. Air side t=pamture alarms are provided; therefore, i

P indication of high exciter air tenperatures are provided by design.

| '1he subject changes and coupensatory actions do not increase the prnhnhility,
possibility or consequences of any previously evaluated eqaignant inportant to safetyi

'

malfunctions or accidents because they do not degrade or adversely affect any physical
safety barriers nor safety system performance functions.

|
|

|
|

|
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SMTIY WAtimTICm: 89-SE-049 Revision 0

Title: 0-ring Replacement

h -r-Intion: An emargency tymry nodification installed a ncrl-safety related, non- ;

qualified 0-ring fruit tool rom stock to replace a damaged, safety related Viton 0-ring ;
between the check valve and foutwey block valve on the ami Train hyrimnlic actuator of
Peedwater Isolation Valve (PWIV) AE FV-40. |

;

Safety Evaluation: 'Ihe safety evaluation, conpleted after the installation of the |

emergency taiporary modification, concluded that since the age, condition or material of I

the replacement 0-ring is unknown or cannot be detamined, the reliability of the valve |to perform its safety function is indeterminate.
{

Upon verbal notification of the results of the safety evaluation, a 24-hour action
ctatament was entered and the indeterminate O-ring was replaced with a qualified 0-ring.

j 'Ihe Plant Safety Review Conmittee concurred that since the potentially nonconfoming
:

I

material was replaced, an unreviewed safety question no longer exists.
i
|

1

|

|

l

|

|
|

|

|
|
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SAFErY EVAnwrION: 89-SE-050 Revision: 0

Title: Ti gerery Ranyval Of Acid Neutralization Tanks Fran Service

W rtion: This tymry suc.iure allows for the temry plugging of the drain
.

lines to acid neutralization tanks 'ILE03 and TLE04 and running the tanks from servloe.
These tanks need to be +==nnmelly rusyved to facilitate inspection. After the tanks
are runyved the floor drains will be plugged and the pipes blind flanged at the tank.

Acid neutralization tank TLE03 is locatai at the north end of the Turbine Building at
the 2000 feet elevatim. The floor drains fran the PKil,12 (125 volt) battery roam go
to this tank. Acid neutralizing tank TLE04 is located in the Comunication Corridor at
the 2000 feet elevation. 'Ihe floor drains from PK13,14 (125 volt) battery ro:xn and the
NK11,12,13,14 (125 volt) battery rooms go to this tank.

Safety Evaluation: These tanks and associated drain systems are part of the Oily waste
collection system. The LEAR describes how each battery rom floor drain network is
provided with an acid neutrali.zation tank designed to neutralize the anount of acid
cantained within approximately 25 percent of the battery cells in the event of a break
in the batteries. 'asiporarily runwing the neutra1Mrug tanks does not increase the
probability of occurrence of previa 2 sly evaluated accidents.

The anount of fluid cantained within the batteries does not ocmstitute a flood hazard.
Any leakage will be confined to the battery room floors. In the case of gross breakage,
the fluid could flow under the battery room doors and into the open Olly Waste floor
drains of the adjoining ro ms. In any case, the spilled electrolyte can be nanually

3 neutralized or diluted and the floors and drains flushed.

The consequences of this +a=nn=ry change do not affect the Control Building positive
pressurization = = hi14ty. 'Ihe potentially noxious and corrosive vapors will be vented
fra the rooms by the normal ventilation systems in the same manner as designed. No
increase or different release pathway has been created by this tamnnmry change. 'Ihe
control Room habitability has not been usudsed since the Heating, Ventilation and
Air Conditiming Systems which provide a function inportant to safety have not been
effected or been introduced to an increase in malfunction prnhability.
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SAFETY EVAU RTIQW: 89-SE-051 Revision: 0

Title: Scaffolding Request

W Fi=: his evaluation approves the Wrary placenant of scaffolding inside the
exhaust duct of the Diesel hilding ventilation system. 'Jhe load on the scaffolding
dock shall be limited to less than 400 pounds. The load will be distributed on the
turning vanes. Se supports will be run above or as close as possible to the existing
supports and will be secured to the vanes whero possible to parasit novament.
Scaffolding is to be held captive in the duct and introduces no adverse seismic
concerns.

Safety Evaluation: Placing scaffolding inside the exhaust duct of the Diesel B141 ding
ventilation system will block appmdmately 25 pit of the exhaust duct cross
sectional areas. Bis will not affect the Train "A" anargency Diesel Generator
operation if the supply air systan is operating because the supply air system is the
prinary source of contustion air for the diesel engine.

However, to assure a source of ocnbustion air, regardless of the operating status of the
supply air system, exhaust danper GM HZ-9 opens autmatically upon a diesel start.
%erefore, the exhaust duct serves as a backup source of combustion air.

'Ib naintain the assurance of adequate carnbustion air, danper GM TZ-1A in the supply
ductwork will be opened for the duration of the exhaust duct blockage. Ventilation fan
CX2401A does not need to operate to provide combustion air.

R
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SMTN EVAURTICM 89-SE-052 Revisicn 0
and 89-SE-053 Revision: 0

Title: Daupry Exhaust Heater Control Jtmpars

w *ir t 1hese t=mrary nailfications allow tanporary jtmpers around the masterr
and slave silicon control rectifier (SCR) power controllers in the Linupacy Exhaust
heating coils, EGG 10A and EGG 10B. The SCR power controllers receive input frtsn noisture
detectors and act to ensure relative htanidity is maintained below 70 paroent. These
modifications are being made due to malfunctioning of the SCR power controllers to
maintain operability of the EGG 10A and EG310B until suitable repairs can be ocmpleted.
2his nndification will apply full voltage to the heaters at all times wheri exhaust fans
03G02A and CI;02B are operating.

Safety Evaluatirst: Uhe L mpicy Exhaust System is safety related and is required to
function following a design basis accident and to maintain the plant in a safe shutdown
ocndition. Uhese modifications will assure that inocning air to emergency filter
Mer units PGG02A and RI;02B is maintained below 70 paroent humidity as required by
LISAR Section 9.4.2.2.3. Uhis configuraticm will not disturb the high t=parature alarms
associated with the charcoal filters for PG302A and PG302B. Addition of the jtmper will
not affect the seismic response of the units.

h

:

|

|

|
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SAFET EVAREFICN 89-SE-054 Revisiant 0

Title: Reactor Coolant Punp Seal Return Alternate Flowpath

na -Hption: In order to facilitate the local Isak Rate % sting (LIRT) of Penetration
P-24 in the Reactor Coolant Punp (RCP) seal water return line, all flow through the
p==Lation mast be stopped. mis can be acocmplished by diverting the RCP seal water
return flow to the Reactor coolant Drain Tank (RCDP), 'mB09. his gocolare places a
junper frun a drain u.ni-ction in the seal return line to a drain connection in the
excess letdown line to the RCUr. We junper is upstream of Penetration P-24 and permits
isolation of the penetration valves for LIRT. All RCP seal return flow is diverted
through the jtmper into the excess seal return line to the RCUr. W e seal return line
ncininal flow is 12 gallons per minute (gpn). We excess letdown line is designed for a
flow rate of 24 gpn. Wus, a miniman seal water flow rate can be maintained through the
excess letxiown line to the RCDr.

Safety Evaluation: Se junper is one inch ncxninal pipe size, as are the drain
vau-ctions downstream of the excess letdown to seal water heat exchanger line drain
valve B3 V-454, and the excess letdown to RCDP line drain valve BG V-580, to which the
jtsiper would be connected. %e seal return line is a tut >-inch line and the excess
letdown line is a one-inch line. However, due to pressure reduction in the RCP seals
and throttling on cambined RCP seal number 1 leak-off return throttle valve BG V-202,
the one-inch junper and eno-inch excess letdown lines are adequately sized to accept the
seal return flow and not cause an ovem assure situation in the lines nor cause

,

increased back pressure on the RCP seals.
] me Wrey junper is a stainless steel, double bmiM flexible hc>se or equivalent.

Being flexible, the drain lines that are u.Ad60ted by this junper will not be rigidly
connected. %e drain line at BG V-454 is off a Seismic Category I line and the drain
line BG V-580 is off a non-Seismic Category I line. %e flexible hose ensures that the
seismic qualification of the Category I line is not effected and is naintained.
Failures of the drain line to piping connections, as a type, are discussed in USAR
Secticri 3.6.2.1.1.b. W e hose has a working pressure of 1000 pounds per square inch
(psi), and a test pressure of 1500 psi. W e piping to which tne junper is connected is
150 pound design line. %e hose is non-Oualified but all fluid passing through it will
be going to radweste, i

Installing the junper and rerouting the seal water return flow will not increase the
probability of occurrence of a previously evaluated accident. Any seismic conoarn
presented by the junper is eliminata1 by the use of a flexible hose.

%e routing of the seal water return flow is not inportant to safety. We Containment
isolation valves, which are bypassed by this procedure, will Imain oparable. We back
pressure on the RCP seals is maintained by the sane throttle valve (B3 V-202) as normal.

%e seal water return, in the event of an accident, will rmain in the Containment.
mis is true for the normal return path as well as the excess letdown flow path to the
RCDP because both discharge paths fmn Containment isolate on Containment Isolation
Signal Phase "A".
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Safety Evaluation Continued

me operation of the RCDr is not affected. %e operatica of Containment isolation ,

valves is not affected. %e seal water return servce no safety related function. h
consequences of a nelfunction of equipnent important to safety is not increased.

If either erri of the junper were to fail, this would be the sane as if the drain line to
BG V-454 had failed and would be an ASME Class 2 branch intersection break which has
been analyzed in LEAR Section 3.6.2.1.1.b.

me Containment isolation valves on the seal water return line are not affected by this
procedure. %ey will continue to be operable. here is no other equipnant important to,

| safety involved with this p.veadure.

Seal water return is not discussed in hWeal Specifications.

|

|

|
l

|
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SAFETY EVAURTICM: 89-SE-056 Revision: 0
Title: Essential Service Water Systm Chanical Treatent Prshau

Dar ciptirnt %is tvary nodification will inject a biocide and corrosion inhibitor
into the Essential Service Water (ESW) Train "A" supply line in the basmant of the
control Building at the one-inch drain connection EP V-103 to help fornulate what
pamanent design changes should be unde for the impleantation of a chanical treat: ment
p.up-u to mitigate corrosion and biofouling. Be injection method will use netaring
punpa taking suction frm a 55 gallon drum, and by wny of stainless steel tubing, inject
into the ESW line. '1his injection process is not reflected on USAR Figure 9.2-2;
therefore, the tenparary nodification has introduced a change to the ESW System fran itsdescription in tJe USAR.

Safety Evaluation %e ESW drain line is Seismic Category I and has a design pressure
of 200 pounds per square inch gauge (psig). %e total deadhead of the ESW punp is 361feet, i.e., 156 psig. %e connemtal pipe fittin
connection shall maintain systen design pressure.gs and tubing connected at the draint

%e tubing does not rigidly couple
the injection equiptent loads to the ESW System. %e seismicity of the drain connection
is not adversely affected. A check valve is provided in the discharge of the netcring

In the unlikely event the tubing is severed, the calculated flow los: at thepmp.
total developed head pressure of the punp would be approximately 13 gallons per minute
(gpa) . mis amount of cooling water loss is insignificant upon systen operation when
ocmpared to the required design flow of 13,553 gpn and current ESW pmp flow test data.

We injectica probe penetrates into the 30-inch main header. mis prote is made of
stainless stoel and is approxinntely 3/8 inch outside diameter. It is highly unlikely
for a portion of this stainless steel probe to break; but if it did, it would repreeent
a small piece of aebris in the open cycle ECW cooling circuit. %is debris would nest
likely renain en the bottan of the 30-inch supply header in the basenent of the control.

M4Ning arti not be swept up in the fluw to a higher elevaticn. mis piece of debris is
d===i not capable of causing any inmiiate or significant degradation to any safety

.

related heat exenanger such that it would wymnise its function because of the debris'
small size, low pressure (less than 200 psig), and tanperature (less than 95 degree
Fahrenheit) anvironment exposure. Ileat exchanger tube failure, which is ru:otely
possible, is not to be crnsidered as a different type of malfunction because this

'

l nalfunction hac been evaluated.
!

Chemical review of the pyropospate inhibitor, s11micide nicrobial contml agent, and
the calcium posphate scala inhibitor by Chanistry personnel has concluded that these
chemicals pose no nere of a health hazard than chenicals or cleaning agents already in
use or stored at the plant (e.g., chlorine, hydrogen, carten dioxide, sulfuric acid,
sodium hydroxide). Se blocide chenicals and inhibitor placed in the basanant of the
control Building, if spilled, would not introduce a hazardous chenical release. %ese
chemicals pose no threat to the habitability of the Control Rom, Ibbitability of the
control Rom due to an unlikely spill of the blocide and irstibitors is not cuv roiJ sed
because evaluation of these chemicals has shown than to be ncn-toxic. A berm is
provided to contain any spills if they occur. Acid leaks and subsequent noxious gases
have been evaluated within the Control Building because of the inttery tanks. We

!
i

I

:

I
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Safety Bvaluatim Oxttinued

disdarge of the fire extinguishers, Halen systen disdarges into the cable trenches and i

chases, and the leakage of the Control Room air ounditioning 'mit refrigernat have also
been swa1.uated within the Cmtrol Roarn. 'Ihese events beamd any possible Insards whidt ,

>

ocad.d rcsult frun ca walkely spill of the biocide and inhibitor fluids in the Centrol
Building basanent.

;
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SAP 21Y EVAumTION: 89-SE-057 Revision: O and 1

Title: Sarvice Water Syntan Chemical Treatsnent P%=u

W ption: '1his vrary acxilfication will ptwide the flexibility to inject
chemicals into the Sarvice Water Systan (SW) by connecting injecticn equipnent on the
discharge line fmn Service Water Pmps "A" or "C" at one-inch drain mue2.lons located
in the Circulating Water Screenhouse (CWSH). 'Jhis flexibility pzwides the ability to
ame the injection point to the discharge of an operating Service Water Punp in case a
punp is taken out of service. h potential chemical injection points are not reflected
on USAR Figure 9.2-1; therefore, the t v rary modification has introduced a change to
the SW fmn its description in the USAR.

Safety Evaluatimt h SW is not Seismic Category I and serves no safety related
function < h CNSH has no nuclear safety design and contains no safety related
equipnant. Connecting the injection equipnent en the SW does not W any nuclear
safety feature of this system because it has none. '1he chemical drum will be provided
with a bem to contain any possible spills. During normal plant operations, the SW
ptwides cooling water to the ESW loads in addition to the SW loads. If the 3/8-inch
stainless steel injection probe broke off, which is deemed highly unlikely, it would be
captured by the in-line SW strainer which has 1/16-inch wide stainless steel strainer
clements. It is not possible that this debris could be swept into the ESW.

Chemical rwiew of the tolytriazole-type corrosion inhibitor and the calcium phosphate
scale inhibitor by Chemistry personnel has concluded that these chemicals Iose no more
of a health hazard than chandaals or cleaning agents already in use or stored at the

3 plant (e.g., chlorine, hydrw, carbon dioxids, sulfuric acid, sodium hydroxide).
'Iblytriazole is a chemit;al currently used at the plant. '1hese corrosion and scale
inhibitors, if spills <d, would not introduce a hazardous chenical release. h se
chenicals pose no threst to the habitability of the Control Room.

Assesament of the effects this arxilficaticn has on the malfunction prnhnhility or
possibility of equipnent important to safety has concluded no increase in the frequency
of this equipnent's malfunction occurrence. h reliability, capability, and integrity
of the ESW in providing onoling flow to the plant during accident conditions has not
been da;rraded by the subject terary nrxilfication.
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SAPH1Y IWIWrICM: 89-SE-059 Revision: 0

Title )tnitoring Of 'Ihe Essential Service Water Systm Chemical Treatment Pr%=n

Dancription: 'Ihis tenporary mxiification is to monitor the effectiveness of a chetical
treatmmt pr%=n to mitigate corrosicn and biofouling by conrsting nonitoring
equipnet to the Essential Service Water (ESW) Train 'A" supply line in the ESW
Paphouse at 3/4-inch vent EF V-126. 'Ihe nethod of nonitoring the ESW cooling water is
by using a hose fran the vent connection to bring a water sanple to the nonitoring
equipment. 'Ihis nonitoring capability is not reflected on USAR Figure 9.2-2; therefore, ,

the tyrary modification has introduced a change to the ESW Systen from its
description in the USAR.

Safety Evaluation: 'Jhe ESW vent connection is Seismic Category I and has a design
pressure of 200 pounds per square inch gauge (psig). 'Jhe total deadhead of the ESW punp
10 361 feet, i.e., 156 psig. 'Ihe u ... w.ial pipe fittings and hose w..ected at the

I vent connecticn shall maintain system design pressure. 'Ibe hose between the nonitor and
hard pipe does not rigidly couple the monitoring equipnent loads to the ESW Systen, h '

seiamte design of the vent w cdon is not adversely affected by the nochanical
w..avdon introduced by the modification. 'Ihe hose shall be secured to prevent adverse
whip and spray effects in the unlikely event its severanoe. If severed, Punphouse
flooding is not possible as adequate drainage is provided. If the hose is severed, the
emimlated f1w out of the 3/4-inch globe valve with it wide open at the total developed
head pressure of the pap would ba approximately 88 gallons per minute (gpm). 'Ihis
anount of cooling water loss is insignifloant upon system operation when empared with ,

g the design requirement flow of 13,563 gpn and current ESW punp f1w test data.
,

Assessment of the effects this notification has on the malfunction pr*hility or
possibility of the ESW System has concluded no increase in the frequency of ESW
equipment malfunction occurrence. W reliahility, capability, and integrity of the ESW
Systan in providing cooling flow to the plant during accident conditicns has not been
degraded by this tanporary nodification.

i

|
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SAPfmf EVAM RTIGi: 89-SE-060 Revision: 0

Titles; Central Chilled Nater Heat Exchanger CN=iml Treatment P%u

n--wayirwu his tymry modification is being inplemented to test the treatment of
Central Chilled Natar heat exchanger SGB01A with an ircm corrosion inhibitor and a
biocide. %e modification connects injection equipment to the Service Water System
supply line at the 1-inch connection EA V-086 located in the Ctumunications Corridor.
%is nodification is to be acomplished by using metering pumps taking suction frm a 55
gallon drum and injecting througa tubing into connection EA V-086. mis injection

- process is not reflected on USAR Figure 9.2-1; therefore, the +=mmry nodification has
introduced a change to the Service Nater Syst a (SW) from its description in the USAR.

Safety Evaluation: W SGB01A heat exchanger is part of the Central Chilled Nater
Syst s and this system serves no safety function. %e nodification is localized to the
Communications enrritine which has no nuclear safety design and contains no safety
related equipment. Se chemicals will be drawn frun the drum which will have a bann for
containment of any possible spills. %e Ccamunications Corridor is outside of the
Centrol Building. Unlikely failure of the stainless steel injection probe would

-introduce a piece of debris in the open SW. mis debris would not introduce any adverse
conditions to any equipnent inportant to safety because there is ncme of this type of
equipnent in the downstream flow path. We injection connection is not Seismic Category
I and is designed to B31.1 pipe code. h ccznmercial pipe fittings and tubing connected
at the vent connection maintains system design pressure.

% Chanical review of the tolytriazole-type inhibitor, slimicide microbial control agent,
and the pyrophosphate inhibitor by Chemistry personnel has concluded that these
chemicala pose no nore of a health hazard than chamimls or cleaning agents already in
use or stored at the plant (e.g., chlorine, hydrogen, carbon dioxide, sulfuric acid,,

sodium hyiroxide). Tolytriazole is a chemical currently used at the plant. %ese
chemicals, if spilled, would not introduce a hazardous cb=Im1 release. h chemicals
pose no threat to the habitability of the Control Rocm.

Assessment of the effects this nodification has on the malfunction prr+=hility or
possibility of equipnent important to safety has concluded no increase in the ftmuency
- of this equipnents' malfunction occurrence. h reliability, capnhility, and nN grity
of equipment inportant to safety that provides cooling flow to the plant during accident
conditions has not been degraded by the subject temporary nodification.

1

|
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SAFWIT EVAM RTION: 89-SE-062 Revision: 0

Title: Administrative USAR Changes

W ntions h subject USAR change ackfresses admi.nistrative changes. We changes
occur in USAR Section 13.1, " Organizational Structure of the Operating Agent." %e area
of change is in the responsibility of the Supervisor Operations and the Supervisor
Operations Support. %e Fire Protection Coordinator will no longer be responsible to
the Supervisor Operations Support but to the Supervisor Operations. %e Supervisor
Radwaste will no longer report directly to the Manager Operations but to the Supervisor
Operations, who still reports to the Manager Operations. %e newly created position of
Water Treatment Cmvriinator will report to the Supervisor Operations.

Safety Evaluation: No safety barriars, physical or operational, have been affected by
this change. Malfunction of equipment prr+ahi14 ties and consequences have not been
increased by the subject change. Plant hard.are is rot affected by this change. %e
functional requirements of the onsite and offsite organizations and the qualification
requirements of the unit staff as specified by Technical Specifications 6.2.1 and 6.2.2
are maintained with no reducticm introduced,

t

1
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SMTrY EVAURFION: 89-SE-063 Revision: 0

Titlet Heaval Of Door For 'Ibndon Surveillance Ram Passage

harw intion Pressure Door 15011 is being remcned for approximately four hours to
pamit passage of a hydraulic ram used for testing the Contalment tendons, h ram is
cylindrical in shape and is approximately 30 inches in diameter and 6 feet in length.
'the subject door is on the 2047 level of the Auxiliary Building and provides a pressure
boundary and fire barrier. 'Ihis doorway is not part of the Control Room boundary but is
part of the Control Rom pressurization boundary. 'Jhis door is not required to M leak
tight.

Safety Evaluation: When the door is removed, a fire immimant shall be inpleanted to
prevent any increase in Li.te hazards fr m occurring. Should a Control Rom Ventilation
Isolation Signal (CRVIS) occur when the door is renoved, the doorway shall be sealed off
with 3/4-inch fire retardant plywocxi and taped. 'Jhe plywood will overlap the door
opening and will be provided with 2-inch by 4-inch stiffeners for additional strength.
This action will ensure the eramhility of the Control Rocu Ensiu.vancy Ventilation
Systems (GEVS) in maintaining a positive pressure of 1/4-inch water gauge (w.g.) in the
Control Roca.

Technical Specification 3/4.7.6 requires two independent CREVSs to be eramble in all
nodes. 'Ihe CREVS has never been tested in the CRVIS alignment vith this passage way
open. 'Iberefore, it is unknown what affect this will have on the system. To remove
this doubt, the corrective action of sealing the passage way is to be taken if a CRVIS
should occur when the door is renoved. 'Jhis action shall be ermiinated between the

; work group and the Control Rots.

'Ihis door provides access to the Train "B" CREVS Room. 'Ihis room is in a mild
environment post-accident, (reference USAR Table 3.ll(B)-2). 'Jhe exposure of the tape
to chlorine is of no consequence because the pressurization fans are secured during a
chlorine event. 'Ihe subject nodification provides corrective actions for ensuring the
fulfillment of the safety functions of the CREVS during CRVIS, therefore, maintaining
the plant within previously evaluated accident consequences.

All accidents in Chapter 15 of the USAR were considered. No prnhabilities were
increased for any accidents postulated by briefly removing the subject door because it
does not affect the initiator variables of these accident occurrences. 'Ibe door being
reoved briefly does not increase the prnhability or oansequences of malfunctions to
equipment due to missiles, tornado, or seismic events because it provides none of these
types of protection barriers. Aau.giate fire protection and cmpensatory
pressurization actions will be taken when the door is removed. Radiological and toxic
gas accidents have been evaluated. Assessment of the subject change concludes that it
lacks the potential to introduce a different type of accident. 'Ihe consequences of a
radiological or chlorine event has not been increased because infiltration and
exfiltration rates have not been cmprmised. Control Roca isolation rummm,
pressurization, and filtration equipent will not be impaired. Ioss of pressurization
function has not been introduced by rmoving the door briefly because adequate neasures
are provixied to cmpensate for any loss in pressurization ability. With cmpensatory
measures in place, the operability of the CREVSs to perform their function as defined in
Technical Specification 3/4.7.6 bases is maintained.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . _ . . . _ _ .. _
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SAFETY EVAURPION: 89-SE-065 Revision: O and 1

Title: DominamiW Water Storage Tank Iow Invel Switch

W ntion: 'Ihis tenmmry nodification allows for the sinulation of a normal tank
level for the Domineralized Water (DW) Storage Tank. The recent cold weather has frozen
the level instrument sensing line off of the DW Storage Tank located in the plant yard.
. Jhis candition has caused the instrument to fail low actuating the low level switch'

which prevents transfer punp operation. '1his tvary modification will allow
operation of the transfer punps for plant demineralized water needs.

Safety Evaluation: 'Jhe Domineralized Water Storage and Transfer Systan (DNSTS) stores
water for use upon demand for makeup within the plant. The DNSTS receives filtered and
domineralized water fran the Demineralized Water Hakeup Syste (DelS). The systen
consists of one DR Storage Tank, two redundant transfer punps connected in parallel, one
degasifier and associated piping, valves, controls, and instrumentation. 'Jhe DWSTS has
no active or passive safety function, has no safety design basis, and is not required to
cchieve or maintain safe shutdown.

'Jhe automatic low level switch feature is provided for economic reasons to protect the
punpa from damage during low tank levels. These panps are a part of the DHSTS which
provides no active or passive safety function. Iocal tank level indication is available
for manual pung operation. Defeating the low level switch function does not increase
the malfunction prnhnhility, possibility, or consequences of equipment inportant to
safety malfunction because this equipments' seismic, envi.i.umeral, Class lE electrical,
or physical protection features have not been affected,

a
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OCERBCTIVE WCRK REQUEST DISPOSITIGt 02691-86 Revisim: 1
and 91744-86 Revision: 1
and 00392-87 Revision: 0

Title: Essential Service Water System Valves Replacement 'Ibrque Swite'n Limiter Plates

m=m-intim: 'Ihis disposition allows for the purchase or fabrication of new limiter
plates or the modification of limiter plates with a smaller setting ianber for use as
replacment torque switch limiter plates. Cw.wetive Work Request _ Disposition 02691-86,
Revision 1, addresses the limiter plate for Essential Service Water (ESW) "A" to
Contalment air coolers isolation valve EF W-033, which has been evaluated for sub--
part classification and has been classified as non-safety related and non-seismic.
Corrective Work Request Disposition 91744-86, Revision 1, addresses the limiter plate
for ESW "A" frm Containment air coolers isolatim valve EF W-045, which has been
evaluated for sub-part classification and has been classified as non-safety relatedi

| and non-seismic. Corrective Work Request Disposition 00392-87, Revisim 0, addresses
the limiter plate for ESW "B" to Ultimate Heat Sink isolation valve EF W-038, which has
been evaluated for sub-part classification and has been classified as non-safety
related and non-seismic.

All notor operate:n valves were designed to have limiter plates, h limiter plate is a
small metal part on the torque switch to limit the torque switch setting to a maxinum
design value. It provides a physical administrative limit to' prevent a crafts person
'fr m setting the torque switca above that limit without additional technical direction.
.During normal torque switch actuation, the limiter plate is not used to transmit any

- . load; however, the limiter plate provides a backup function in case of failure at the
setting screw.

Safety Evaluatim: h limiter plates do not control the valves'- ah411ty to open or
. close, maintain pressure boundary, contribute debris to a fluid system, or impact any
other safety related item, h limiter plates are not Seismic Category I or II/I. '1he
limiter plates cannot create a different type of malfunctim than what has already been

.

|. evaluated in the USAR. h margin of safety of Technical Specification 3/4.7.4
L Essential Service Water Syst m Bases will not change with this design change. N

Essential Service Water Systs will have sufficient cooling capacity for continued
operation of safety related equipnant during normal and accident conditions.

u
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00RRBCFIVE MRK REQUEST DISPOSITION: 04886-86 Revision: 1

Title: Residual Heat Remwal Systan Valve Replacenant 'Ibrque Switch Limiter Plate

M Fim: 'Atis dispositim allows for the purchase or fabrication of a new limiter
plate or the modification of a limiter plate to obtain the desired thrust and limiter
plate setting for use as a replacement torque switch limiter plate for contaiment
recirculation sunp to Residual Heat Remwal (RHR) punp "A" suction isolation valve FJ
}W-8811A. '1he limiter plate for FJ }W-8811A has been evaluated for sub-part
classification and has been classified as non-safety related and non-seismic.

All motor operated valves were designed to have limiter plates. She limiter plate is a
anall metal part on the torque switch to limit the torque switch setting to a mav4==
design value. It provides a physical administrative limit to prevent a crafts person
fran setting the torque switch above that limit without additional technical direction.
During normal torque switch actuatim, the limiter plate is not used to transmit any
-load; however, the limiter plate provides a backup function in case of failure at the -
-setting screw.

. This valve is a torque closed gate valve whose safety function is to open on a Safety
Injection Signal and two-out-of-four Refueling Water Storage Tank " low-low level"
signals, h failure of the close torque switch setting screw and a seating thrust
greater that the operator cambi14ty would have to occur sinultaneously to prevent the
valve fran -fnming its safety function.

Safety Eval *im: A failure of the limiter plate will not change the result of a
failure of FJ IN-8811A and will not immaa the w=-;je of a malfunction in the
Train "A" RHR System. She limiter plate does not control the valve's ability to open or
. close, maintain pressure hwvlag, contribute debris to a fluid system, or inpact any
other safety related itan. She limiter plate is not Seismic Category I or II/I. h
limiter plate cannot create a different type of malfuncticm than what has already been
evaluated in the USAR. h margin of safety of Technical Specification 3/4.5.2,
3/4.5.3, 3/4.5.4, 2/4.7.4 &=urzscy Core Cooling System (EOCS) Bases will not change
with this design change. h ECCS Subsystan (RHR) will provide long term core cooling
capmht1ity in the recirculation mode during the accident recovery period.

I
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00RRECTIVE MRK REQUEST DISPOSITICM 05142-86 Revision: 1

Title: Reactor Coolant System Valve Replacenent 'Ibrque Switch Limiter Plate

untim: 'Ihis disposition allows for the fabrication of a new limiter plate or the
nodificaticm of a limiter plate to obtain the p.vpr:u: setting for use as a replacementI

torque switch -limiter plate for Pressurizer power operated relief valve inlet isolatico
L valve BB W-8000A. '1he limiter plate for BB W-8000A has been evaluated for sub-part

classification and has been classified as non-safety related and non-seismic.

I' . All notor operated valves were designed to have limiter plates. '1he limiter plate _is a
small natal part on the torque switch to limit the torque switch setting to a maximum

D design value. It provides a physical administrative limit to prevent a crafts person
frm setting the torque switch above that limit without additional technical direction.
During normal torque switch actuation, the limiter plate is not used to transmit any

| load; however, the limiter plate provides a backup function in case of failure at the
| setting screw.
|
' 'lhis backup function for the motor operated gate limit close valves only would be used
[ if the valve hits an obstruction or the operator has a failure, i.e. position switch ,

' failure or internal friction in the open direction since the torque switch is not wired
in the close circuit.

Safety Evaluatim: A failure of the limiter plate will not change the result of a
failure of BB W-8000A to close on deand since Pressurizer vent flow. isolation is
provided by the alternate series isolation valves. h limiter plate does not control -

, ' Jthe valve's ability to open or close, maintain pressure boundary, contribute debris to a,

-fluid syst s , or impact any other safety related item, h limiter plate is not Seismic
Category I or II/I. h limiter plate cannot create a different type of malfunction-
than what has already been evaluated in the USAR.

h margin of safety of 'Dechnical Specification 3/4.4.4 Reactor Coolant System, 3/4.7.4
Relief Valves will not change with the design change. h remotely operated block
valves provides'a positive shut-off capability should a relief valve W ine m m hle.

L
1
|
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CORRECTIVE NCRK REQUEST DISPOSITICM: 06331-88 Revision: 0

Title: Teflon Gaskets Replacement 1

M r*i rwu his corrective work request identifies Teflon gaskets supplied for the
boric acid transfer puup were installed in the boric recycle punps and the waste
evaporator distillate punp.

Safety Evaluations h Teflon gasket is the correct gasket and material for the boron
recycle punps. Se waste evaporator distillate punp should use a Hycar Buna N gasket

,

but per the vendor, the Teflon gasket is acceptable. - h gasket material (Teflon or
Hycar Buna N) serves no safety design. basis with the referenced pung which is installed
for non-safety related, non-special scope application.

.
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. Attachment to WM- 90-0060-
Pcgs 203 of 241

03RECTIVE IGK REQUEST DISFOSITION: 06336-88: Revision: 0

Title: Teflon Gaskets Replaoment

W Fim: 'Jhis corrective work request identifies Teflon gaskets supplied for the
recycle evaporator feed punp were installed in the boric acid transfer punps.

. Safety Evaluatim Per the vendor, the Teflon gasket is suitable for either
cpplication. However, Hycar Buna N is the material of choice for the boric acid
transfer punps.

-'Jhe boric acid transfer ptmps are listed as safety related in the quality list because
part of this system functions along with other systes to borate the Reactor Coolant
Systs to cold shutdown canditions. .'lhe punps' function is not necessary to assure the
Reactor Coolant pressure boundary.

,

:
I
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(XRREC1'IVE T(RK REQUEST DISNSITIGt 06338-88 Revision: 0

. Title: Deflector Replaoment

unticri: '1his corrective work request identified a concern that two deflectors
originally supplied for boron injection nakeup punp PBG08 were installed in wasta
evaporator concentrates punp SHB09 (ASME III, Class 3) and waste nonitor tank punp
PHB01B (ASME III, Class 3). 'Ihe waste evaporator concentrates pump and the waste
nonitor tank punp are classified as special scope. The subject deflector was
supplied as Quality Assurance Code "heu.clal/Nonsafety". '1he waste evaporator
concentrates punp and the waste nonitor tank punp are both Goulds model 3196 ST punps.
All Gould nodel 3196 pumps (regardless of size) have a standard oil deflector which.is
nede of a glass reinforced nylon naterial.

_ Safety Evaluation: 'Ihe deflectors installed in SHB09 and PHB01B are the correct
deflectors. 'lhe only function the deflector serves is to prevent oil fran splashing.

. RWiess of whether the deflector is located in a safety related or ncm-safety related
punp, it serves no safety related function. '1herefore, the safety design bases of -

- PHB01B and SHB09 have not bem adversely affected by the application of the subject
deflectors.
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"

Page 205 of 241

OQRRECTIVE MRK REQUEST DISPOSITION: 06472-88' Revision: 0

TLtle: 'Ibrque Am Assembly Replacement

W tion: 'Ihis disposition adiresses the use of a torque am assembly procured fori

Reactor Coolant Icop drain baarhr isolation valve HB 7174 in safety related loop 3 hot-
leg resistance Wmture detector (R'ID) manifold outlet valve BB 8073C. Additionally,
this disposition addresses a concern that the subject torque arm assably was procured
under Quality Assurance Code "Cu....a.clal" and used in a safety related application.

Safety Evaluation: Review has detamined that the subject valves are identical ASME
Section III, Class I,1525 pound rating, three-inch manual gate valves per the vendor
drawings. Therefore, technically the torque am assembly will fit in both valves.

Icop 3 hot-leg RTD manifold outlet valve BB 8073C perfoms a passive safety related
function. It is nnmally open and maintains Reactor Coolant System pressure boundary
integrity. It is not required to operate under any plant nodes or for any design basis
accident conditions. The torque am assembly which is installed on the valve stem has
no safety function. Its failure is unlikely and in the renote possibility of its
failure, the valve's safety function is not inpacted. Therefore, using a commercial
grade torque assembly is acceptable and does not constitute a non-confomance.

.
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. Attachment to WM 90-0060-
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|

1

035GCPIVE W3tK REQUEST DISPOSITIGi: 06482-88 Revisiant 0
1

TLtle: Gaskets Replacement )

W W r=: 'this ecu.toctive work request identified a conoeen that a gasket set i

supplied for use in Residual Heat Rem wal (RHR) to Safety Injection System relief valve JFJ V-8842 and RHR to am-lator injection discharge loops relief valves EJ V-8856A and ,

m V-8856B was installed in RHR Punp "A" Campanent Cooling Water outlet relief valve FJ !
V-0156.

Safety Evaluations h subject gaskets do not serve as part of the pressure boundary 'l

cnd do not serve any safety design basis. h refore, the application of the subject
_ gaskets in FJ V-0156 is acceptable for use-as-is.

!
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00RRB0 RIVE KRK REQUEST DISPOSITION: 06695-88 Revision: 0
:

Title Waste Monitor Tank Punp Rotary Unit Seal

Wption: This disposition addresses the installation of the rotary unit seal on
mate nonitor tank punp PHB01B that was supplied either for the Reactor Coolant drain
tank punps, PHB02A and PHB02B, or the waste evaporator concentrate pump, SHB09.
Evaluation of nochanical-seal assenbly drawings revealed the identical design

- configuration for these punps except for eterials of manufactures eterials for
PHB01B, PHB02A and PHB02B are the same for water service, wherens the materials for the-

mechanical-seal assenbly for SHB09 are special for boric acid service. A rotary unit
seal supplied for PHB02A or PHB02B is identical to the rotary unit seal specified for
PHB01B. A rotary unit seal supplied for SHB09 can be used, with qualifications for
PHB01B. Since it is uncertain whether the rotary ring is tungsten ew+1ela or carbon,
the disposition for this @ .- tive work rger==t is "use-as-is" with qualifications a
continuous flush is required to assure p.upsr lubrication between the rotary and4

stationary rings.

_ Safety Evaluation: Use of the subject rotary unit seal with flush will not increase the
prr4wh414ty or Consequences of radioactive-liquid-waste leakage. Use of the subject
rotary unit seal with flush will not create any different type of accident-other than
the previously postulated radioactive-liquid-waste leakage / spill. Use of the subject
rotary unit seal with flush will not increase the probability or u.imequences of PHB01B
punp failure / leakage and subsequent radioactive-liquid-waste leakage / spill. Use of the
subject rotary unit seal with flush will not create any different type of malfunction
other than the previously possible PHB01B pung failure / leakage, which is not any nore

4 serious than the previously evaluated mite =etive-liquid-waste leakage / spill. Use of
the subject rotary unit seal with flush does not decrease any safety criteria bases
defined in the 'Inchnical Specifications.
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'Att chment to WM 90-0060

Pags 208 of 241

03tRECTIVE WORK REQUEST DISPOSrrICE: 00393-89 Revisiori. O

Title: Control Building Air Flow Rebalance

Wnticm Wis disposition allows the Control Wilelf ng Heating, Ventilatim, and Air
Conditioning Systan (HVAC) air conditioning (A/C) units supply air and return air
distribution systems to be rebalanced. We air flows are being rebahneed to reduce air
flow rates in the occupied " operator area" to a total of 2812 cubic feet per minute
(CFM), plus or minus ten percent, and increase air flow rates in the equipnent rack area

-to 17600 CEM, plus or minus ten percent. %is change will permit continuous operation
of the A/C units at the present setpoint while maintaining the " operator area"
cpproximately five degrees Fahrenheit warmer than the equipnent rack area.

Safety Evaluations %e redistributicn of air within the Control Rom is being empleted
L ' to inprove qmeter confort and will not increase the probability of occurrence or the
I consequences of an evaluated accident. Redistribution of the air flow will not create

the possibility of an accident or equipnent malfunction of a different type than any
previously evaluated. h ocnsequences of an equipnent malfunction will not be affected
by this modification. h design operating tymture in the Control Rom is 78
ds:radi Fahrenheit and the Technical Specification high limit is 84 degrees Fahrenheit.
h redistribution of air flow sixmld result in Control Rom t*=mmtures of 70 degrees
Fahrenheit or below, allowing the Technical Wification limit to be met while
inproving operator omfort. hs, the prnhah414ty of equipnant malfunction will not be
increased and the margin of safety as defined in the Technical Specifications will not-
be reduced.
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Page 209 of 241

00RRBCTIVE WORK REQUEST DISPOSITIGE: 00625-89 Revision: 0

Title: Repair Of Stripped Ground Screw Holes

W r+irm: 'Ittis disposition allows for the repair of a stripped ground screw hole
found on one of the two card frame holes for Card Frame 2/Fwrdon Set I. 'Ihe repair
uses a lockwasher and nut to attach the ground screw and ground strapping lugs to the
card frame. The lockwasher is used to hwure that the screw and nut renain tightly
fetened over time.

Safety Evaluation: 'Ihis method of fastening will be equivalent to, if not better than,
the original design. 'Jhe new replacement parts have been previously approved for use in
safety related systems and therefore, will not reduce safety factors. 'Bris disposition
will not make changes to the USAR nor alter 'mchnical Specificaticms in any way.

3
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|

03RBCFIVE MRK REQUEST DISPOSITICE: 03357-89 Revision: 0

' title: Control Rom Air Canditioning Conpressor

n=v rigtim: h is evaluation provides a use-as-is disposition for the installation of
suction cut-off type wipassor cylinder unloaders on the Control Rom air conditioning
(A/C) unit (SGK04B) wipassor in lieu of the hot-gas bypass type unirwiars originally
cupplied with the wip ossor.

Safety Evaluations %e suction cut-off type unirwiam installed on the SGK04B
ocupressor are the standard replacement part supplied by the vendor to replace the hot-
gas bypass type unirwiars. h suction cut-off type unirwiam perfom the same function
as the original unloaders and inprove ocmpressor efficiency. In addition, the suction
cut-off type unltwiam will result in lower wipassor head temtures thereby
reducing maintenance problems that have plagued the mirassor. % e suction cut-off

|- type unlewiars were evaluated and determined to be a plant enhancement. We cooler head
| operating tymtures will reduce maintenance and inprove systen availability and

r= liability. %e suction cut-off type unirwiara perfom the same function as the'

original unloaders and have been maiamirwlly qualified. Werefore the possibility of an
unevaluated accident has not been created. % e use of suction cut-off type unloaders

,

will have no affect on the consequences of an acciriant. % e loss of one refrigerant -

systen has been evaluated (USAR 9.4.1) and this change will not affect the redundant
train. We margin of safety defined in the Technical Specifications will not be reduced
because the subject unlewiam were procured to the same technical requirements as the
original ocupressor parts.

b
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Attachment to WM 90-0060
Pago 211 of 241

00RRBCTIVE WRK REQUEST DISPOSITION: 03413-89 Revision: 0

Title: Pressure Transmitter Replacement Part Number

n==~i r+i rm : This disposition allows for use-as-is of the Class 1E Switchgear Room air
conditioning (A/C) condensing unit pressure transmitter, GK PT-0767A. h part number
on the installed pressure transmitter GK Pr-0767A does not cou gr.i with the part
number specified h the vendor unual or the vendor equipment drawing. 'Ihe diamaition
also approves for use the latest nodel number as the replacement part number for the
pressure transmitter.

Safety Evaluations h part numbers specified in the v is manual and the vendor
equipment drawing are r+=nlete part numbers which were sg a*d by the part number on
the installed transmitter.

. Per a teleccm with the vendor, it was determined that the part number listed in the
vendor manual was changed by the manufacturer during the design phase of the project to
the part number listed on the vendor equipnent drawing. 'Ibe part number listed on the
drawing was the pressure transmitter actually qualified in the original aatamic
q =11fication. 'Ihe change from the part number listed on the drawing to the one
installed was the result of a change in the neter body resulting in an increase in
n=imm design pressure from 2000 pcunds per square inch (psi) to 3000 psi. 'Ihis
revision in part number was an enhancement which had no adverse inpact to original
.envii.umeital and seismic gmlification, or the fit or functicn of the pressure
transmitter.

M An additional nodel number change has occurred since the original procurement of the
pressure transmitter. h latest model number for the pressure transmitter reflects a
revision in the transmitter junction box to explosion proof. This revision was an
enhancement and resulted in no adverse inpact to the original envia.umeit.al and seismic

_ qualification, or to the form, fit or function of the pressure i.a.orsid.tter. This
revision increased the weight of the transmitter by 10.5 ounces. The vendor has
certified that the increased weight will not invalidate the existing aaiamic
g mlification of the Class 1E Switchgear Room A/C units.

'Ihe changes in the part have been analyzed and the seismic gm14fication verified, h
pressure transmitters perform the same function as those originally specified and have
been detennined to be an acceptable replaoment for the originally supplied part.
'Iherefore, the possibility or consequences of a previously evaluated accident has not
been created or increased. h margin of safety defined in the Technical Specifications
will not be reduced because the subject pressure transmitters meet the same technical
requirements as the original pressure transmitters.
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t

OMRBCTIVE WEK RBQUEST DISNSITION: 04432-89 Revision: 0

Title: Control Rom Air Conditioning Cmpressor Unl<wiar t

W F i<wn: '1his disposition allows use of suction cut-off type unl<wiar as a standard
replacement for the hot-gas bypass type unloader heads on the Control Rom Air
Conditioning wipassors, SGK05A and SGK05B. Currently, the canpressor unloader on
SGK05B is malfunctioning and an approved replacement is not onsite. 'Jhe SGK05A and *

SGK05B mirassors were originally supplied with hot-gas bypass type cylinder
i unirwiam. As documented ht the past, these unlnwiars have been the source of many
I maintenance problems.

Safety Evaluation: '1he suction cut-off type un1<wiam perfom the same function as the
original un1<wiam and improve ocmpressor efficiency. 'Ihe suction cut-off type
unlewiam will result in lower u passor head t-estures, thereby reducing
maintenance problems on the referenced wipassors. 'Ihe suction cut-off un1<wiam have

I proved nore reliable than the originally supplied un1<wiam.
.
'

''Ihe suction cut-off type unirwiam were evaluated and detemined to be a plant
enhancenent. '1he cooler head operating +ar'r==tures will reduce maintenance and inprove
systan availability and reliability. 'Ihe suction cut-off type un1<wiam will have no
effect on the consequences of an accident. 'lhe suction cut-off type unirwiars perfom
the same function as the original unlwlam and have been saiamimlly qmlified.
'1herefore, the pessibility of an unevaluated accident has not been created. 'Ihe loss of
one refrigerant system has been evaluated (USAR 9.4.1) and this change will not affect

- :the redundant train. 'Ihe margin of safety defined in the 'Nchnical Specifications will
not be reduced because the subject unlewiam were procured to the sam technical
requirunents as the original cmpressor parts.

.
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,

Page 213 of 241

I

USAR CHAIGE RHQUEST: 88-022

Title: Change 'Ib Domestic Nater Syste Requirments

n== ~4ntion: h e Domestic Water Systm (DOWS) provides chlorinated potable water for
drinking, cooking, showers, laundry and toilet facilities within the standardized power
block. mis syst s serves no safety function and has no safety design basis (reference
USAR Section 9.2.4.1.1). All codes regarding the DoHS are designed to maintain the
quality of water at standards established for safe drinking. %ese standards are set
and enforced in the State of Kansas by the Kansas State Department of Health and
Environment (KDHE) (reference KSA 64-171h). Se Potable Water Distribution syste has
been approved by KNE (Permit 17812).

Section 9.2.4.2.2 of USAR states the DOWS was designed in mmliance with the Wisconsin
Administrative Code Sections H62.13 and H62.14, the Unifom Plumbing Code (UPC) and OSHA
Sections 1910.141 and 1910.151. % e Wisconsin Administrative Code (WAC) is not a code
used in the State of Kansas and mm14ance with this code is inapup.iate; i.e.,
requires any changes to the plans be approved by the State of Wisconsin Health and
Social Services Departnent, and all work to be done requires a plumber licensed by the
State of Wisconsin Health and Social Services Department. h is code should be deleted.
We USAR presently has no commitment for meeting KDHE requirements. Comitment to KDHE
requirments should be added.

Safety Evaluation: h e intent of the Wisconsin Administrative Code, the UPC, or Kansas
State Department of Health and Enviroment Mininum Standards is to provide for the

3 health and welfare of the public when consuming potable water. Kansas state law KSA65-
171h authorizes and P_rs the Secretary of KDHE to develop, assemble, cmpile,
approve and publish mininum standards of design, construction and maintenance of public
water supplies. Wolf Creek's potable water supply is classified as a public syst s
because it serves at least 25 individuals daily. While there are differences in the
KDHE mininum standards and the Wisconsin Administrative Code, i.e., the WAC does not
meet all the KDHE mininum standards and in sczne cases the WAC exceeds the KDHE Minimum
Standards, the differencas have been evaluated and it has been determined that there
will be no detrinental effect.

All requirements found in Section H62.13 and H63.14 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code
are addressed in either the KDHE policy, UPC or are not applicable to Wolf Creek Nuclear
Operating Corporation. %e Wisconsin Administrative Code requires subnittal to the
Wisconsin Department of Health and Social Services and a plumber licensed in the State
of Wisconsin. In addition, the WAC does not meet all the mininum standards of the KDHE
policies and the WAC is not enforceable in the State of Kansas. Deleting the
inamgalate Wisconsin Administrative Code and adding the requirements of the Kansas
State Department of Health and Environment will not cause an accident previously
evaluated in the USAR or affect any safety related equipment. W ere is no change to a
safety related system or safety design basis.
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Attachment to VM 90-0060
Pags 214 of 241

IBAR ONGR REQUEST: 89-035

Title: Requisition And Procurement Process Revision

W Fim: This USAR Change revises a form title and reflects the re-organization
related to requisition and procurement within the Engineering and Technical Services
Department.

Safety Evaluation: This USAR Change is limited to mvising a form title and the re-
. organization within the Engineering and Technical Services Department. Neither change
effects the technical design basis or Quality Propmu requirements of Wolf Creek
Generating Station.

-t
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IEAR CHANGE R100EST: 89-058 |
|
'' title: Quality Pr%5-u Documentation Revision

%is LEAR Change includes editorial, organizational, clarification changeswi4 m
and changes LEAR 17.2.2.4 to accurately reflect present operating Quality Prwt=u
documentation.

Safety Evaluations h e probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of equipnent inportant to safety previously analyzed or evaluated in the
IEAR will not be increased as a result of this change. % e possibility for an accident
or malfunction of a different type that evaluated is not created by this change. %e
margin of safety as defined in the bases of Technical Specifications is not reduced as a
result of this change. % e change adds newly issued documents and s % tmus to the
di cussions in Chapter 17.2 and clarifies pwtan requiranents for consistent ptwtan
'inplementation.

:
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IIREVIDED ShlTN QUESTION DBERMDETICN: 98-005 Revision: 0 ;

I I

| Title: Spent Fuel Pool Cooling Capacity Under Increased Heat loads

n=rwhtion: As a result of the longer operating fuel cycles, the decay heat generated
by the spent fuel assemblies will be jacreased. In addition to tiv. criticality analysis
for the spent fuel storage racks, the themal and hydraulic aspec.ts of the Spent Fuel
Pool (SFP) have to be evaluated to reaanfim that the existing Spent Fuel Pool Cooling

_Syst s is capable of handling the higher decay heat loads, mis evaluation examines the
te==mture changes and heatup rates for the Ioas of Cooling Accident (IDCA) under

| normal refueling and full core off-load conditions. In addition, natural circulation
cooling of the SFP under total loss of cooling was evaluated and it was ascertained that
no boil-off occurs under all design basia conditions.

Safety Evaluatim: Accidents previously evaluated in the USAR included the loss of
spent fuel cooling for two hours and the heat exchanger derating for post-IOCA
canditions. Increased SFP heat loads do not inpact the pmhnhility of occurrence of

l these accidents.

%e consequences of the previously evaluated accidents are measured in tems of the
yi21ded maximum SFP bulk tanmmtures. As stated in the USAR, the limits of the maximum
SFP bulk t=pamture cm.-rMing co the specified design bases conditions were
established as follows: 135 degrees Fahrenheit for Design Basis Condition 1, nonral

| refueling; 100 degrees Fahrenheit for Design Basis Condition 2, full core off-load; and
1 200 degrees Fahrenheit for Design Basis Condition 3, full core off-load following a two
"

hour loss of SFP cooling. Analysis for the increased decay heat loads including an
L' assuned five percent of tubes plugged in the SFP cooling heat exchanger reconfirm that

the maximum SFP bulk tatperatures following these accidents and under nomal conditions
fall below the established te==mture limits. Calculations also reassure that the
spent fuel assemblies in the SFP will be adequately cooled and free fr m boiling under
all design basis conditions. %us, the consequences of an accident previously evaluated
in the USAR are not increased.

%e possibility that an accident of a different type frm any evaluated previously will
not be created since the increased SFP heat loads expected for Cycle 4 and beyond will
not affect initiators of other events.t

%e increased heat load will not increase tle frequency at which equipment inportant to
safety is actuated to protect the Reactor core nor does it alter the characteristic
manner in which equipnent inportant to safety responds once required to actuate.
Furthemore, the SFP increased heat load will not degrade the perfomance of any safety
system assumed to function in the accident analysis in order to mitigate the
consequences of any accident. %erefore, the probability of m lfunctions is not
increased.

Increased SFP heat loads do not increace the probability of m lfunction of equipment
important to safety. In like manner, because the increased heat loads do not involve or
create malfunctions previously evaluated, consequence of m1 functions are not increased.

%e changes do not affect the initiators of any events and therefore will not create the
possibility of any credible equipnent m lfunction not previously evaluated.
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I

(MEVINED SAFIHT QUESTIW DEmHUNPEIW: 88-005 Revisicn 0

. Safety Evaluaticn: Continued

. The pn--:*d changes inpact the analysis assunptions, heat loads and inputs used in the
3

previous analysis for SFP cooling. h re-analysis using increased heat loads proved !
that the maximum SFP rymtures are below the establiahed tenperature limits stated in 1

the USAR. Therefore, the margin of safety as defined in the design bases has not been
rs' aced. -
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IMUNIEWED SAPRM QUESTim DH1'EHMDGLTIm 89-001 Nevisica: 1 and 2

Title: Power Calorimetric Using Steam Flow Measurement
'naar rir*ir=u This evaluation is being conducted to evaluate the use of steam flow

measurement in place of the currently used feedwater flew neasuransnt for the daily
secondary side m1m inatric. Recently, an investigation of a pwer reduction of
caroximately 1.75 percent led to the determination that the cause of the power
reduction was due to feedwater venturi fouung. Venturi fouling is the buildup of
corrosico products in the venturis which causes an increase in delta pressure (delta-P)
between the high and low pressure taps. Since delta-P is used for feedwater flow
measurements, the result is a measured feedwater flow which is higher than actual.
Since measured reactor power is pu+ ort.ional to measured feedwater flw, measured core
thermal power is higher than actual, h result is less than 100 percent olectrical
output since indicated core thennal power nust remain at or below 100 percent. In order
to return core thermal power to its licensed level the daily secondary side calorimetric

| in being nodified by substituting steam flow for feedwater flow.

Wolf Creek currently calibrates the Nuclear Instrumentation Systen (NIS) power range
channels agajast a daily secondary side heat balance using fmdwter flow measui.unents.
Technical Specifications 3.3.1 and 4.3.1.1 require that each of the NIS power range <

indications be within plus or minus 2.0 percent of the calculated core power.

h uncertainty in mimlated core power is included in tihe initial power .1wel assumed
in the USAR safety analyses and certain trip setpoints. he initial p wers assumed in

7 the USAR and trip s0tpoints currently assume a core power unoartainty of plus or ndnus
2.0 percent.

Safety Evaluatirms h prnhnhility of occdrrence of an accident previously evaluated in
the USAR will not increase because the change to the use of steam flow in the daily
calorhretric produces a power uncertainty within the currently assumed plus or minus 2.0-
percent Rated %ermal Power. h use of a steam flow calorimetric will not affect the
initiators of any design bases accident in such a manner as to cause an increase in the
prnhnhi1ity of occurrence.

h consequences of an accident previously evaluated will not be increased since the ,

power uncertainty runnins below the currently assumed plus or minus 2.0 percent Rated
%ermal Power. h consequences of an accident will renain unchanged since the
crumptions in the USAR have not been changed.

; h possibility that an accident of a different type fran any evaluated previously will
not be created since the changes will not affect the initiators of any events. Were is'

I no crwHhie accident possible due to the change to a steam flow calorimetric that has
not already been evaluated,

h probability of occurrence of malfunctions of equipnent important to safety
previously evaluated in the USAR will not be increased. W e proposed changes will not
increase the frequency at which equipont is actuatal and will not alter the
characteristic nanner in which equipnent responds once required to actuate.
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IBREVIBHED SAFETY QUESTIN DEMENDec'Im 89-001 Revision: 1 and 2

Safet.y Evaluations Ctutinued

Se consequences of a m1 function of equipnent inportant to safety previously evaluated
in the USAR will not be increased. h changes do not involve the a lfunction of
equiptmt inportant to safety. No assunptions in the USAR accidents involvirq equipment
alfunction have been changed therefore, consequances of an equipnent malfunction reain
the sam.

We possibility that a m1 function of equipnent inportant to safety of a different type
than any evaluated previously in the IEE has not been created. Se use of a steam flow
calorinetric will not affect the initiators of any events and therefore will not create ,

the possibility of an equipment a lfunction not previously evaluated.

%e change will not result in e reduction in the nargin of safety as defined in the
bases for any 'ax:hnical Specification since the power uncertainty assumed remains at the
current value of pluc or minus 2.0 percent Rated B ermal Power.
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Attachment to WM 90-0060
Page 220 of 241

IRfflR: NP 89-0169

Title: Fuel Oil Sunp

W Finn % e subject modification facilitates cleanup of fuel oil that has leaked
frm the return line of the fuel oil and supply for the fuel oil storage tank into the
soil / backfill matrix underneath and in the vicinity of the Reactor Building aim.vancy
hatch.

%e sole purpose of the nodification is to provide a t---Omry means of collecting
spilled fuel oil / ground water mixture and transferring such to a nearby storm sewer
manhole. Fran the mnhole, procescing would take place at the Oily Naste Aanavator.
Power to the sung punp will be provided by the construction power distribution line.

The sunp will be located at least four feet away fra the powar block and not nore than
10 feet fran column line A-A to avoid interference with foundations or appurtenances..
Punping will be monitored so that sudden changes in the natural water table does not
occur. Once the punping operation is conpleted, the sunp insta11ation will be renoved
and area restored to its original configuration.

Safety Evaluatim %e nodification will serve no safety functim and will not
interface with any safety reJated conpanent or system. Se nodification will not create
a hazard (i.e., II/I, missile, pipe break, fire, flooding) for any safety related
canpanent. %e modifloation does not inpact any safety related function of any system.
Therefore, the probability or consequence of a previously evaluated accident is not

d' increased, the possibility of a new or different type of accident is not created and the
probability or consequence of malfunctions of any equipnent will not result.
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AttOchment. to WM 90-0060
l Pago 222 of 24I

amRecrIVE W3EK RBQUEST DISNSITICM 04494-87 Revisicm 0

Title: Safety Injection And Centrifugal Charging Punp 'nmperature Indicators

u ntions his dispositico addresses a nonconfoming condition. We design drawings
for Safety Injection and Centrifugal Charging Pmp skid, well-counted tmq=mture
iniloators show the Ashcrof t series designation as "BI". %e units installed in the
field are type "EI" or "CI". Ashcroft has never made a series "BI" tanperature gauge.
We two gauges suitable for this application are the series "EI" or "CI". "EI" has a
zero adjust; "CI" does not. %e W31f Creek Croet Reference Id.st and Procurunent Data
Base will be updated to reflect either Ashcroft series "CI" or "EI" thamanaters are
acceptable for use in these applionticms and substitutions between series "CI" and "EI"
are pemissible (his disposition includes the following ta=Tamture indicators: BG TI-
0036,. LG TI-0037, BG TI-0040, BG TI-0041, m TI-0001A, m TI-0001B, m TI-0002A and m
TI-0002B.)

Safety Evaluation: W is disposition allows intetthangeability between either "EI" or
"CI" gauges in the four locations. %e gauges are amnted in thermowells, considered to
be safety related only due to pressum baundary criteria. % e "EI"/"CI" Ashcroft gauges
are not safety related.

A
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(IRRICTIVE MEK RIULEST DISEOSITICM: 04768-88 Revision: 1

Title: Broken Ceramic Insulating Ring

4*im: 'this disposition allows remwal of the oarsinic insulating ring used on the&
t

neutron flux detector SE NE-32/36 to insulate the detector lift cable frun the detector
housing assembly, h ceramic insulating ring was broken during the perfonnance of
mintenance activities. '1his disposition allows repair by covering all exposed metallic
portions of the lift cable with Scotch 69 tape so that the cable cannot ocine in contact
with ground.

Safety Evaluatim: '1he detector housing assesubly nust be isolated fran ground to ensure
accurate Mormance of the Nuclear Instrumentation Systen. h insulator isolates the
detector mising fran being grounded via the lift cable. With the remwal of the
ceramic insulator, the detector housing ocntacts the lift cable, providing a potential
path to ground if a netallic portion of the lift cable contacts ground. By installing
the Scotch 69 tape to the W_ metallic portions of the cable, isolation of the
detector housing assenbly fran ground is maintained and the function of the detector and

,

the Nuc3 ear Instrumentation Systen is not affected in any manner.
]
.
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OMRICTIVE WNK RIQUEEFr DISKErrICE: 05175-88 Revision: 0

Title: Jacket Water Cboling Punp Stud }ble

m -v4rt. ion: 'atis dispositicn allows operating anargency Diesel Gunerator jacket watet i

cooling punp PKJ06A with eleven bolts holding the suction housing to the punp casing, I

instead of the twelve bolts per design, until a pamanent repair of a damaged stud hole
can be implemented.

!

Safety Evaluaticm: An evaluation of operating the punp as-is (with eleven bolts holding
the suction housing to the punp casing,) on an interim basis has been perfomed. The

1
results of the evaluation show that the stress on each stud as a result of using eleven '

instead of twelve studs does not exceed the allowable stresses. 'ntis evaluation took
into account the forces of punp operaticn and the forces of a safe shutdown earthquake.
The remaining studs have sufficient strength to provide reasonable assurance that the

| jacket water cooling punp will perfom its safety related design funcdon.

'
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*Attachment to WM 90-0060
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OMRICTIVE WNK RIQUllST DIS 10SITImt 05180-88 Revision: 0
arxi 05181-88 Revisim 0

tutBvIIDED SAPMT QUESTION DIMEtWRTIm 88-008 Revision: 0

Title: Fuel Rod Heoonstitution For Cycle 4

Descriptim During the fuel inspection at the end of Cycle 3, fuel assembly D29 was
identified as having a failed rod,101, and fuel assenbly D33 was identified as having a
failed rod, 802. We failed rods will be replaced with stainless st%1 filler rods as
cllowed in Amendment 19 to the Wolf creek Technical Specifications.

Oorrective Work Request (CHR) Dispositicn 05180-88 addresses acceptability of
reconstituted fuel assably D29, rod 101 for load in cycle 4, and CWR Disposition 05181-
88 addresses acceptability of reconstituted fuel assembly D33, rod B02. Unreviewed ,

Safety Question 88-008 addresses the replacement of the failed rods with stainless steel '

filler rods.

Safety Evaluation: We ptrimhility of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in '

the USAR will not increase due to the replacement of the fuel rods with the stainless
,

t steel filler rods. Any accidents assumed to occur will not occur at any greater '

; frequency due to the change. W e basis for this is the continued applicability of the
safety analysis design parameters. We replacement will not affect the initiators of an
event, and thus the prr*mbility of occurrence is not increased.

We consaluences of an accident previously evaluated in the USAR will not increase. %e
. cffects of the two stainless steel rods were evaluated in th0 Cycle 4 reconstituted fuel

assemblies safety evaluation for the Westinghouse prepared non-Loss of Coolant Accident-

(IICA) safety analysis results and were found to have no significant effect since the,

i Cycle 4 safety analysis design pararneters remain valid. %e Wolf Creek specific
.

' accident analyses, Steam Generator hbe Rupture and the Ibrm Dilution Event also '

experience no significant effect due to fuel rod replaosnant with the filler rods since
the Cycle 4 safety analysis parameters runnin valid. W e presence of the two stainless
steel rods has a negligible affect on the design kinetics parameters, control rod
worths, core peaking factors, and peak linear power levels. W e increases en local
power peaking factors and F-delta-H are also negligible. %e core kinetic parameters
and control rod worths / requirements remain the same as those given in the Cycle 4 Reload
Safety Evaluation. Wus the consequences will not increase for non-IICA events. %e
consequences are also not increased for IICA events. We insertion of two stairdess
cteel filler rods in the Cycle 4 core will have a negligible affect on the peak cladding

,

taammture for a hypothetical IICA. Since the filler rods are non-heat generating
rods, the rod average power will increase 0.004 percent as stated in the Cycle 4
reconstituted fuel assenblies safety evaluation. % e evaluation of the effect of this

| change predicted a change of the calculated peak clad tammture of less than 1 degree
Fahrenheit. Margin to the 2200 degrees Fahrenheit limit exists to absorb this penalty,

,

and thus the consequences are not increased for IICA events.

. _ _ _ . -. __ -. - -
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(DRRIKTIVE WORK RIQlEt9T DISKEITIW: 05180-88 Revision: 0
and 05181-88 Revision: 0

tastEVImeD SAPWrY QUESTIN DimsammTION: 88-008 Revision: 0

Safet.y Evaluation cantinued

h possibility of an accident of a different type than previously evaluated will not be
increased. We fuel assablies with stainless steel filler rods satisfy the same design
criteria as other fuel assemblies, and replacing the failed fuel rods with filler rods

,

protect the oore by ruoving +he damaged rods from the core. h change also svisca
the core from exceeding safety limits given an accident or operational transient due to
the failed fuel rods.

We probability of a nalfunction of aquipnent inportant to safety as previously
evaluated will not be increased. We replaosnant of fuel rods with stainless steel
filler rods will not increase the frequency at which equipnent inportant to safety is
actuated. Also, the replaostent does not alter the manner in which equipent reegads
once required to actuate. So replacement will not degrade the Enrfonnance of any '

safety system assumed to function in the accident analyses. %erefore the probability
of malfunctions is not increased. ~

h consequences of a malfunction of equiptent AJiportant to safety pwviously evaluated
will not be increased. N inpact of the changes on the safety analyses has been
evaluated and the results indicate that safety limits continue to be net as detailed in ,

the Cycle 4 reconstituted fuel assenblies safety evaluation.

f %e possibility of equipment malfunction of a type other than previously evaluated is
not created. %ere are no unique or different challenges to oquipnent due to the fuel;

rod replaostant with the stainless steel filler rods, nor is there any degradation of
equipnent created due to the change. h change is not such as to cause equipnent
nalfunctions of any kind.

%e margin of safety as defined in the bases for the %chnical Specifications will not
be reduced as a result of the change. h use of the stainless steel filler rods will
not result in any existing design limit being exceeded. h reconstituted fuel
assenblies satisfy the same design criteria as the other fuel assemblies and their use
will not result in a change to existing safety criteria or design limits. Werefore
this change does not reduce the nargin of safety.
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IAttcchment to VH 90 0060
P:go 227 of 241

00RMCPIVE WWK REQUEST DISF061 TION: 05922-88 Revision: 0

'citle: Retsir Of Limit Switch Mounting Assembly

' t r- i r+ N : 'Ihis disgreition reocanmends z=r=4 ring the nounting hole on the class 1E j
Iowar Medium Voltage Systan circuit breaker elevating mechanism upper limit switch. %e ~

nounting hole for the limit switch has been stripped out.

We mount.ing hole for the circuit breaker elevating mechanism upper limit switch
nounting bracket shall be tapped for use with an AS7M A-307 Grade A 5/16-18 bolt. In
addition to this bolt, a carbm steel flat washer and lock washer shall be used to nount
the 1Dnit switch assenbly. %e carbon steel nounting ocmponents are recamnandal in lieu
of the tenporarily installed stainless steel nounting ccmponents to minimize the !

pecaibility of stripping out the nounting hole in the future, j

We limit switch chall be adjunted to assu:.e functionality after the described repair is
inplemented. In additicm, it is rw J %4 that the other safety related Magne-blast
circuit breakers bo inspected for simi.lar problems.

;

Safety Evaluations h described Iquir will not inpact the erriironmental or seimnic -

.qmlification of the subject switchgear. h design functier. of the Class lE Iower
Medium voltage System is to provide c highly Inllable and diverse source of elective
power to plant aquipent necessary to a>sure the integrity of the Reactor Coolant Systen
pressure boundary, the capability to shutdown the Haactor and to maintain it in a safe
shutdown condition, and tne capability to prevent or mitigate the consequences of

2
acc!dsnts which could result in potential off site exposures c'nrarable to those
referred to in 10CER100.

m e subject circuit breakar is designed to carry the full load current and starting
current of the safety injection pump notor and to interrupt the full load current and
the navien available fault current. h subject limit switch is used to stoo the
breaker elevating mechanian when the breaker reaches the fully elevated position. h
limit switch does not perfonn a safety relatai design function. However, if the limit
switch assembly were to fall off, p.vru nreaker operation oculd not be assured.

W rh....- ded replacement hardwhre (AS3M A-307 Grade A) is made fItn carbon eteel;a

cxmpatible in strength and chemistry with the angle iron rn which it will be attached.
Bis ha.h has cufficient strength to natntain tha load of the limit switch assenbly
for normal operating canditions and postulated design basis events. W ere are no other -

cafety functions associated with the subject limit switch.
.
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OWRICTIVE WCRK REQUEST DISPOSITICBI 06284-88 Revision: 0
'

Title: Replacement Spiral Pin Per Isolatica Valve

w rintion: A spiral pin originally supplied for the excess letdown heat exchanger
outlet to pressurizer relief tank isolation valves, BB W-8157A and BB W-8157B, was

.
,

inadvertently installed in the Centrifugal Charging Pep "A" discharge to seal water '

injection filters isolation valve, BG W-8357A. 'the spiral pin is a spring-like device
inside the plunger assably which centers the valve rod. 'Ihis disposition allows for
use-es-is of the subject spiral pin application.

Safety Evaluation 'Ihe spiral pin installed in BG W-8357A is the correct spiral pin
for this valve. Valve BG Im8357A is a one-inch 'Ihrget Rock throttling valve as are BB
W-8157A and BB W-8157B. Isolation valves IG W-8357A, BB W-8157A and BB W-8157B are
safety related, ASME III, Class 2 valves,

valve IG W-8357A directs a portion of the charging flow to the Reactor Coolant Pmps
(ncuninally 8 gallons per minute per punp) through a seal water injection filter upon
receipt of a safety injection signal. h fonn, fit ard function of valve BG W-8357A
has not been altered by the installation of the subject spixal pin. '1he safety related
design bases of IG W-8357A has not been adversely affected by the installation of this
spiral pin.

.

h subject spiral pins are supplied by the vendor as Quality Assurance Code
"Camercial/Non-safety" . h subject spiral pin is identical to the originally
installed spiral pin and is intarchangeable with tJe originally installed pin. 'Ihe
subject spiral pin has no safety design basis. W failure of the spiral pin will not

) prevent valve BG W-8357A from failing open.
,
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OWRICTIVE M]RK RBQUEST DISPOSITICM 06305-88 Revision: 0

Title: Installation Of Cap Gaskets

t _- a : Fir = : This dispositics allows the use of two Westinghouse cap gaskets in the
boric acid transfer (BAT) to Volume Control Tank (VCT) discharge ocmtrol valve, IG PCV-
110B, and the h=1ator 21ank "A" test line isolation vale, EP HV-8879A. Uhese safety
related valves are ASME III, Class 2 valves. Westinghouse has classified the cap
gankets as Quality Assurance Code "Comercial/Non-safety".

,

The cap gasket is a soft lead gasket used for Conoflow Airpak filter-regulator
otanbinations. The Conoflow regulators are used for numerous Westinghouse supplied air
operated valve applicaticos. She filter-regulator assembly for each air operator valve
filters and controls the pressure of the air supply to the solenoid valve and the valve
actuator. There is one filter-regulator assembly per valve; the assembly is not valve
mounted.

Safety Evaluation: The Wolf Creek applications for the air operated valves with
Conoflow filter-regulators are for valves that either fail open or fail closed in
the safe position. 'Dius, even in the event that a gasket was to fail, and in turn
the filter-regulator would bleed air pressure, the valves in servios would mye to the
safe positicn. A review has been performed of design h=antation which verifies that
there are no other applications of the subject Canoflow Airpak filter-regulator at Wolf
Creek.

E
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(IRRBCTIVE ERK RBQLEST DISPOSITICM: 06337-88 Revision: 0

Title: Replacement Gasket On Seomdary Spent Resin Storage hnk

WFirn: 'Ihis disposition allows the asbestos gasket procured for the Pressurizer
Relief Tank (PRP) to be used as a one-time substitution for the ganket in the Secondary
Spent Resin storage Tank. It is intended that future replaounent of this part be in
cccordance with original h=antation.

Safety Evaluation: 'Ibe ganket used in the Secondary Spent Resin Storage Tank is of the
sam material, part number, vendor arxi rating. Per this disposition, a J-M style number
60 gasket suitable for an 18 inch ANSI 150 pound rating rais M face flange in the PRT,
procured in amWnce with Westinghouse Quality Assurance Code D has been used on an 18
inch ANSI 150 pound rating raised face flange in Secondary Spent Resin Storage Tank.
'Ihe procurement process under which the subject gasket was obtained ensured that the
gasket is indeed J-M style number 60 suitable for an 18 inch ANSI 150 pound rating
raised face flange. Since the verxior who furnished the Secondary Spent Resin Storage
Tank also specifies the use of J-M style number 60 gasket, this application of the

l gaskot does not raise any safety concerns.
,

l
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CrsmicrIVE WORK RIQUEErr DISKEITION: 06382-88 Revision: 0

Title: Defonnatim In Pressurizer Alvi 14ary Spray Line

w:*ir= : Application of a freeze seal en the Pressurizer h wiliary Spray supply
line, EG026BCB-2", apparmtly caused a slight deformation of the pipe. In the two
measurement locations representing the =v4==n deformation, the reported change in the
piping outside diameter was 0.003 inch. Bis dispositicri detamined the apparent
deformation is acceptable for "use-as-is".

Safety Evaluatim: We Pressurizer hiviliary Spray supply line is part of the Reactor
Coolant Syst e pressure boundary, 2 m slight bulge in the piping represents a potential
weakened area where a leak oculd occur. However, evaluation of the various design
h= ants applicable to this line has detamined that an adequate margin of safety still
exists. As a result of these reviews, it has been verified that the Pressuriter
Anviliary Spray supply line can perform its design function as a Reactor Coolant Syste
pressure boundary during all modes of normal and energency operation.

*
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00RRICPIVE WWK REQUEST DISFOSITICM: 06429-88 Revision: 0

Title: Floor Drain Tank Punp Inboard Ball Bearings Replaosnent

D m M r+irws: Yttis eliwition accepts as-is the application of six vendor supplied
inboard ball bearings installed in the floor drain tank pap and the waste evaporator
package concentrate punp. ;

i
Safety Evaluation: All Catide model 3196 peps (regardless of size) have a standard j
radial bearing which is nede of steel. The subject bearing was supplied by the vendor i

as Quality Assurance Code "Cu .s cial/ Nan-safety". The floor drain tank punp and the
waste evaporator package concentrate punp are both Goulds nodel 3196ST punps.
2herefore, based on the above discussion, the subject inboard bearing is interchangeable
with the floor drain tank punp and the waste evaporator package concentrate punp.

The subject replacement ball bearings are identical to the originally installed ball
bearings, therefore the function of the floor drain tank punp and waste evaporator
concentrate punp is not adversely affected. Neither the waste evaporator concentrate :
punp nor the floor drain tank punp serve any safety design basis. '

Based on the above, the prnhahility of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfunction of a different type than any evaluated previously is not created; and the
margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Wolf Creek Generating Station (NOGS)
Ubchnical Specification is not re:iuced. Shere is no impact on any NOGS 7bchnical
Specification or associated bases. *

h
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OMRBNIVE KRK REQWST DISPOSITION: 06433-88 Revision: O
l

title: Replao6msnt Jam Nut
|
1

r-- :r+irwin his disposition allows installation of a jam nut to secure the handwheel
of }R V-177, the non-safety related two inch manually operated diaphragm valve that >

serves as a header isolation between the gas decay tanks (Gtyr) and the gaseous radwaste
drain collection tank. %e handwheel nut was identified as missing during a walkdown.
'Ibe installed nut was not procured specifically for this valve although it is of the
same size and materials and meets the requirements on the valve drawing. W e jam nut,
dedicated for a safety related valve, is installed on a non-safety related valve. his
disposition is for one-time only replacement and future replacements of this jam nut
will be in accordance with original h=antation.

Safet.y Evaluation %e Gaseous Radwaste Systen serves no safety function and has no
safety design bases. Were is no effect on the USAR and no changes are being made to
any design h=antation. %ere is no impact on any Wolf Creek Generating Station
(WCGS) Technical Specification or associated bases.

,
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03RBCTIVE WORK REQUE9T DISPOSITION: 06437-88 Revision: 0

TLtle: Replaoanent Gaskets On Voltme Control Tank Purge Flow And Pressure Control
valves

w r+ir= 'this rii=~ition allows the asbestos gaskets procured for the Reactor
coolant drain tank hydrogen purge control valve to be installed in the Chanical and
volume control Systen (CVCS) volume control tank purge flow control valve and the CVCS
volume control tank purge pressure control valve.

Safety Evaluation: 'Jhe gaskets used in the CVCS volume control tank purge flow control i

valve and the CVCS volume ocmtrol tank purge pressure control valve are the correct
gaskets for these applications. 'Jhe design change does not affect the capability of the
valves to fulfill their design function. 'Jhe valve systems serve no safety function and
have no safety design bases. 'Jhere are no changes to the USAR or to any design i

I h m tation. '1here is no inpact on any Wolf Creek Generating Station (WCX3S) Technical
l Specification or associated bases.

,
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OCERECPIVE MCRK REQUEST DISPOSITICN: 06439-88 Revision: 0 )
I

Title: Boric Acid Transfer Punps Bearing Replaoment '

'
.

'w:*irrt: 'niis disposition allows the bearings procured for the recycle evaporator
feed peps (PHE01A/B) to be used in the boric acid transfer punps (PBG02A/B). 'Jhe
recycle evaporator feed punpa are classified special scope, whereas the boric acid
transfer punpa are safety related. The ptmps, made by the same manufacturer, use the

,

same bearing part neber.

Safety traluation: A review of the purchase order shows that the subject haaring was
procured with quality program requirements 4W on the vendor and as safety related
(10CFR21 applied). 'Jherefore, this substitution does not constitute any nonconfonnance.

Based on the above, the penhability or consequence of a previcusly evaluated accident is ,

not increased, the possibility of a new or different type of accident is not crsated and
the probability or consequence of malfunctions of any equignant will not result.

,
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(XHGCTIVE KRK R100R9T DISPOSITION: 06444-88 Revision: 0

Title: Modification Of Replacement Ccutrol Wtits
,

W F irws: his dispositicn allows an ackiiticnal resistor to be installed in parallel
with the 470K ohm resistor (R25) cm new replacement control units for the notor driven
Amiliary Feedwater (APW) puup isolaticn/ control valves (AL HV-5, 7, 9 and 11) to
decrease the resistance to approximately the original value. Ort new replacanent control
units, the vendor has narrowed the rhdu d to provide better positioning accuracy byn
increasing the value of a resistor in the <briMnd adjustment circuitry.

Safety Evaluation: Installaticn of the nodified replacement _ control units will not
affect the operating characteristics of the APW valves in any manner. %e notor driven
APW pump isolation / control valves utilise these control units for positicning the
valves. During startup of the APW System, it was found that a <hdMnd of five peu.vait
was needed to prevent the valves fran * hunting", or continuously operating to achieve
the flow setpoint. As a result of the change by the vendor to a narrower thdMnd on

-

new control units, a five percent deadband is now out of the adjustable range. By
installing the additional resistor en the new ocutrol units and thereby decreasing the
resistance to the original value, the adjustable rhdMad range will be restored to the
original configuration.

!
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03HECTIVE MEK REQUEST DISPOSITIGi 06460-88 Revision: 0

Title: Replacement Washer Ort RID Manifold Outlet Valve

& :Firvt: '1his dispositicri accepts as-is the application of a s;herical washer
procured for the Reactor Coolant loop drain header isolation valve HB 7174, installed in
the Icop 3 hot leg resistance tannavature detector (RID) Inanifold outlet valve, BB
8073C. Valve BB 8073C is safety related but the washer was supplied for use in valve HB '

7174, a non-safety related valve.

Safety Evaluatist: Per a vendor letter, this washer is interchangeable between these
'two valves. '1he design change does not adversely affect the capability of the valve to

fulfill its safety related design function. 'Jhere are no changes to the USAR cr to any
design documentation. '1here is no inpact on any Wolf Creek Generating Station (NOGS) -

Technical Specification or associated bases.
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v Attcchment to WM 90-0060*-

P:g3 238 cf 241

03RRICTIVE M30K REQUEST DISPOSITICBI 06510-88 Revision: 0

Title: Use Of lockwire On Incore W :-x-ples

M 4 W on: his dispasition accepts as-is the application of lockwire supplied by the
vendor for the Control Rod Drive Mechanism (CRIE) air cooling baffles installed on the
safety related incore tha -x-gles. All lockwire, specifically that supplied by
Westinghouse, is supplied as acanreial grade, including lockwire that is used on safety
related equipnent. Failure of the lockwire would not, in itself, cause a condition
where the ocmpment could not fulfill its intended safety function because the purpose
of lockwire is as a backup measure only. :

h concerns with using a different lockwire for an application are for size and
material. In this case, the lockwire used is .040-inch diameter stainless steel, and
the lockwire required for use on the incore tt-- --x-gles is .040-inch diameter
ctainless steel, his disposition is for one time only to allow use-as-is. It is
intended that future replacements of the lockwire will be in accorrlance with original
h =antation.

Safety Evaluation: h fonn, fit and functim of the lockwire that was used in this
application are as designed. h lockwire used is the diameter and naterial as that
specified by the vendor for this application. h substitution does not adversely
cffect the capability of the incore the" -xuples to perfonn their design function.
'Ibere are no changes to the USAR or to any design h=antation. 'Jhere is to inpact on
any Walf Creek Generating Statica (MLS) Technical Specification or associated bases.
Basect cn the above, the prrawhility of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or

p unlfunction of equipnsnt important to safety previously evaluated is not increased, the ,

possibility for an accident or malfunctim of a different type than any evaluated
previously is not created; and the margin of safety as defined in the basis for any NCES
Technical specification is not reduced.
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I*Att.cchment to WM 90-0060 *

Pago 239 cf 241

00RRECTIVE NORK RIQUEST DISPOSITICN: 06512-88 Revision: 0

Title: Boric Acid Transfer Punp And Waste Evaporator Distillate Punp Bearing
Replacernent

W F irri This disposition allows the bearings procured for the recycle evaporator
,

feed punps (PHE01A/B) to be used in the boric acid transfer punp (PBG02B) and the waste |

evaporator distillate punp (SHB02). The recycle evaporator feed punp and the waste |
evaporator distillate punp are not classified safety related whereas the boric acid i

transfer punp is safety related. The punps, made by the same anufacturer, use the same
bearing part number. ;

safety Evaluation: A review of the purchase order shows that the subject bearing was
procured with quality p.up.-u requirunents imposed on the vendor and as safety related
(10CFR21 applied). Therefore, this substitution does not oanstitute any nonconfonnance.

Based on the above, the pInhnhility or consequence of a previously evaluated Socident is
not increased, the possibility of a new or different type of accident is not created and I
the probability or consequence of malfunctions of any equiptent will not result. ]

,
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Attechment to WM 90-0060
Pega 240 of 241

EMRICTIVE MRK RIQUEST DISPOSITION: 06592-88 Revision: 0

Title: Waste Evaporator Condensate hnk Punp Inboard Ball Bearings Neplacement

n== ,-i @ t mis dispositicn accepts as-is the application of six verdor supplied
inboard ball bearings installed in the wasta evaporator condensate tank pop. me
subject ball bearings are applicable to the recycle waste evaporator concentrate punp.

Safety Evaluntlant All Goulds nodel 3196 punps (regardless of size) have a standard
radial bearing which is made of steel. m e subject bearing was supplied by the vendor
as % Code Commercial /Non-safety. % e recycle evaporator concentrate pmp and the waste
evaporator ocodensate tank punp are both Goulds model 3196ST pups. % erefore, based on
the above discussion, the subject inboard bearing is interchangeable with the wasta
evaporator condensate tank pump.

Se subject replaosunent ball bearings are identical to the originally installed ball
bearings, therefore the function of the waste evaporator condensate tank punp is not
adversely affected. %e waste evaporator condensate tank punp doas not serve any safety
design basis.

Based on the above, the probability of occurrence or the consequences of an accident or
malfuncticn of a different type than any evaluated previously is not created; and the
margin of safety as defined in the basis for any Wolf Creek Generating Station (NOGS) |%chnical Specification is not reduced. mere is no inpact on any NOGS %chnical
Specification or associated bases..
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Attcchment to WM 90 0060
Pogo 241 of 241

IBGINEtRDG EVAURTIN RBQUESI' DISPOSITIN: 88-HB-06 Revision: 0

Title: Installation Of Duratek Skid

w ition mis disposition supplements the existing safety evaluations perfomed in
support of the taporary installatim of the Duratek liquid radweste processing skid in
Im Invel Storage Rom 7225. m is evaluation is to verify that this installation
satisfies ocmmit:msnts to Regulatory Guide 1.143, specifically Sections 1.1.3 and 5.

Safety Evaluation: Calculation XX-ni-008, Revision 0, was performed to qualify Im
Invel Storage Rom 7225 and base mat to the requirments of Regulatory Guide 1.143,
Section 5. %e omcrete walls and base mat were evaluated, with an input motion at the
foundation, defined by nonnalizing the Regulatory Guide 1.60 SWu.a to Operating Basis
Earthquake maximum ground acceleration of 0.12 G. A very conservative anplification
factor to account for nultifrequency excitation and nultinoje response of the structure
to this ground notion was used. Also, a 1.50 nultiplication factor was added to the
above anplification for structural response, to account for static analysis. It was
found that there was about 30 percent reserve in the concrete reinforcing steel for the
walls and even greater reserve for reinforcing steel in the concrete nat.

Also, a thorough ocmparism with the existing Radweste Building, which is designed to
the requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.143, was unde. W e Radwaste kilding is a multi-
level structure which houses significant anounts of equipnent. h e wall thicknesses and
reinforcing are similar to those provided in Im Invel Storage Rom 7225 and the base
net,

e

] Hence, based on the analysis and conparison discussa3 above, Im Isel Storage Rom 7225
and base mat, which houses the Duratek liquid radwaste processing system meets the
seismic requirements of Regulatory Guide 1.143, Sectim 5.

In addition, the floor area around the Duratek liquid radwaste processing system in Room
7225 and drains, slope to a stmp which is a part of the Radwaste System. Any leak frm
the Duratek liquid radweste processing system or its hoses would be contained by the
sunp. Se sunp has two redundant punps. A stainless steel liner is located in the
trench which passes over the isolation $oint, separating the N41 dings. his will
prevent leakage to the ground. S e sunp and the trench capacity is approximately 1800
gallms. In the event that this sump overflows, (all areas served by thia sunp are
surrounded by a 6 inch curb, except for the area north of the drywaste ocmpactor, Rom
7228) wastewater would be contained by the floor drain at the north end of Rom 7228.
Wie drain is connected to the independent sunp in Rom 7113 of the Radwaste Building.
Also, either an operator or Duratek technician is always nonitoring the liquid radwaste
processing. If the drains in Rom 7225 are clogged for any reason the door opening is
currounded by a 6 inch curb. % is in itself provides sufficient capacity for any

_ spills. Henco, spill containmmt is not a cancern.
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